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Palmer House Hilton
The Palmer House is one of the finest hotels in Chicago, located right in the heart of downtown. Its many services include restaurants, lounges, health club, indoor swimming pool, and retail shops. Palmer House personnel will be happy to assist in any way that they can to help insure that your stay here is a pleasant one. Maps of the Palmer House meeting locations start on page 35 of the program. Handicap accessibility information is available from the hotel registration desk. In room child care can be arranged through the concierge.

On-Site Conference Registration
Everyone participating in the conference must register. The conference registration center is on the 4th Floor. For those who have not pre-registered, registration fees are as follows:
- Members: $80.
- Retired Members: $45.
- Graduate Students Members: $25.
- Nonmembers: $110.
- Nonmember retired: $60.
- Nonmember students: $50.
- Undergraduates (Member or Non): $20.
- Membership in the Association is $50 per year ($30 for retired individuals and $25 for students) and includes a subscription to the American Journal of Political Science.

Panel Meeting Rooms
Panel Sessions will be held on the 7th floor wing that includes the following locations: Burnham, Clark, Dearborn, LaSalle, Montrose, and Sandburg; on the 3rd floor Salons 1-8 and PDRs 6 & 9, on the 5th floor PDR 16 and Parlors C, D & F, and the State Ballroom on the 4th floor. We will be using additional meeting space on the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th floors. Maps of the floors start on page 35 of the program.

Meeting Room Locations
- **3rd Floor**
  - Cresthill Room
  - Crystal Room
  - Private Dining Rooms (PDR) 4, 5, 6 & 9
- **4th Floor**
  - Upper Exhibit Hall (and access to PDR 17 & 18)
  - Red Lacquer Room
  - State Ballroom
  - Registration & Placement
- **5th Floor**
  - Private Dining Rooms (PDR) 16, 17 & 18
- **6th Floor**
  - Parlor A, C, D & F
  - Monroe
- **7th Floor**
  - Burnham, Clark, Dearborn, LaSalle, Montrose & Sandburg wings
Poster Sessions
Research posters will be displayed Thursday, Friday and Saturday in the Upper Exhibit Hall on the 4th floor. Posters may be viewed from 8:30 am to 5:15 pm. The posters are scheduled during the same time slots as the panels. The authors will be present to answer questions and distribute copies of their research findings. Please browse the poster sessions throughout the day. Authors may set up the poster display fifteen minutes prior to the start of their session. All necessary posting materials will be supplied. Authors must remove all poster materials promptly at the conclusion of their session.

Exhibit Hall
The central location for the conference is the Exhibit Hall, which is located on the 4th floor, three escalator rides up from the hotel lobby. Please visit the Exhibit Hall for poster sessions, exhibits, placement center, email kiosks, refreshment centers, and lounge. Be sure to attend the Welcome Reception there on Thursday from 5:15 pm – 6:15 pm.

Citation of MPSA Papers
Association policy is that papers presented at the annual conference are in the public domain and may not be restricted from citation or attribution.

Placement Center
The placement center is located in the back of the Upper Exhibit Hall on the 4th floor; meeting space has been set aside for candidates and employers. Job candidates or schools that wish to interview candidates should register with the staff member at the placement center. Candidates and schools will be assigned message boxes. Placement center hours of operation:

- Thursday, April 3  8:30 am – 5:15 pm
- Friday, April 4  8:30 am – 5:15 pm
- Saturday, April 5  8:30 am – 5:15 pm

Ground Transportation and Parking
Continental Air Transport runs a bus service from the Palmer House to O’Hare and Midway airports. Inquire at the hotel to receive details about this service. The CTA “El” train runs to O’Hare Airport, Terminal 4, and Midway Airport.

If you drive to the hotel, parking is available in the Grant Park or Monroe Street garages, located in between Michigan Avenue and Lake Shore Drive. The Palmer House garage is at 55 E. Monroe, just east of the hotel. Have your parking receipt validated at hotel registration. Valet parking is also available to hotel guests.
# Program Overview

## Wednesday, April 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>4th Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Thursday, April 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Exhibits and Placement Center</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 pm – 6:15 pm</td>
<td>MPSA Welcome Reception</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Friday, April 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Exhibits and Placement Center</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm – 3:00 pm</td>
<td>MPSA 2004 Program Committee Meeting</td>
<td>Russian Tea Time, 77 E. Adams Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 pm – 6:00 pm</td>
<td>MPSA Business Meeting; Awards</td>
<td>Red Lacquer, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>MPSA President’s Reception</td>
<td>Red Lacquer, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Saturday, April 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Exhibits and Placement Center</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels, Posters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Sunday, April 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am – 10:30 pm</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Panels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Panels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Poster Sessions are located in the 4th Floor Exhibit Hall.
# Poster Sessions

**Thursday, April 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Poster Session 20-1</td>
<td>State and Intergovernmental Policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 23-1</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 4-1, 2</td>
<td>International Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 am – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 22-1</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 am – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 1-1</td>
<td>Topics in Comparative Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 1-2</td>
<td>Values, Identities, and Loyalties in Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 5-1</td>
<td>International Political Economy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Friday, April 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Poster Session 9-1</td>
<td>Gender and Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 10-1</td>
<td>Race, Class and Ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 15-1</td>
<td>Political Parties and Interest Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 19-1</td>
<td>Constitutional Foundations, Policy Outcomes, and the Judicial Selection Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 31-1</td>
<td>Empirical Implications of Theoretical Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 7-1, 2</td>
<td>Elections and Voting Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 16-1</td>
<td>Presidency and Executive Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 2-1</td>
<td>Comparative Politics-Developing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 8-1</td>
<td>Mass Media and Political Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Saturday, April 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Poster Session 17-1</td>
<td>Legislative Politics I: Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 18-1</td>
<td>Legislative Politics II: Campaigns and Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 3-1, 2</td>
<td>Comparative Politics-Transitions Towards Democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 6-1</td>
<td>Political Psychology and Public Opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 6-2</td>
<td>Political Psychology and Public Opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster Session 21-1</td>
<td>Diverse Perspectives in Urban and Local Politics Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research posters will be displayed each conference day in the Upper Exhibit Hall on the 4th floor. The posters are scheduled during the same time slots as the panels. The authors will be present to answer questions and distribute copies of their research findings. Please browse the poster sessions throughout the day. Authors may set up the poster display fifteen minutes prior to the start of their session. All necessary posting materials will be supplied. Authors must remove all poster materials promptly at the conclusion of their session.
Meetings, Receptions, and Courtesy Listing

**Thursday, April 3, 2003**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APSA Task Force on Inequality and American Democracy</td>
<td>1:00 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 4 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSA Task Force on Inequality and American Democracy Dinner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface lay Welcome Reception</td>
<td>5:15 pm – 6:15 pm</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 17 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Election Studies Public Meeting</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Parlor A 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Studies Organization &amp; Blackwell Publishing Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Crystal 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 18 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Sigma Alpha Lecture, Judge Richard Posner</td>
<td>6:30 pm – 7:30 pm</td>
<td>State 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Friday, April 4, 2003**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Politics &amp; Policy Quarterly Editorial Board Meeting</td>
<td>7:00 am – 8:00 am</td>
<td>PDR 4 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Women’s Caucus Breakfast Meeting</td>
<td>7:00 am – 8:30 am</td>
<td>Cresthill 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Studies Organization Business Meeting</td>
<td>7:30 am – 9:00 am</td>
<td>PDR 5 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSA Task Force on Mentoring Brown Bag Lunch</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 1:00 pm</td>
<td>Parlor A 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSA Organized Section Committee Business Meeting</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 4:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 5 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSA 2004 Program Committee Meeting</td>
<td>12:30 pm – 3:00 pm</td>
<td>Russian Tea Time 77 E. Adams Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPSA Business Meeting</td>
<td>5:30 pm – 6:00 pm</td>
<td>Red Lacquer 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Women’s Caucus Reception</td>
<td>5:30 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Crystal 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth Author Reception</td>
<td>5:30 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Adams 6th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Come Celebrate With Us and Meet Our Authors”</td>
<td>5:30 pm – 7:30 pm</td>
<td>PDR 17 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 4 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism, Societal Conflict and Human Rights Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 4 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for International Development and Conflict Management – University of Maryland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPSA President’s Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Red Lacquer 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State University Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Monroe 6th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse University Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Parlor A 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 18 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Studies Organization Special Event</td>
<td>7:00 pm - Russian Tea Time 77 E. Adams Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M/Rice/University of Houston Reception</td>
<td>10:00 pm – Midnight</td>
<td>Monroe 6th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington University Reception</td>
<td>10:00 pm – Midnight</td>
<td>PDR 17 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Saturday, April 5, 2003**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APSA Council Business Meeting</td>
<td>9:00 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 18 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSA Council Luncheon</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 2:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 17 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University Reception</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>PDR 17 5th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Simon Lecture &amp; Midwest Public Administration Caucus Meeting</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Parlor A 4th Floor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Related Groups

### American Political Science Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>1:00 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Task Force on Inequality and American</td>
<td>PDR 4</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Democracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>1:00 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Task Force on Inequality and American</td>
<td>PDR 5</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Democracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>5:00 pm – 9:00 pm</td>
<td>Task Force on Inequality and American</td>
<td>Cresthill</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Democracy Dinner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 33-2</td>
<td>Sandburg</td>
<td>7th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 1:00 pm</td>
<td>Task Force on Mentoring Brown Bag Lunch</td>
<td>Parlor A</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 4:00 pm</td>
<td>Organized Section Committee Business Meeting</td>
<td>PDR 5</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:13 pm</td>
<td>Town Meeting 34-1</td>
<td>Parlor F</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 33-1</td>
<td>Sandburg</td>
<td>7th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>9:00 am – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>APSA Council Business Meeting</td>
<td>PDR 18</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 33-3</td>
<td>Parlor C</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 2:00 pm</td>
<td>APSA Council Luncheon</td>
<td>PDR 17</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Caucus for LGBT Political Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Panel 29-2</td>
<td>Parlor D</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Panel 29-1</td>
<td>PDR 9</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Panel 29-3</td>
<td>Parlor D</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Caucus for New Political Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Panel 32-1</td>
<td>Clark 7</td>
<td>7th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Terrorism, Societal Conflict and Human Rights, Center for International Development and Conflict Management

**University of Maryland**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>PDR 4</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### University Center for Basic Research in the Social Sciences

**Empirical Implications of Theoretical Models (EITM)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Poster Session 31-1</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Midwest Public Administration Caucus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>6:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Lecture &amp; Business Meeting</td>
<td>Parlor A</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Midwest Women’s Caucus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>10:30 am – 12:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 27-3</td>
<td>Parlor F</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 27-2</td>
<td>Parlor F</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>7:00 am – 8:30 am</td>
<td>Breakfast Meeting</td>
<td>Cresthill</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 27-4</td>
<td>Parlor F</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>3:30 pm – 5:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 27-6</td>
<td>Parlor F</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>5:30 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:15 pm</td>
<td>Roundtable 27-5</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td>Roundtable 27-1</td>
<td>Parlor F</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### National Election Studies
Thursday 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm Public Meeting Parlor A 4th Floor

### Pi Sigma Alpha Lecture
Thursday 6:30 pm – 7:30 pm Lecture State 4th Floor

### Policy Studies Organization
**Thursday** 8:30 am – 10:15 am Panel 30-2 Sandburg 4 7th Floor  
Friday 7:30 am – 9:00 am Business Meeting Breakfast PDR 5 3rd Floor  
Friday 10:30 am – 12:15 pm Panel 30-3 LaSalle 2 7th Floor  
Friday 7:00 pm – Special Event Russian Tea Time  
Saturday 8:30 am – 10:15 am Panel 30-1 Parlor D 6th Floor

### Society for Greek Political Thought
**Thursday** 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm Panel 28-2 LaSalle 1 7th Floor  
Friday 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm Panel 28-5 Sandburg 4 7th Floor  
Friday 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm Panel 28-3 Burnham 5 7th Floor  
Saturday 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm Panel 28-4 Parlor D 6th Floor  
Sunday 10:30 am – 12:15 pm Panel 28-1 Dearborn 1 7th Floor

### State Politics and Policy Quarterly
Friday 7:00 am – 8:00 pm Editorial Board Meeting PDR 4 3rd Floor
Program Chair’s Panels
Jeffrey Segal, SUNY at Stony Brook

Thursday, April 3 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm
0-1 ROUNDTABLE: CIVIL LIBERTIES IN TIMES OF CRISIS
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR
Chair James L. Gibson, Washington University, St. Louis
jgibson@artsci.wustl.edu
Panel Darren W. Davis, Michigan State University
davisda@msu.edu
Lee Epstein, Washington University, St. Louis
epstein@artsci.wustl.edu
Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
stanley.feldman@sunysb.edu
Gretchen Helmke, Harvard University
ghelmke@wjfia.harvard.edu

Thursday, April 3 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm
0-4 ROUNDTABLE: DAVID EASTON’S POLITICAL SYSTEM AFTER FIFTY YEARS: POLITICAL SCIENCE AND POLITICAL THEORY (Co-sponsored with Political Theory & Philosophy-Approaches and Themes, see 11-1)
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR
Chair John G. Gunnell, State University of New York
jgg@albany.edu
Panel Henrik Bang, University of Copenhagen
hb@ifs.ku.dk
James Farr, University of Minnesota
jfarr@polisci.umn.edu
Robert Grafstein, University of Georgia
bobgraf@arches.uga.edu
George J. Graham, Vanderbilt University
grahamjj@ctvax.vanderbilt.edu
Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan
rli@umich.edu

Friday, April 4 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm
0-2 ROUNDTABLE: PUBLISHING IN, AND REVIEWING FOR, POLITICAL SCIENCE JOURNALS
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR
Chair William G. Jacoby, University of South Carolina
william-jacoby@sc.edu
Panel Kim Quaile Hill, Texas A&M University
E339KQ@polisci.tamu.edu
Jan E. Leighley, Texas A&M University
leighley@polisci.tamu.edu
Lee Sigelman, George Washington University
lees@gwu.edu

Friday, April 4 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm
0-3 AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: MARGARET LEVI’S CONSENT, DISSENT, AND PATRIOTISM (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Transitions Toward Democracy, see 3-1)
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR
Chair James D. Johnson, University of Rochester
jjsn@mail.rochester.edu
Panel Susan Stokes, University of Chicago
s-stokes@uchicago.edu
Arthur Stinchcombe, Northwestern University
a-stinch@northwestern.edu
Peter Katzenstein, Cornell University
pj2@cornell.edu
Stephen Macedo, Princeton University
macedo@princeton.edu
Margaret Levi, University of Washington
mlevi@u.washington.edu

Saturday, April 5 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm
0-5 ROUNDTABLE: EVALUATING ELEGANCE: THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF RICHARD MCKELVEY TO POLITICAL SCIENCE (Co-sponsored with Formal Modeling, see 13-11)
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR
Chair Arthur Lupia, University of Michigan
lupia@umich.edu
Panel Keith Poole, University of Houston
kpoole@uh.edu
Peter Ordeshook, Caltech
ordeshook@hss.caltech.edu
John Aldrich, Duke University
aldrich@duke.edu
John Patty, Carnegie Mellon University
jwpatty@cmu.edu
Please join us for the MPSA Annual Business Meeting. This Friday event will include the following activities:

- **Election of Officers**
- **2002 Best Paper Awards**
- **President’s Reception**

The President’s Reception will be hosted by MPSA President Lee Epstein.

---

The President's Reception is Co-sponsored by:

**Blackwell Publishers**

*and the*

**Palmer House Hilton**

Convention registration and name badge are required for admittance. Guest name badges for the reception may be purchased at the door.

---

**Friday, April 4th**

- Business Meeting 5:30 pm
- President’s Reception 6:00 pm

- *Red Lacquer Room, 4th Floor*
Election of Officers

The Nominations Committee, including Gary King (Chair), Lisa Baldez, Kathy Bawn, Jan Leighley, and Paula McClain, has recommended the following slate of candidates for MPSA Officers beginning in April 2003:

President-elect (2003-04); President (2004-05):
  John H. Aldrich, Duke University

Vice President (2003-05):
  Henry E. Brady, University of California, Berkeley

Council Members (2003-06):
  Suzanna L. DeBoef, Pennsylvania State University
  James D. Fearon, Stanford University
  Arthur Lupia, University of Michigan
  Walter R. Mebane, Jr., Cornell University
  Dianne M. Pinderhughes, University of Illinois at Urbana

2002 Paper Awards

Pi Sigma Alpha Award
For best paper, 2002
  Mark Schneider, SUNY at Stony Brook
  John Scholz, Florida State University
  Mark Lubell, University of California, Davis
  Denisa Mindruta, University of Illinois
  Matthew Edwardsen, SUNY at Stony Brook

Building Consensual Institutions: Networks and the National Estuary Program

Pi Sigma Alpha Award Committee: Gregory A. Caldeira, Ohio State University (Chair); William J. Dixon, University of Arizona, Marianne Stewart, University of Texas – Dallas

The Westview Press Award
For best paper by a graduate student, 2002
  Tasha S. Philpot, University of Michigan

A Party of a Different Color: Strategic Communication, Racial Symbolism and Predispositions

Westview Press Award Committee: Christina Wolbrecht, University of Notre Dame (Chair); Gad Barzilai, Tel Aviv University; John Freeman, University of Minnesota

Sophonisba Breckinridge Award
For best paper on women and politics, 2002
  Jennifer Lawless, Stanford University

Politics of Presence?: Constituent Level Benefits of Symbolic Representation

Sophonisba Breckingridge Award Committee: Kathy Dolan, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee (Chair); Rebecca Salokar, Florida International University; Kira Sanbonmatsu, Ohio State University; Thomas Walker, Emory University

Robert H. Durr Award
For the best paper applying quantitative methods to a substantive problem
  Joshua D. Clinton, Princeton University
  Adam H. Meirowitz, Princeton University


Robert H. Durr Award Committee: Janet Box-Steffensmeier, Ohio State University (Chair); Kevin Quinn, University of Washington; Lynn Vavreck, University of California Los Angeles

Patrick J. Fett Award
For best paper on the scientific study of Congress and the Presidency, 2002
  David A. M. Peterson, Texas A&M University
  Lawrence J. Grossback, West Virginia University
  Amy E. Gangl, University of Colorado

Mandate Elections and Congressional Response

Patrick J. Fett Award Committee: Tim Cook, Williams College (Chair); Brandice Canes-Wrone, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Kenneth Whitby, University of South Carolina
Conference Sponsors

The Midwest Political Science Association appreciates the support from organizations that have sponsored events and activities for the 2003 MPSA National Conference.

Blackwell Publishers
Oxford, United Kingdom
Co-sponsor of the President’s Reception

Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, Illinois
Co-sponsor of the President’s Reception

Organizations wishing to sponsor activities or events for the 2004 MPSA National Conference should contact the MPSA office at 812-856-4677 or wdmorgan@indiana.edu

---

Plan to attend:

MPSA Welcome Reception
Thursday, April 3rd, 5:15 pm until 6:15 pm
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor

Pi Sigma Alpha Lecture
Judge Richard Posner
"Public Intellectuals in Political Debate"
Thursday, April 3rd, 6:30 pm until 7:30 pm
State Ballroom, 4th Floor by Registration
Contributors to the MPSA

The Midwest Political Science Association is pleased to list the following donors who have contributed to the Endowment Funds for 2002. These funds include the General Endowment Fund, Breckenridge Award, MPSA Fellowship Fund, R.H. Durr Award, Patrick J. Fett Award and the Conference Fee Waiver. Their contributions to these programs help the Association to meet its goals in future years and enable us to serve the needs of our discipline. The Association is sincerely grateful for their contributions.

Paul Beck        Hadii Mamudu
William Bianco  William Morgan*
John Brehm      Monika Nalepa
Allen Brierly    Hans Noel
Nancy Burns      Harvey Paler
Gregory Caldeira* Diane Pinderhughes
Paul Djupe       Ha Quach*
Lawrence Dodd    James Read
Paul Drugan      Russell Renka
Georgia Duerst-Lahti Catherine Rudder
Richard Elling     David Schwieder
William Farber*   Joanna Scott
Charles Franklin  Robert Shapiro
Michael Gauger     Roberta Siegel*
James Gibson*     Lee Sigelman
John Gilmour      William Slayman
Lawrence Grossback James Stimson*
Marie Hojnack*   Alan Szarawarski
Karen Hult       Lorraine Tafoya
Rashida Hussain  Elizabeth Theiss-Morse
Dennis Judd     Sue Tolleson-Rinehart
Paul Kellstedt   Jacqueline Vieceli
David Kimball    Herbert Weisberg
Hasan Kirmanoglu  Susan Welch
The Klugie Group  John Wilkerson
William Kubik    Christina Wolbrecht
Emery Lee

* Indicates a gift of $100 or greater

Sophonisba Breckenridge Fund. Supports an annual award for the best paper on women and politics at the MPSA National Conference.

Robert H. Durr Fund. Supports an annual award for the best paper applying quantitative methods to a substantive problem at the MPSA National Conference.


MPSA Endowment Fund. Supports general operating expenses of the Midwest Political Science Association.

MPSA Conference Fee Waiver Fund. Provides funding for conference registration fee waivers for practitioners, non-political scientists and international scholars.
Call for Papers and Proposals
62nd Annual National Conference

April 15 – 18, 2004
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago

General Program Co-Chairs:
Janet Box-Steffensmeier, Ohio State University
David Canon, University of Wisconsin

Proposal Deadline: October 10, 2003
Instructions for Submitting Proposals

Proposals are to be submitted on-line using the 2004 Participation Proposal Form available on our website: http://www.mwpsa.org.

Proposals should be submitted directly to the appropriate section heads of the 2004 Program Committee using the on-line form. Do not send the same proposal to more than two section heads, and please inform each section head if you have submitted your proposal to another section. Submitting a proposal to two section heads does not increase the chance of having the proposal accepted.

If you are offering to serve as a panel chair or discussant, please indicate your fields of expertise and provide a statement of your interests. Individuals may participate on no more than two panels and/or poster sessions. Participants may give one paper presentation and have one other panel role (as chair, discussant, co-author). Groups not affiliated with the MPSA that wish to sponsor panels should contact the MPSA Executive Director (wdmorgan@indiana.edu) to arrange this.

Papers may be presented in either a traditional format or in a poster session. Please indicate your preference for the presentation format on the 2004 Participation Proposal Form.

The 2004 meeting will take place over four days, in a Thursday morning through Sunday afternoon schedule of panels. By submitting a proposal, individuals agree to be available to participate in panels or poster sessions during any of the four days of the conference. Requests for specific days or times for participation are not accepted, except for reasons related to religious observance or unusual family circumstances.

The Midwest Political Science Association reserves the right to accept or reject any proposal received from an individual or individuals desiring to participate in the annual meeting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect.</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
<th>University(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sect. 2 Comparative Politics – Industrialized Countries</td>
<td>Neovi Karakatsanis</td>
<td>Indiana University South Bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sect. 3 Comparative Politics – Developing Countries</td>
<td>Nicolas Van de Walle</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sect. 4 Comparative Politics – Transitions Toward Democracy</td>
<td>Michael Coppendge</td>
<td>University of Notre Dame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sect. 5 European Politics</td>
<td>Randolph Stevenson</td>
<td>Rice University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sect. 6 Politics of Communist and Former Communist Countries</td>
<td>Robert Hislope</td>
<td>Union College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sect. 7 International Relations</td>
<td>David Clark</td>
<td>SUNY, Binghamton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sect. 8 International Political Economy</td>
<td>Quan Li</td>
<td>Pennsylvania State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sect. 9 International Relations and Domestic Politics</td>
<td>Marc Busch</td>
<td>Queen’s College of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sect. 10 International Security</td>
<td>Marc Simon</td>
<td>Bowling Green University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sect. 11 Political Psychology</td>
<td>Rosalie Clawson</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sect. 12 Elections and Voting Behavior</td>
<td>David Lublin</td>
<td>American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sect. 13 Public Opinion and Political Participation</td>
<td>Tse-Min Lin</td>
<td>University of Texas, Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phillip Paolino</td>
<td>North Texas University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sect. 14 Mass Media and Political Communication</td>
<td>Stephen Bennett</td>
<td>University of Cincinnati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sect. 15 Gender and Politics</td>
<td>Maryann Barakso</td>
<td>American University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Sect. 16 Race, Class and Ethnicity</td>
<td>Ben Marquez</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sect. 17 Foundations of Political Theory and Philosophy</td>
<td>Richard Dagger</td>
<td>Arizona State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sect. 18 Political Theory and Philosophy: Modern Theorists and Texts</td>
<td>Alex Tuckness</td>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Sect. 19 Political Theory and Philosophy: Approaches and Themes</td>
<td>Bill Scheuerman</td>
<td>University of Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Sect. 20 Formal Modeling</td>
<td>Jay Dow</td>
<td>University of Missouri, Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sect. 21 Methodology</td>
<td>Christopher Zorn</td>
<td>Emory University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Sect. 22 Political Parties and Interest Groups</td>
<td>Paul Frymer</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Sect. 23 Presidency and Executive Politics</td>
<td>Ken Mayer</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Sect. 24 Legislative Politics: Institutions</td>
<td>Gregory Wawro</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Sect. 25 Legislative Politics: Campaigns and Elections</td>
<td>Diana Dwyre</td>
<td>California State University, Chico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Sect. 26 Judicial Politics</td>
<td>Melinda Gann Hall</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Sect. 27 Public Law</td>
<td>Mark Graber</td>
<td>University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Sect. 28 State and Intergovernmental Policies</td>
<td>Caroline Tolbert</td>
<td>Kent State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Sect. 29 Urban and Local Politics</td>
<td>Yvette Alex-Assensoh</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Sect. 30 Public Policy</td>
<td>Paul Culhane</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Sect. 31 Public Administration</td>
<td>Robert Maranto</td>
<td>Villanova University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Sect. 32 Politics and History</td>
<td>Suzanne Mettler</td>
<td>Syracuse University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Sect. 33 Political Culture</td>
<td>Laura Olson</td>
<td>Clemson University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Sect. 34 Teaching Political Science</td>
<td>Vicki Clarke</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
62nd Annual National Conference
April 15 - 18, 2004
Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, Illinois

General Program Co-Chairs:

Janet Box-Steffensmeier, Ohio State University
David Canon, University of Wisconsin

Call for Papers and Proposals

Proposal deadline: October 10th, 2003

Proposal should be submitted on-line: www.mwpsa.org

Plan to attend in 2004

2005 Conference, Thursday, April 7 – Sunday, April 10
2006 Conference, Thursday, April 20 – Sunday, April 23
2007 Conference, Thursday, April 12 – Sunday, April 15
2003 Paper Awards Competition

The MPSA provides five awards for outstanding papers delivered at our annual conference. The awards and categories are listed below. Section Heads, Panel Chairs, and Panel Discussants may nominate papers for these awards. The Association strongly encourages individuals holding these section or panel responsibilities to nominate papers from their panels for consideration.

Nominators should prepare a memo that states the award for which the paper is to be considered. The memo should include the author(s) name, title of paper and panel on which the paper was presented. Nomination should be emailed by July 1, 2003 to the MPSA office at mpsadmin@indiana.edu. Nominated papers from the conference will be assigned to one of the committees listed below:

Pi Sigma Alpha Award
A $250 award for the best paper delivered at the conference.
Pi Sigma Alpha Award Committee:  Diana Mutz, Ohio State University (Chair); John Clark, Western Michigan University; Gretchen Casper, Pennsylvania State University

Westview Press Award
A $250 for best paper by delivered by a graduate student.
Westview Press Award Committee:  Christian Davenport, University of Maryland (Chair); Margaret Ferguson, Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis; Karen Hult, Virginia Tech University

Sophonisba Breckinridge Award
A $250 award for the best paper delivered on women and politics.
Sophonisba Breckinridge Award Committee:  Susan Mezey, Loyola University, Chicago (Chair); Lisa Baldez, Washington University; Lisa Disch, University of Minnesota; Laurie Rhodebeck, University of Louisville; Jay Barth, Hendrix College

Robert H. Durr Award
A $250 award for best paper applying quantitative methods to a substantive problem in political science.
Robert H. Durr Award Committee:  Suzanna DeBoef, Pennsylvania State University (Chair); Robert Lowry, Iowa State University; Scott Ainsworth, University of Georgia

Patrick J. Fett Award
A $250 award for best paper on the scientific study of Congress and the Presidency.
Patinck J. Fett Award Committee:  Jeffrey Cohen, Fordham University (Chair); Sarah Binder, Washington University; Jon Bond, Texas A&M University

2004 Nominations Committee for
MPSA Offices and Council Members

President-elect Virginia Gray has appointed the following individuals to serve as the Nominations Committee for officers and council members to be elected in 2004.

Nominations Committee 2004
Paul Beck (Chair), Ohio State University
Paula D. McClain, Duke University
Melinda Gann Hall, Michigan State University
Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska
Christopher Mooney, University of Illinois, Springfield

Nominations are invited for President-elect, Vice President, and Council Members for terms beginning in April 2004. Send a nomination letter and C.V. by October 1st to the committee chair: Paul Beck, beck9@osu.edu.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurant Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Directions</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ada’s Deli</td>
<td>Casual American</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a left, proceed one block on Wabash to 14 S. Wabash. 214-4284</td>
<td>214-4284 Open Late</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood Café</td>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit State Street Door. Make a right, proceed two blocks to Washington. The Atwood Café is located on the southwest corner of State and Washington at 1 W. Washington. 268-1900</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef &amp; Brandy</td>
<td>Diner</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>Exit State Street Door. Make a left, Beef and Brandy is next door to the Palmer House Hilton at 127 S. State Street. 372-3451</td>
<td>372-3451 All Day Breakfast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berghoff</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit State Street Door. Make a left, proceed ½ block to Adams. Turn right onto Adams. Berghoff is on the southwest corner of Dearborn and Adams at 17 W. Adams. 427-3170</td>
<td>No Reservations Accepted; Closed on Sunday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Downtown</td>
<td>American/Steaks</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a left, Big Downtown is next door to the Palmer House Hilton. 726-7500, ext. 5298</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchequer Pub</td>
<td>(Pizza/Burgers/Ribs)</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a right, proceed two blocks on Wabash. Exchequer Pub is located on the right side of Wabash at 226 S. Wabash. 939-5633</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter</td>
<td>American/Steaks</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>The French Quarter is located on the Lobby Level of the Palmer House Hilton. 726-7500, ext. 5360</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giordano’s</td>
<td>Chicago-style Pizza</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a right, proceed one block on Wabash. Giordano’s is on the right side of Wabash at 236 S. Wabash. 939-4646</td>
<td>No Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grillroom</td>
<td>Steaks/Seafood</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>Exit Monroe Street Door. Make a left, proceed one block. The Grillroom is on the left – across from Shubert, at 33 W. Monroe Street. 960-0000</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaven on Seven</td>
<td>Cajun</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a left, proceed 2½ blocks. Heaven on Seven is located on the right side of Wabash at 111 N. Wabash Street. 263-6443</td>
<td>Serving Breakfast &amp; Lunch Only; Closed on Sunday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian Village</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>Exit Monroe Street Door. Make a left, proceed 1½ blocks on Monroe. Italian Village is on the left side of the street at 71 W. Monroe. 332-7005</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller's Pub</td>
<td>Burgers/Salads/Ribs</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a right, Miller’s Pub is next door to the Palmer House Hilton at 134 S. Wabash. 645-5377</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick’s Fishmarket</td>
<td>Seafood/Steaks</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
<td>Exit Monroe Street Door. Make a left, proceed 2½ blocks on Monroe to Clark. Make a right onto Clark, the entrance to Nick’s Fishmarket is on the right at 51 S. Clark. 621-0200</td>
<td>Reservations Requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhapsody</td>
<td>American/European</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a right, proceed to Adams Street. Make a left onto Adams Street. Rhapsody is on the right side of Adams between Wabash and Michigan at 65 E. Adams. 786-9911</td>
<td>Reservations Requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Tea Time</td>
<td>(Russian/Vegetarian)</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a right, and proceed to Adams Street. Make a left onto Adams, the Russian Tea Time is on the right in the middle of the block. 360-0000</td>
<td>Reservations Requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trattoria #10</td>
<td>(Northern Italian)</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Monroe Street Door. Make a left, proceed 1½ blocks to Dearborn Street. Turn right onto Dearborn, and proceed another 1½ blocks. Trattoria #10 is on the left side of Dearborn. 984-1718</td>
<td>Reservations Requested; Closed on Sunday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trader Vic’s</td>
<td>(Polynesian)</td>
<td>$$</td>
<td>Exit Wabash Street Door. Make a right, and proceed to Adams Street. Make a left onto Adams, the Russian Tea Time is on the right in the middle of the block. 360-0000</td>
<td>Reservations Accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibit</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Contact Information</td>
<td>Website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American GOTV Enterprises</td>
<td>1625 Howard Gap Loop Road, Flat Rock, NC 28731</td>
<td>(866) 633-4688</td>
<td>americangotv.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Political Science Association</td>
<td>1527 New Hampshire Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20036-1206</td>
<td>(202) 483-2512</td>
<td><a href="mailto:apsa@apsanet.org">apsa@apsanet.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association Book Exhibit</td>
<td>8727-A Cooper Road, Alexandria, VA 22309</td>
<td>(703) 619-5030</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bookexhibit.com">www.bookexhibit.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of American University Presses</td>
<td>71 West 23rd Street, Suite 901 New York, NY 10010</td>
<td>(212) 989-1010</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aaupnet.org">www.aaupnet.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Dog Publishing</td>
<td>1203 Main Street, 4th Floor, Cincinnati, OH 45202</td>
<td>(800) 310-5661</td>
<td><a href="http://www.atomicdogpublishing.com">www.atomicdogpublishing.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Books</td>
<td>387 Park Avenue South, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10016-8810</td>
<td>(212) 340-8100</td>
<td><a href="http://www.basicbooks.com">www.basicbooks.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackwell Publishing</td>
<td>350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148</td>
<td>(781) 388-6401</td>
<td><a href="http://www.blackwellpublishing.com">www.blackwellpublishing.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadview Press</td>
<td>54 Glasgow Street North, Guelph, Ontario Canada, N1H 4V7</td>
<td>(519) 837-1403</td>
<td><a href="http://www.broadviewpress.com">www.broadviewpress.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookings Institution Press</td>
<td>1775 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20036</td>
<td>(202) 797-6428</td>
<td><a href="http://www.brookings.nap.edu">www.brookings.nap.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge University Press</td>
<td>40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211</td>
<td>(212) 924-3900</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cup.org">www.cup.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham House Publishers</td>
<td>135 Fifth Avenue, 9th Floor, New York, NY 10022</td>
<td>(212) 529-4686</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sevenbridgespress.com">www.sevenbridgespress.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQ Press</td>
<td>1255 22nd Street, NW Suite 400, Washington, DC 20037</td>
<td>(866) 427-7737</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cqpressbookstore.com">www.cqpressbookstore.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University Press</td>
<td>3240 Prospect Street, NW Washington, DC 20007</td>
<td>(202) 687-5889</td>
<td>press.georgetown.edu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houghton Mifflin Company</td>
<td>222 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116</td>
<td>(617) 351-5000</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hmco.com">www.hmco.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington Books</td>
<td>4501 Forbes Boulevard, Suite 200, Lanham, MD 20706</td>
<td>(800) 462-6420</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lexingtonbooks.com">www.lexingtonbooks.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longman</td>
<td>1185 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036</td>
<td>(212) 782-3300</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ablongman.com">www.ablongman.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Rienner Publishers</td>
<td>1800 30th Street, Suite 314, Boulder, CO 80301</td>
<td>(303) 444-6684</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rienner.com">www.rienner.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.E. Sharpe, Inc.</td>
<td>80 Business Park Drive, Armonk, NY 10504</td>
<td>(800) 541-6563</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mesharpe.com">www.mesharpe.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Overview of Panels by Section

#### Sect. 0  Program Chair’s Panels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-16</td>
<td>LaSalle 3, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 10:30</td>
<td>THE DETERMINANTS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR EUROPEAN INTEGRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-17</td>
<td>LaSalle 3, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 8:30</td>
<td>THE EUROPEANIZATION OF NATIONAL PARTY SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-18</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 8:30</td>
<td>THE PREFERENCES, POWER, AND LIMITATIONS OF ORGANIZED INTERESTS IN CONTEMPORARY DEMOCRACIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-19</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 10:30</td>
<td>THE LIFE CYCLE AND THE WELFARE STATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 10:30</td>
<td>RETHINKING THE WELFARE STATE (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-21</td>
<td>Dartmouth 2, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Fri 1:30</td>
<td>THE POLITICS OF HEALTH POLICY (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-22</td>
<td>LaSalle 3, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 3:30</td>
<td>INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE, CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-23</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 8:30</td>
<td>INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE, II: THE EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-24</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 10:30</td>
<td>THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL PRESSURES AND DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS ON POLICIES AND POLICY OUTCOMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-25</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 1:30</td>
<td>THE DETERMINANTS OF DECISIONS TO TAX AND SPEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-26</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 3:30</td>
<td>THE POLITICS OF EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-27</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sun 8:30</td>
<td>DOMESTIC CONSTRAINTS AND INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS (Co-sponsored with International Relations, see 4-30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-28</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 1:30</td>
<td>TOPICS IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-16</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 3:30</td>
<td>THE LIFE CYCLE AND THE WELFARE STATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sect. 1  Comparative Politics-Industrialized Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-16</td>
<td>LaSalle 3, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 10:30</td>
<td>THE DETERMINANTS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR EUROPEAN INTEGRATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-17</td>
<td>LaSalle 3, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 8:30</td>
<td>THE EUROPEANIZATION OF NATIONAL PARTY SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-18</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 8:30</td>
<td>THE PREFERENCES, POWER, AND LIMITATIONS OF ORGANIZED INTERESTS IN CONTEMPORARY DEMOCRACIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-19</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 10:30</td>
<td>THE LIFE CYCLE AND THE WELFARE STATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 10:30</td>
<td>RETHINKING THE WELFARE STATE (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-21</td>
<td>Dartmouth 2, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Fri 1:30</td>
<td>THE POLITICS OF HEALTH POLICY (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-22</td>
<td>LaSalle 3, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Fri 3:30</td>
<td>INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE, CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-23</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 8:30</td>
<td>INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE, II: THE EUROPEAN UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-24</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 10:30</td>
<td>THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL PRESSURES AND DOMESTIC INSTITUTIONS ON POLICIES AND POLICY OUTCOMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-25</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 1:30</td>
<td>THE DETERMINANTS OF DECISIONS TO TAX AND SPEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-26</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sat 3:30</td>
<td>THE POLITICS OF EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-27</td>
<td>LaSalle 5, 7th Floor</td>
<td>Sun 8:30</td>
<td>DOMESTIC CONSTRAINTS AND INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS (Co-sponsored with International Relations, see 4-30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-28</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 1:30</td>
<td>TOPICS IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-29</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 3:30</td>
<td>THE LIFE CYCLE AND THE WELFARE STATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sect. 2  Comparative Politics-Developing Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 10:30</td>
<td>EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE INSTITUTIONS IN LATIN AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 1:30</td>
<td>ISSUES IN ECONOMIC VOTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 3:30</td>
<td>EFFECTS OF ELECTORAL RULES ON POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Thurs 8:30</td>
<td>THE POLITICS OF ISLAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Fri 10:30</td>
<td>CHANGING ROLES FOR COURTS IN LATIN AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Sat 1:30</td>
<td>ETHNICITY, POLITICS, AND VIOLENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Sat 8:30</td>
<td>LOCAL AND NATIONAL ISSUES IN CHINA’S POLITICS OF TRADE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-8</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Sun 8:30</td>
<td>GENDER AND POLITICAL REPRESENTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-9</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Sun 10:30</td>
<td>FEDERALISM AND SUB-NATIONAL POLITICAL PROCESSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>Salon 3, 3rd Floor</td>
<td>Sun 1:30</td>
<td>POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INSTITUTIONS AND INTEREST GROUPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Deleted:** TBA
Sect. 3 Comparative Politics—Transitions Toward Democracy

3-1 AUTHORITY MEETS CRITICS: MARGARET LEVITS CONSENT, DISSENT, AND PATRIOTISM (Co-sponsored with Program Chair, see 0-3)

3-2 ORGANIZING VOTERS AND PARTIES IN ASIAN DEMOCRACIES

3-3 POLITICAL VALUES AND CIVIL SOCIETY IN ASIA

3-4 DEATH RATES IN DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA

3-5 VOTERS AND LEGISLATORS IN MEXICO

3-6 TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE IN NEW DEMOCRACIES

3-7 THE QUALITY OF DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA

3-8 GRASSROOTS DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA

3-9 THE EFFECT OF RELIGION ON DEMOCRATIZATION

3-10 POLITICAL ACTION IN NEW DEMOCRACIES

3-11 ETHNICITY AND TRUST IN NEW DEMOCRACIES

3-12 THE INTERNATIONAL EFFECT OF DEMOCRATIC AND ECONOMIC TRANSITIONS

3-13 BUILDING SUPPORT FOR NEW DEMOCRACIES

3-14 THE EFFECT OF INSTITUTIONAL VARIATION ON DEMOCRATIC CONSOLIDATION

3-15 NEOLIBERAL REFORM IN LATIN AMERICAN AND POST-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES

3-16 MOTHERS’ SUPPORT FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC REFORMS IN RUSSIA AND EAST-CENTRAL EUROPE

3-17 PARTICIPATION AND MOBILIZATION IN RUSSIA

3-18 PARTIES AND ELECTIONS IN POST-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES

3-19 CONTENDING THEORIES OF TRANSITIONS TO DEMOCRACY

3-20 GETTING TO DEMOCRACY IN ASIA

3-21 RECONSIDER MEASURES AND THEORIES OF DEMOCRACY

3-22 ACTORS’ STRATEGIES AND POLICY REFORMS IN POST-TRANSITION SOCIETIES

3-23 ACCESSION STRATEGIES OF NATO COUNTRIES

3-24 EXTERNAL FACTORS AND DEMOCRATIZATION

3-25 POST-TRANSITION POLITICS IN RUSSIA

3-1 Pstr. COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with State and Intergovernmental Policies, see 20-1)

2-1 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-11 THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL POLICIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-12 EXTERNAL ACTORS AND INTERNAL REFORM: EXAMPLES FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-13 ETHNICITY AND FEDERALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

2-14 COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with State and Intergovernmental Policies, see 20-1)

2-1 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-3 Pstr. ACCESSION STRATEGIES OF NATO COUNTRIES

2-4 Pstr. EXTERNAL FACTORS AND DEMOCRATIZATION

2-5 Pstr. POST-TRANSITION POLITICS IN RUSSIA

2-6 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—TRANSITIONS TOWARDS DEMOCRACY

2-7 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—TRANSITIONS TOWARDS DEMOCRACY

2-8 Pstr. COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with State and Intergovernmental Policies, see 20-1)

2-1 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-11 THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL POLICIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-12 EXTERNAL ACTORS AND INTERNAL REFORM: EXAMPLES FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-13 ETHNICITY AND FEDERALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

2-14 COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with State and Intergovernmental Policies, see 20-1)

2-1 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2-3 Pstr. ACCESSION STRATEGIES OF NATO COUNTRIES

2-4 Pstr. EXTERNAL FACTORS AND DEMOCRATIZATION

2-5 Pstr. POST-TRANSITION POLITICS IN RUSSIA

2-6 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—TRANSITIONS TOWARDS DEMOCRACY

2-7 Pstr. COMPARATIVE POLITICS—TRANSITIONS TOWARDS DEMOCRACY

2-8 Pstr. COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with State and Intergovernmental Policies, see 20-1)
Sect. 5 International Political Economy

Wendy Hansen, University of New Mexico

5-1 THE POLITICS OF ECONOMIC REFORMS

Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

5-2 THE EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC REFORMS

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

5-3 THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING TRADE PATTERNS

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30

5-4 EXPLAINING CHOICES IN TRADE POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Thurs 1:30

5-5 MAKING INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

5-6 INTEGRATION AND REGIONALISM

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

5-7 GETTING AND GIVING FOREIGN AID

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

5-8 INTEGRATION IN EUROPE

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

5-9 FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

5-10 FINANCIAL REGULATION

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sat 3:30

5-11 THE POLITICS OF EXCHANGE RATES

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sun 8:30

5-12 MACROECONOMIC MANAGEMENT

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

5-13 THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CAPITAL CONTROL LIBERALIZATION

Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sun 3:30

5-14 INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Thurs 3:30

Sect. 6 Political Psychology and Public Opinion

Steve Finkel, University of Virginia

6-1 ROUNDTABLE: DEMOCRATIZATION RESEARCH AND THEORIES OF PUBLIC OPINION: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

State 3:50 Floor, Fri 8:30

6-2 AUTHORS MEET CRITICS: STEALTH DEMOCRACY

State 3:50 Floor, Thurs 3:30

6-3 CRITICS MEET AUTHORS: RETHINKING SURVEY EXPERIMENTS

State 3:50 Floor, Fri 1:30

6-4 ROUNDTABLE: CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC OPINION: TOWARDS A FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA (Co-sponsored with Mass Media and Political Communication, see 8-12)

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 10:30

6-5 ROUNDTABLE: PUBLIC OPINION AND FOREIGN POLICY: THE STATE OF THE ART (Co-sponsored with Political Psychology and Public Opinion, see 6-6)

Parlor 6, 6th Floor, Sat 10:30

6-6 ROUNDTABLE: PUBLIC OPINION AND FOREIGN POLICY: THE STATE OF THE ART (Co-sponsored with International Relations, see 4-29)

Parlor 6, 6th Floor, Fri 10:30

6-7 THE SUBJECTIVE ECONOMY

Parlor 6, 6th Floor, Thurs 1:30

6-8 RELIGION, PUBLIC OPINION AND PARTICIPATION

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sun 8:30

6-9 ENVISIONING THE NATION: NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THREATENING TIMES

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 8:30

6-10 CIVIC DELIBERATION AND CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30

6-11 TRENDS IN IDEOLOGY, PARTISANSHIP, AND THE PUBLIC MOOD

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

6-12 PATRIOTISM AND NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE WAKE OF 9/11

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Thurs 8:30

6-13 COGNITION AND THE SURVEY RESPONSE

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 3:30

6-14 SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF CITIZEN COMPETENCE

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30

6-15 IDEOLOGY, RATIONALITY, AND POLITICAL EXPERTISE

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

6-16 ECONOMICS, LIFE EVENTS AND PUBLIC OPINION

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Thr 3:30

6-17 GOOD GOVERNMENT AND TRUST IN GOVERNMENT

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 8:30

6-18 CONTEMPORARY RACIAL ATTITUDES: BEYOND RACISM

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

6-19 EXPLORING POLITICAL ATTITUDES: STRENGTH, EXTREMITY, AND AMBIVALENCE

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

6-20 CAMPAIGN EFFECTS AND THE POLITICAL INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sat 10:30

6-21 BELIEFS AND OPINIONS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 8:30

6-22 MODELS OF PRESIDENTIAL POPULARITY IN THE U.S. AND ABROAD (Co-sponsored with Presidency and Executive Politics, see 16-10)

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

6-23 STRATEGY, SELF-INTEREST, AND POLITICAL DECISIONS

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sat 10:30

6-24 FRAMING, PRIMING AND PUBLIC OPINION

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Sun 8:30

6-25 TRENDS IN IDEOLOGY, PARTISANSHIP, AND THE PUBLIC MOOD

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

6-26 CIVIC DELIBERATION AND CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30

6-27 TRENDS IN IDEOLOGY, PARTISANSHIP, AND THE PUBLIC MOOD

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

6-28 LINKAGES BETWEEN POLICY, ELITE BEHAVIOR, AND PUBLIC OPINION

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

6-29 SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF CITIZEN COMPETENCE

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Fri 3:30

6-30 POLITICAL CONTEXTS AND SOCIAL INFLUENCE

Salon 7, 3rd Floor, Thurs 3:30

7 Elections and Voting Behavior

Alan Abramowitz, Emory University

7-1 THIRD PARTIES IN AMERICAN ELECTIONS

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Sat 3:30
Mass Media and Political Communication

Kathleen McGraw, Ohio State University

Mass Communication in Historical and Cultural Perspective

Sect. 8

Campaign Advertising

Clark 5, 2nd Floor, Fri 3:30

Campaign Coverage and Communication Strategies

Montrose 7, 2nd Floor, Sat 8:30

Political Consequences of Non-News Media

Montrose 7, 2nd Floor, Fri 1:30

Advances in Theory and Methods

Montrose 7, 2nd Floor, Fri 10:30

Author meets Critics: The Race Card

State 4, 2nd Floor, Sat 3:30

Roundtable: Campaign Advertising and Public Opinion: Towards a Future Research Agenda (Co-sponsored with Political Psychology and Public Opinion, see 6-4)

Purdue F, 2nd Floor, Sat 10:30

Media Exposure, Canvassing, and Voter Mobilization

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 3:30

Gender and Politics

Judith Baer, Texas A&M University

Women Judges: Court and Context (Co-sponsored with Judicial Politics and Public Law, see 19-26)

State 2, 1st Floor, Sun 8:30

Do Women’s Movements Have a Shared Tactical Repertoire?

LaSalle 3, 1st Floor, Sun 10:30

Roundtable: On the 2002 Elections: Another Year of the Woman or Not?

State 3, 1st Floor, Sat 8:30

They’re In: What Now? Women as Representatives (Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics I, see 17-23)

Montrose 1, 1st Floor, Thurs 8:30

Political Theory, Gendered (Co-sponsored with Political Theory and Philosophy-Theorists and Texts, see 11-23)

LaSalle 1, 1st Floor, Sat 10:30

Descriptive Representation and the Politics of Gender

Montrose 1, 1st Floor, Thurs 3:30

The Difference Gender Makes: Women in Office

Montrose 1, 1st Floor, Fri 10:30

The View from the Dome: Gender and the State Legislatures

DePaul 1, 1st Floor, Fri 1:30

Whether the Gender Gap?

DePaul 1, 1st Floor, Sat 3:30

The Gendered Dimensions of Voter Choice

Montrose 1, 1st Floor, Thurs 1:30

Gender Without Borders

LaSalle 1, 1st Floor, Sun 8:30

Getting In, Keeping Out: Women’s Political Activism

Montrose 2, 1st Floor, Fri 3:30

Man’s World and Boys Club: The Integration of Women

Montrose 1, 1st Floor, Thurs 10:30

The Gendered Implications of Policy

Montrose 7, 2nd Floor, Sat 8:30

Sect. 9

Voter Turnout in Comparative Perspective

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30

Voter Reforms in the Aftermath of Election 2000

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 10:30

Religion and Voting Behavior

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

Electoral Institutions and Voting Behavior

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 3:30

Campaign Effects on Voter Information and Decision-Making

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

The Effects of Negative Campaigns on Voters

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

Political Advertising and Vote Choice in Presidential Elections

PDR 6, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

Campaign Effects on Vote Choice

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

Political Leaders, Cue-Taking, and Voter Decision-Making

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 3:30

Candidate Effects in Presidential Elections

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 10:30

Does Character Count?

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

Attitudes, Information, and Turnout

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 3:30

Economic Assessments, Economic Interest, and Citizen Behavior in National Elections (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Industrialized Countries, see 1-4)

LaSalle 5, 2nd Floor, Fri 1:30

Electoral Reform and Minority Participation (Co-sponsored with Race, Class and Ethnicity, see 10-14)

DePaul 1, 2nd Floor, Thurs 10:30

Elections and Voting Behavior

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 1:30

Elections and Voting Behavior

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 1:30

Political Advertising

Clark 5, 2nd Floor, Sat 8:30

Interpersonal Communication and Influence

Clark 5, 2nd Floor, Sun 10:30

Campaign Coverage and Communication Strategies

Montrose 7, 2nd Floor, Sat 8:30

Roundtable: Campaign Advertising and Public Opinion: Towards a Future Research Agenda (Co-sponsored with Political Psychology and Public Opinion, see 6-4)

Purdue F, 2nd Floor, Sat 10:30

Media Exposure, Canvassing, and Voter Mobilization

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 3:30

Roundtable: Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002

PDR 9, 3rd Floor, Fri 8:30

Social and Contextual Influences on Participation

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sun 8:30

Voter Mobilization and Turnout

PDR 9, 3rd Floor, Thurs 8:30

Media Exposure, Canvassing, and Voter Mobilization

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 8:30

Voter Turnout in Comparative Perspective

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30

Voter Reforms in the Aftermath of Election 2000

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 10:30

Religion and Voting Behavior

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

Electoral Institutions and Voting Behavior

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 3:30

Campaign Effects on Voter Information and Decision-Making

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

The Effects of Negative Campaigns on Voters

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

Political Advertising and Vote Choice in Presidential Elections

PDR 6, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

Campaign Effects on Vote Choice

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

Political Leaders, Cue-Taking, and Voter Decision-Making

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 3:30

Candidate Effects in Presidential Elections

Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sat 10:30

Does Character Count?

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

Attitudes, Information, and Turnout

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 3:30

Economic Assessments, Economic Interest, and Citizen Behavior in National Elections (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Industrialized Countries, see 1-4)

LaSalle 5, 2nd Floor, Fri 1:30

Electoral Reform and Minority Participation (Co-sponsored with Race, Class and Ethnicity, see 10-14)

DePaul 1, 2nd Floor, Thurs 10:30

Elections and Voting Behavior

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 1:30

Elections and Voting Behavior

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 1:30

Political Advertising

Clark 5, 2nd Floor, Sat 8:30

Interpersonal Communication and Influence

Clark 5, 2nd Floor, Sun 10:30

Campaign Coverage and Communication Strategies

Montrose 7, 2nd Floor, Sat 8:30

Roundtable: Campaign Advertising and Public Opinion: Towards a Future Research Agenda (Co-sponsored with Political Psychology and Public Opinion, see 6-4)

Purdue F, 2nd Floor, Sat 10:30

Media Exposure, Canvassing, and Voter Mobilization

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 3:30

Roundtable: Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002

PDR 9, 3rd Floor, Fri 8:30

Social and Contextual Influences on Participation

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sun 8:30

Voter Mobilization and Turnout

PDR 9, 3rd Floor, Thurs 8:30

Media Exposure, Canvassing, and Voter Mobilization

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 8:30

Voter Turnout in Comparative Perspective

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30

Voter Reforms in the Aftermath of Election 2000

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 10:30

Religion and Voting Behavior

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

Electoral Institutions and Voting Behavior

Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Fri 3:30

Campaign Effects on Voter Information and Decision-Making

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

The Effects of Negative Campaigns on Voters

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

Political Advertising and Vote Choice in Presidential Elections

PDR 6, 3rd Floor, Thurs 1:30

Campaign Effects on Vote Choice

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

Political Leaders, Cue-Taking, and Voter Decision-Making

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Thurs 3:30

Candidate Effects in Presidential Elections

Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sat 10:30

Does Character Count?

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Fri 10:30

Attitudes, Information, and Turnout

Salon 3, 3rd Floor, Sat 3:30

Economic Assessments, Economic Interest, and Citizen Behavior in National Elections (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Industrialized Countries, see 1-4)

LaSalle 5, 2nd Floor, Fri 1:30

Electoral Reform and Minority Participation (Co-sponsored with Race, Class and Ethnicity, see 10-14)

DePaul 1, 2nd Floor, Thurs 10:30

Elections and Voting Behavior

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 1:30

Elections and Voting Behavior

Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 1:30
9-15 WOMEN'S RIGHTS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Clark 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

10-1 GROWING POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AND POWER AMONG NATIVE AMERICANS
Clark 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

10-10 POLITICAL THEORY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY
Montrose 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

11-10 DEMOCRATIC DILEMMAS: PUBLIC OPINION, MORES, AND MINORITIES
Montrose 3, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

11-10политические исследования МИССИИ
Montrose 3, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

11-10 политические исследования МИССИИ
Montrose 3, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30
Sect. 15 Political Parties and Interest Groups

Nolan McCarty, Princeton University

15-1

INTEREST GROUPS & PARTICIPATION
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-2

PARTIES IN THE ELECTORATE
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-3

INTEREST GROUPS IN STATE AND LOCAL POLITICS
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Th 8:30

15-4

ADAPTIVE MODELS OF INTEREST GROUP POLITICS
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sat 3:30

15-5

BUSINESS & POLITICS
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Th 10:30

15-6

PARTIES OF LEFT & RIGHT
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

15-7

PARTIES IN THE ELECTORATE
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-8

INTEREST GROUPS IN STATE AND LOCAL POLITICS
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Th 8:30

15-9

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS & CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sat 3:30

15-10

PARTIES OF LEFT & RIGHT
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sat 8:30

15-11

PRIMARIES
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-12

CAMPAIGN FINANCE
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-13

FORMAL MODELS OF INTEREST GROUP POLITICS
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-14

COMPARATIVE PARTIES
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-15

PARTY ID
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-16

PARTIES IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-17

ORGANIZED SE ASIA LEGISLATORS
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-18

INTEREST GROUP PRESENTATION IN A FEDERALIST SYSTEM
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-19

PARTIES & LEADERS
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-20

POLITICS AFTER THE BIPARTISAN CAMPAIGN REFORM ACT
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

15-21

PERCEPTIONS (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Industrialized Countries, see 1-9)
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

Sect. 16 Presidency and Executive Politics

Lyn Ragsdale, University of Illinois at Chicago

NEW LOOKS AT PUBLIC APPROVAL OF PRESIDENTS
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Th 8:30

VETOES AND VOTES: CONGRESSIONAL REACTIONS TO PRESIDENTIAL VETOES (Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics I: Institutions, see 17-24)
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Th 8:30

THE PRESIDENCY AND FOREIGN POLICY
Salon 4, 3rd Floor, Th 8:30

30
Sect. 17 Legislative Politics I: Institutions

Barbara Sinclair, University of California, Los Angeles

17-1 COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVENESS
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

17-2 ASKING NEGLECTED QUESTIONS ABOUT CONGRESS
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 1:30

17-3 CONGRESSIONAL PARTIES--THEIR ROLE AND IMPACT #3
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

17-4 INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SENATE
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

17-5 CONGRESS AND THE EXECUTIVE
Clark 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

17-6 MESSAGE POLITICS
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

17-7 REPRESENTATION
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

17-8 THE IMPACT ON THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

17-9 MONEY AND POLITICS
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Sun 8:30

17-10 PROCEDURE AND STRATEGY IN LEGISLATURES
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sun 8:30

17-11 WOMEN IN LEGISLATURES (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, see 9-19)
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

17-12 POLITICS AND POLICY CHANGE
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

17-13 AMATEURS AND PROFESSIONALS IN LEGISLATURES
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

17-14 EXPLAINING LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOR
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30

17-15 LAWMAKING IN CONGRESS
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

17-16 ROUNDTABLE: THE 2002 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS AND THEIR POLITICAL AND POLICY CONSEQUENCES (Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics II: Campaigns and Elections, see 17-16)
Parlor F, 6th Floor, Thurs 8:30

17-17 COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON LEGISLATURES
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

17-18 LESSONS FROM THE CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM BATTLE
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

17-19 CONGRESSIONAL PARTIES--THEIR ROLE AND IMPACT #1
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sun 8:30

17-20 CONGRESSIONAL PARTIES--THEIR ROLE AND IMPACT #2
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Sat 3:30

17-21 PARTY SWITCHERS
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

17-22 EXPLORING THE HISTORICAL CONGRESS
PDR 4, 5th Floor, Fri 3:30

17-23 THEY'RE IN: WHAT NOW? WOMEN AS REPRESENTATIVES (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, see 18-13)
Montrose 1, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

17-24 VETOES AND VOTES: CONGRESSIONAL REACTIONS TO PRESIDENTIAL VETOES (Co-sponsored with Presidency and Executive Politics, see 16-2)
Clark 10, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

17-1 Pstr. LEGISLATIVE POLITICS I: INSTITUTIONS
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Sat 8:30

Sect. 18 Legislative Politics II: Campaigns and Elections

Gary Jacobson, University of California, San Diego

18-1 GENDER AND LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, see 9-20)
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Thurs 1:30

18-2 LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Thurs 10:30

18-3 DESIGNING DISCLOSURE: TRACING THE TRIBUTARIES OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE
Salon 6, 3rd Floor, Sun 8:30

18-4 OUTSIDE MONEY: SOFT MONEY AND ISSUE ADVOCACY IN THE 2002 US SENATE ELECTIONS
Barnum 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

18-5 THE OTHER CAMPAIGN: SOFT MONEY AND ISSUE ADVOCACY IN THE 2002 US HOUSE ELECTIONS
Barnum 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

18-6 ROUNDTABLE: PEW PROJECT ON 2002 COMPETITIVE ELECTIONS: OPEN AND NEW SEATS
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Fri 3:30

18-7 ROUNDTABLE: PEW PROJECT ON 2002 COMPETITIVE ELECTIONS: INCUMBENT VS. CHALLENGER RACES
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Fri 3:30

18-8 SOURCES OF CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN MONEY
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Fri 1:30

18-9 CONSEQUENCES OF CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING
Barnum 2, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

18-10 SENATE ELECTIONS AND REPRESENTATION
Dearborn 2, 9th Floor, Sun 10:30

18-11 PARTISAN POLARIZATION AND THE MEDIAN VOTER
Barnum 5, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

18-12 STRATEGIC POLITICIANS AND LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS
San Diego 6, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

18-13 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS IN TIME
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Fri 10:30

18-14 CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING AND STRATEGIC BEHAVIOR
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Sat 10:30

18-15 LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Thurs 8:30

18-16 ROUNDTABLE: THE 2002 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS AND THEIR POLITICAL AND POLICY CONSEQUENCES (Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics I: Institutions, see 17-16)
Parlor F, 6th Floor, Thurs 8:30

18-1 Pstr. LEGISLATIVE POLITICS II: CAMPAIGNS AND ELECTIONS
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Sat 8:30

Sect. 19 Judicial Politics and Public Law

Isaac Unah, University of North Carolina

State 4, 4th Floor, Thurs 8:30

19-2 PUBLIC OPINION, THE PRESS, AND SUPPORT FOR THE SUPREME COURT
Barnum 4, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

19-3 THE CONTENTED CIVIC CONSTITUTION
Saran 3, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

19-4 THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF PRESIDENT BUSHS FAITH-BASED INITIATIVE
Dearborn 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

19-5 SEPARATION OF POWERS MODELS

Elizabeth Gerber, Jenna Bednar, 32

19-16
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30
THE POLITICS OF DISCRIMINATION, ABORTION, AND THE DEATH PENALTY
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

19-17
THE ROLE OF COURTS AND THE CONSTITUTION IN THE WAR ON TERRORISM
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

19-18
MODELS OF SUPREME COURT DECISION MAKING: AN EXTENSION
LaSalle 1, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

19-19
PRECEDENT AND THE THEORY OF JUDICIAL HIERARCHY
Burnham 2, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

19-20
THE REHNQUIST COURT, CONSTITUTIONAL FEDERALISM, AND THE POLITICS OF RIGHTS
Salon 2, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30

19-21
DECISION MAKING IN THE U.S. COURTS OF APPEALS
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

19-22
REHNQUIST COURT: DIRECTION, PERSONALITIES, AND CONTEXT
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

19-23
THE IMPACT OF CONSTITUTIONAL COURTS IN DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sun 1:30

19-24
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION: POLITICS AT THE CHEVRON STATION
PDR 6, 3rd Floor, Sat 3:30

19-25
INTEREST GROUPS AND THEIR LITIGATION AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Thurs 1:30

19-26
INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE AROUND THE WORLD
Dearborn 1, 7th Floor, Sun 8:30

19-27
JUDICIAL SELECTION, INDEPENDENCE, AND THE QUALITY OF JURISTS
LaSalle 1, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

19-28
IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT OF COURT DECISIONS
Salon 5, 2nd Floor, Fri 1:30

19-29
JUDICIAL SELECTION AND DIVERSIFICATION OF THE AMERICAN BENCH
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30

19-30
POLICY CHANGE, INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE, AND DECISION MAKING IN SPECIALIZED COURTS
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

19-31
BUILDING A HIGHER WALL?: JUDICIAL POLITICS AND THE SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sat 3:30

19-32
THE SOLICITOR GENERAL AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RELATIONS WITH THE U.S. SUPREME COURT
Burnham 4, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

19-33
OPINION ASSIGNMENT, WRITING, AND COALITION FORMATION IN THE JUDICIARY
PDR 16, 3rd Floor, Sun 8:30

19-34
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF DECISION MAKING IN STATE SUPREME COURTS
PDR 16, 3rd Floor, Sat 10:30

19-35
SCIENTIFIC EPISTEMOLOGY, LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP, AND A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE ATTITUINAL MODEL
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

19-36
WOMEN JUDGES: COURT AND CONTEST (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, see 9:1)
Salon 3, 2nd Floor, Sun 8:30

19-1 Pstr.
CONSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATIONS, POLICY OUTCOMES, AND THE JUDICIAL SELECTION PROCESS
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 10:30

Sect. 20 State and Intergovernmental Policies

Jenna Bednar, University of Michigan
Elizabeth Gerber, University of Michigan

20-1
COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Developing Countries, see 2-14)
PDR 16, 3rd Floor, Thurs 3:30

20-2
REPRESENTATION

21-1
ANIRUDH RUHIL, University of Illinois at Chicago

21-2
THE COLOR OF LOCAL POLITICS: RACE, REPRESENTATION AND REFORM
Dearborn 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

21-3
URBAN ELECTORAL DYNAMICS: VOTING, CAMPAIGNS, AND MAYORAL TENURE
Dearborn 2, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

21-4
THE MANY FACES OF REFORM: SECESSION, STRUCTURAL CHANGE, AND BIAS
Dearborn 2, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

21-5
THE POLITICS OF LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Sandburg 3, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

21-6
FISCAL ISSUES IN STATE-LOCAL GOVERNANCE
Dearborn 2, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

21-7
STUDIES IN URBAN GOVERNANCE: INSTITUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES
LaSalle 5, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

21-8
THE ELECTORAL, GOVERNING, AND POLICY DYNAMICS OF SPECIAL DISTRICTS
Dearborn 2, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

21-9
URBAN PSYCHOLOGY? CITIZENS, MAYORS, AND LOCAL POLICIES
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

21-10
URBAN POLICY: PUTTING MONEY WHERE THE MOUTH IS?
Dearborn 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

21-11
POLICY AND POLITICS IN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTS (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-19)
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

21-12
CHARTER SCHOOLS, TESTS, AND PLAYGROUNDS: THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION POLICY (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-14)
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

21-1 Pstr.
STATE AND INTEGROVERNMENTAL POLICIES
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Sat 3:30

21-2
ANIRUDH RUHIL, University of Illinois at Chicago
Sect. 22 Public Policy

Daniel Carpenter, University of Michigan

22-2 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, DIFFERENCE AND UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

22-3 BUREAUCRATIC POLITICS IN SOCIAL POLICY
Sandburg 5, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

22-4 LEGISLATIVE POLICYMAKING AND PUBLIC POLICY
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30

22-5 THE POLITICS OF MORALITY POLICY
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

22-6 THE POLITICS OF TAX AND FISCAL POLICY
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

22-7 THE POLITICS OF TOBACCO POLICY
Burnham 3, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

22-8 THE POLITICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Sat 3:30

22-9 COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES TO PUBLIC ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Burnham 3, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

22-10 NEW FRAMEWORKS FOR AMERICAN POLITICS
Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Sun 8:30

Sect. 22 Pstr.

22-11 EIJES STRATEGIES AND PREFERENCES IN THE POLICY PROCESS
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

22-12 FORMAL THEORY, ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY MAKING (Co-sponsored with Formal Modeling, see 13-14)
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

22-13 VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE, SELF-REGULATION
Burnham 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

22-14 CHARACTERISTICS, TESTS, AND PLAYGROUNDS: THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION POLICY (Co-sponsored with Urban and Local Politics, see 21-12)
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

22-15 WELFARE POLICY
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30

22-16 THE INSTITUTIONAL POLITICS OF FINANCIAL POLICY
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

22-17 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON PUBLIC POLICY
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

22-18 PUNCTUATIONS, SUBSYSTEMS AND POLICY CHANGE
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

22-19 POLICY AND POLITICS IN LOCAL ENVIRONMENTS (Co-sponsored with Urban and Local Politics, see 21-11)
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

22-20 THE POLITICS OF HEALTH POLICY (Co-sponsored with Complex Policing-Industrially-Industrialized Countries, see 1-21)
Burnham 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

22-21 THEORIES OF POLICY CHANGE IN DEMOCRACIES: A 30 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE (Co-sponsored with Policy Studies Organization, see 30-2)
Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Tues 3:30

22-1 Pstr.

22-22 PUBLIC POLICY
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Thurs 1:30

23-1 SERVICE DELIVERY AND PERFORMANCE IN HEALTH CARE
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

23-2 STRATEGIES OF GOVERNANCE FOR PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

23-3 HUMAN RESOURCE POLICY, PUBLIC MANAGEMENT, AND GENDER
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

23-4 PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY IN PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

23-5 RATIONAL CHOICE, BUREAUCRACY, AND POLITICS
Salle 5, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

Sect. 23 Public Administration

Rebecca Hendrick, University of Illinois at Chicago

23-1 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM, PART I
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

23-2 STOPPING THE VIOLENCE: ON INTERVENTIONS, LOANS AND擬圖 NEGOTIATIONS
Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

23-3 TO KILL OR NOT TO KILL: REPETIORIES AND MOTIVATIONS
Palmer D, 6th Floor, Fri 10:30

23-4 BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: REBELS, REBELLION AND CAUSAL DETERMINANTS
Palmer D, 6th Floor, Fri 1:30

23-5 CONFLICTUAL INTERSECTIONS: EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONFLICT AND EVERYTHING ELSE
Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

23-6 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM, PART II
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30

23-7 THE CONSEQUENCES OF CONTENTIOUS POLITICS, I
Palmer C, 6th Floor, Fri 8:30

23-8 THE CONTEXT OF STATE-SPONSORED MURDER
Palmer D, 6th Floor, Fri 3:30

23-9 UNCONVENTIONAL EXPLORATIONS INTO CONTENTIOUS POLITICS/CONFLICT PROCESSES
Palmer D, 6th Floor, Sat 1:30

23-10 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM, PART II
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

23-11 LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISION OF PUBLIC AGENCIES
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30

23-12 THE IMPACT OF STATE REGULATION AND CONTROL
LaSalle 1, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30

23-13 ROUND TABLE: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE PRACTICE AND IMPACT OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Thurs 8:30

Sect. 24 Political Culture

Raymond Duch, University of Houston

24-1 CIVIC CULTURE AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 1:30

24-2 INTERSECTIONS OF DOMESTIC AND TRANSNATIONAL SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
PDR 16, 5th Floor, Fri 8:30

24-3 RELIGION AND CULTURE
Burnham 5, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30

24-4 VALUES AND IDEOLOGY
Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30

24-5 PATRIOTISM
Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Sat 3:30

24-6 SOCIAL CAPITAL
Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Sat 8:30

24-7 NATIONAL ECONOMIC PERCEPTIONS AND THE VOTE
Salle 4, 7th Floor, Sun 10:30

Sect. 25 Terrorism, Societal Conflict and Human Right

Christian Davenport, University of Maryland

25-1 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM, PART I
Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30

25-2 STOPPING THE VIOLENCE: ON INTERVENTIONS, LOANS AND NEGOTIATIONS
Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30

25-3 TO KILL OR NOT TO KILL: REPETIORIES AND MOTIVATIONS
Palmer D, 6th Floor, Fri 10:30

25-4 BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: REBELS, REBELLION AND CAUSAL DETERMINANTS
Palmer D, 6th Floor, Fri 1:30

25-5 CONFLICTUAL INTERSECTIONS: EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONFLICT AND EVERYTHING ELSE
Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Sat 10:30

25-6 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM, PART II
LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 26</th>
<th>Teaching Political Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26-1</td>
<td>Michelle Deardorff, Millikin University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INNOVATIVE TEACHING: NEW STRATEGIES AND NEW UNIVERSITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burnham 3, 7th Floor, Fri 8:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-2</td>
<td>LEARNING COMMUNITIES AND TECHNOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montrose 2, 7th Floor, Thurs 10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-3</td>
<td>INNOVATIVE LEARNING: INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND STUDENT OUTCOMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor D, 6th Floor, Fri 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-4</td>
<td>CIVIC EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL PEDAGOGIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Fri 10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-5</td>
<td>MOOT COURT SIMULATIONS: WITHIN AND WITHOUT THE CLASSROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burnham 3, 7th Floor, Sat 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-6</td>
<td>RESEARCH METHODS: STRATEGIES AND BEST PRACTICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandburg 3, 7th Floor, Thurs 8:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 27</th>
<th>Midwest Women’s Caucus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-1</td>
<td>Lisa Baldez, Washington University of St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: BEYOND THE WOMEN’S CAUCUS? REFLECTIONS ON THE CAUCUS IN THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Sun 8:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-2</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: THE JOYS AND FRUSTATIONS OF BACCALLAUREATE-ONLY DEPARTMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Thurs 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-3</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: THE REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE IN HIGHER EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Thurs 10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-4</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: THE FUTURE OF GRADUATE EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Fri 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-5</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: SOAKING AND POKING: INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN AND MEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State 1, 7th Floor, Sat 1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-6</td>
<td>A PANEL HONORING VIRGINIA SAPIRO, WINNER OF THE WOMEN’S CAUCUS 2002 OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Fri 3:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 28</th>
<th>Society for Greek Political Thought</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28-1</td>
<td>Carson Holloway, Concord College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHILOSOPHY AND RULE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dearborn 1, 3rd Floor, Sun 10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-2</td>
<td>POLITICS AND RHETORIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LaSalle 1, 7th Floor, Thurs 1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-3</td>
<td>THE HOUSEHOLD AND THE CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hutchinson 3, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-4</td>
<td>PLATO ON JUSTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor D, 6th Floor, Sat 1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-5</td>
<td>CONTEMPORARY APPLICATIONS OF ARISTOTLE’S THOUGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Fri 1:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 29</th>
<th>LGBT Caucus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29-1</td>
<td>Steve Sanders, Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POLICY AND POLITICAL CHANGE IN LGBT POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDR 9, 3rd Floor, Fri 1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-2</td>
<td>SAME-SEX MARRIAGE AND MORALITY POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor D, 6th Floor, Thurs 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-3</td>
<td>COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON LGBT POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor D, 6th Floor, Sat 10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 30</th>
<th>Policy Studies Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30-1</td>
<td>Harrell Rodgers, University of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPETING AND LEARNING: THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL DIMENSIONS TO STATE WELFARE POLICY-MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor D, 6th Floor, Sat 8:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-2</td>
<td>THEORIES OF POLICY CHANGE IN DEMOCRACIES: A 30 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandburg 4, 7th Floor, Thurs 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-3</td>
<td>THE OTHER SIDE OF WELFARE REFORM: THE POLICY ENVIRONMENT FOR EXPANDING THE OPPORTUNITIES OF YOUNG, LOW SKILLED, AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LaSalle 2, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 31</th>
<th>Empirical Investigation of Theoretical Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31-1</td>
<td>James Alt, Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMPIRICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THEORETICAL MODELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor, Fri 10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 32</th>
<th>Caucus for New Political Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32-1</td>
<td>John Berg, University of Notre Dame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CURRENT POLITICAL ISSUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clark 7, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 33</th>
<th>APSA Committee on Civic Education and Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33-1</td>
<td>Stephen J. Macedo, Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE U.S.: DIAGNOSES AND PROSPECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Fri 3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-2</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT, CIVIC EQUALITY, AND THE AMERICAN METROPOLIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandburg 6, 7th Floor, Fri 10:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-3</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND THE NONPROFIT, VOLUNTARY, AND PHILANTHROPIC SECTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor C, 6th Floor, Sat 10:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sect. 34</th>
<th>American Political Science Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34-1</td>
<td>APA TOWN MEETING ON ACHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlor F, 6th Floor, Fri 1:30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deleted:</th>
<th>TBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field Code Changed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20-1 Pstr.  
STATE AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL POLICIES  
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4 FLOOR, THUR 8:30  
Posters  
Governors, Legislatures and Veto Overrides: A State Level Test of Pivotal Politics  
Eric W. Manning, University of Iowa  
emanning@iu.edu  
Gubernatorial Popularity Across Space and Time  
James D. King, University of Wyoming  
jking@uwyo.edu  
Direct vs. Representative Democracy  
Jeffrey E. Cohen, Fordham University  
cohen@fordham.edu  
Patricia M. Crotty, East Stroudsburg University  
pcrotty@po-box.esu.edu  
When Individuals Matter in Waging Wars: An Institutional Approach  
Amir Azarvan, Georgia State University  
amirazarvan@msn.com  
Committee Roles, Pressure Build-Up, and Changes in Legislative Rules of Procedure  
Nancy Martorano, University of Dayton  
martorano@notes.udayton.edu  
Will the Wheel Turn? Possibilities For the Future of National-State Relations in the United States  
Scott C. Pandich, SUNY-Geneseo  
pandich@gaol.com  
The Politics of Inequality  
Benjamin Radcliff, Vanderbilt University  
radcliff@vanderbilt.edu  
Rodney Hero, University of Notre Dame  
hero.1@nd.edu  

23-1 Pstr.  
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4 FLOOR, THUR 8:30  
Posters  
Familiarity Breeds Contentment: Contextual and Individual Determinants of Democratic Satisfaction in 34 Democracies  
Robert J. Eger III, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
tegger@uw.edu  
David P. Brockington, University of Twente  
d.p.brockington@btk.utwente.nl  
Civic Generations in Europe. A Critical and Empirical Assessment of the Civic Involvement of European Generations Since the 1980s  
Peter Esters, Tilburg University  
h.vinken@uvt.nl  

1-14  
SOCIAL TRUST AND POLITICAL SATISFACTION: CROSS-NATIONAL STUDIES, LOCAL CONTEXTS  
Chair Robert Rohrschneider, Indiana University  
roomroh@indiana.edu  
Papers  
Making Democracy Work in Small Places: The Effects of Social Manners, Institutions, History and Location on Local Governance  
John L. Anderson, University of Nebraska at Kearney  
andersonj@unk.edu  

2-3  
EFFECTS OF ELECTORAL RULES ON POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS  
Chair TBA  
Papers  
The Turkish Regime, Electoral Rules, and the 2002 Election  
James R. Sopp, U.S. Government  
drjs@email.com  
The Commonwealth Caribbean as a Plurality Election Laboratory  
Burt L. Monroe, Michigan State University  
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3-10 **POLITICAL ACTION IN NEW DEMOCRACIES**

**Room** SALON 1, 3 RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Cynthia S. Kaplan, University of California, Santa Barbara

(kaplan@mail.list.ucsb.edu)

**Papers**

- Trends in Political Action: The Developmental Trend and the Post-Honeymoon Decline
  
  Ronald F. Inglehart, University of Michigan
  
  rfi@umich.edu

- Insurgents or Statebuilders? An Assessment of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army
  
  Claire M. Metelits, Northwestern University
  
  c-metelits@northwestern.edu

- The Rio Condor Project: An Examination of Social Movement Tactics in Post-Transition Chile
  
  Heather J. Fraizer, Albion College
  
  hfraizer@albion.edu

- External Determinants of Capital Control Liberalization
  
  Dennis Quinn, Georgetown University
  
  quinnd@georgetown.edu

4-11 **DOMESTIC POLITICS AND US FOREIGN POLICY**

**Room** CLARK 5, 7 TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** R. Michael Smith, Glenville State College

smith@glenville.edu

**Papers**

- Why Congress Has Lost Its Authority to the President and What Can Be Done to Help Restore It
  
  Christopher M. Whiddon, Northern Illinois University
  
  cwhidden@niu.edu

- Demystifying the Image of the Monolithic Elite: Differences in Foreign Policy Attitude Structures Across Elite Professions and Time
  
  David J. Levin, University of Texas at El Paso
  
  dlever@texas.edu

- Walking the Plank: Presidents and the Decision to End the Use of Force
  
  Michael T. Koch, Pennsylvania State University
  
  mtk12@psu.edu

5-13 **THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CAPITAL CONTROL LIBERALIZATION**

**Room** SANDBURG 4, 7 TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** David Leblang, University of Colorado, Boulder

leblang@colorado.edu

**Papers**

- Global Finance and Democratization: Searching for Wealth, Stability, and Influence
  
  Dennis Quin, Georgetown University
  
  quinnd@georgetown.edu

- Political Insecurity, Time Horizons, and Capital Control Liberalization
  
  Christopher Way, Cornell University
  
  erw12@cornell.edu

- Political Insecurity, Time Horizons, and Capital Control Liberalization
  
  Quan Li, Pennsylvania State University
  
  quanli@psu.edu

- The Politics of Capital Control Liberalization in Latin America
  
  Dale Smith, Florida State University
  
  dale.smith@fsu.edu

- Neoliberalism's Role in the Liberalization of Finance in the Emerging Markets
  
  Jeff Chwieroth, University of California, Santa Barbara
  
  jmc2@email.ucsb.edu

6-12 **PATRIOTISM AND NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE WAKE OF 9/11**

**Room** SALON 6, 3 RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Nancy B. Burgoyne, University of Washington

burgoyne@aol.com

**Papers**

- Terror Management Theory as an Explanation for Patriotic Responses to the September 11th Terrorist Attacks
  
  Kenneth A. Rasinski, University of Chicago
  
  rasinski@norcountchicago.edu

- Identifying the Ambitious in the Eligibility Pool: The Early Formation of Political Ambition
  
  Bethany L. Albertson, University of Iowa
  
  blalbert@uiowa.edu

- Youths in the Aftermath of Terrorism
  
  Nancy R. Burgoyne, University of Washington
  
  burgoyne@aol.com

- Assimilation of the Fourth Wave: Identity, Attitudes, and Participation
  
  Jack Citrin, University of California, Berkeley
  
  gojac@ucilink4.berkeley.edu

- Rethinking Patriotism: Insights from Social Identity Theory
  
  Leonie Huddy, Leonie.Huddy@sunysb.edu

- Democracy and National Identity in the Wake of 9/11
  
  Nadia Khatib, ndkhatib@ic.sunysb.edu

6-16 **PSYCHOLOGICAL ROOTS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION**

**Room** SALON 7, 3 RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Kay L. Schlozman, Boston College

kschloz@bc.edu

**Papers**

- Identifying the Ambitious in the Eligibility Pool: The Early Formation of Political Ambition
  
  Robert G. Moore, Michigan State University
  
  moorerob@msu.edu

- A Multidimensional Approach to Civic Engagement
  
  Molly W. Andolina, DePaul University
  
  mandolin@depaul.edu

- Exploring Political Efficacy through Experiments
  
  Scott Ainsworth, University of Georgia
  
  sainw004@uga.edu

- Exploring Political Efficacy through Experiments
  
  Scott Ainsworth, University of Georgia
  
  sainw004@uga.edu
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Anthony Nowes, University of Tennessee
anowes@utk.edu

Disc. David E. Campbell, University of Notre Dame
dcampion@email.nd.edu

Kay L. Schlozman, Boston College
kschlozman@bc.edu

6-17 THINKING ABOUT POLITICAL: NEW APPROACHES
Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Adam F. Simon, University of Washington
asimon@uwashington.edu

Papers Using Software Agents to Study the Survey Response II: The Importance of Identity to the Simulation of Opinion Formation
Christopher J. Mackie, Princeton University
cj.mackie@princeton.edu
Gabriel Lenz, Princeton University
glenz@princeton.edu

Political Memes: Elite Discourse, Programming and Survey Response in Abortion Rhetoric
Adam F. Simon, University of Washington
asimon@uwashington.edu

The Impact of Self-Identifications on Political Attitudes: An Experimental Test Employing Subliminal Priming
Milton Lodge, Stony Brook University
Milton.Lodge@ Stonybrook.edu

Charles Taber, Stony Brook University
Charles.Taber@ Stonybrook.edu

Erik Sundquist, Stony Brook University
Erik.Sundquist@ Stonybrook.edu

Inna Burdein, Stony Brook University
Inna.Burdein@ Stonybrook.edu

Thinking About Politics: Results from Three Experiments
Studying Sophistication, Race, Ideology, and Attitudes
Darren M. Schreiber, University of California, Los Angeles
dschreiber@ucla.edu

Marco Iacoboni, University of California, Los Angeles
iacoboni@ loni.ucla.edu

Disc. Steven Greene, North Carolina State University
steven.green@ncsu.edu

7-2 INEQUALITY AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN AMERICA
Room PDR 6, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Alan I. Abramowitz, Emory University
polsci@emory.edu

Papers The Problem of Secondary Inequality in Political Participation
Paul S. Martin, University of Oklahoma
pmsmartin@ou.edu

Kafi Meyers, University of Oklahoma
kafi.meyers@ou.edu

Raising a Family, Cooking Dinner, and Participation? How Household Attitudes Toward Gender Equality Impact Political Behavior
Matt Barreto, University of California, Irvine
barreto@uci.edu

Carole Uhlman, University of California, Irvine
patternsandmodes@politicalparticipation.com

William J. Caggett, Florida State University
wcaggett@garnet.acms.fsu.edu

Philip H. Pollock, University of Central Florida
pollock@pegasus.cs.ucf.edu

Social Trust and Political Action
Nancy Burns, University of Michigan
nburns@umich.edu

Donald R. Kinder, University of Michigan
drkinder@umich.edu

Wendy Rahn, University of Minnesota
wrahn@polisci.umn.edu

Disc. Paul Janowitz, University of Texas, Austin
paulj@email.utexas.edu

Alan I. Abramowitz, Emory University
polsci@emory.edu

7-13 VOTER MOBILIZATION AND TURNOUT
Room PDR 9, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Donald E. Green, Baylor University
don_green@ baylor.edu

Papers Is it too Early to be Fashionably Late? A Field Experiment on the Impact of Get-Out-The-Vote Drives
John E. McNulty, University of California, Berkeley
mcnulty@ socrates.berkeley.edu

Political Patterns in the Mexican-American Community: Recent Effects of Interest Groups on the Mexican-American Vote
Timothy S. Rich, Central Missouri State University
tsr1907@cmu1.cm.edu

Darrell A. Lowell, Central Missouri State University
kantdady18@aol.com

Presidential Campaigns and the Mobilization of Core Supporters
Thomas M. Holbrook, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
homeboy@uwwm.edu

Scott McClurg, Southern Illinois University
mcclurg@siu.edu

Disc. Donald E. Greco, Baylor University
don_greco@ baylor.edu

Jon K. Dalager, Georgetown College
jdalager60@georgetowncollege.edu

7-14 MEDIA EXPOSURE, CANVASSING, AND VOTER MOBILIZATION
Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Peter W. Wielhouwer, Regent University
petewie@regent.edu

Papers Appealing Images or Begging Votes?: Comparing Media Effects With Canvassing Effects on Turnout in Presidential and House Elections
Unjung Choi, University of Texas at Austin
unjung.choi@mail.u.texas.edu

Message, Context, and Turnout: A Voter Mobilization Field Experiment
Elizabeth A. Bennis, Indiana University
ebennis@iu.edu

An Interpretation of the Decline of Voter Turnout In American Presidential Elections
Mujibur R. Sheikh, University of Texas
mujibur@mail.utexas.edu

Consequences of Decline and Change in Organized Labor in the United States for Political Participation
Jonathan Nagler, New York University
jonathan.nagler@nyu.edu

Disc. Peter W. Wielhouwer, Regent University
petewie@regent.edu

8-7 MASS MEDIA AND DOMESTIC POLICY
Room LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Francis Neely, San Francisco State University
fneely@sfsu.edu

Papers The Story at the Statehouse: Newspapers Coverage of State Policymaking
Andrew Karch, Harvard University
akarch@brookings.edu

National vs. Regional Media Coverage of Competing State-National Executive Authority in Foreign and Domestic Policy Issue Domains
Timothy Fackler, University of Texas
fackler@mail.la.utexas.edu

Nathalie J. Frensey, University of Texas
frenzy@mail.la.utexas.edu

Bankrupt Rhetoric: The Debate over Social Security Reform and Citizen Knowledge
Jennifer Jerit, Southern Illinois University
jerit@siu.edu

Jason Barabas, Southern Illinois University
barabas@siu.edu

A Frame is Worth a Thousand Words: Media Coverage of Bush's Faith-based Initiative
Kimberly A. Mealy, Indiana University
kimealy@indiana.edu

Disc. Laurie A. Rhodebeck, University of Louisville
lhrhodebeck@louisville.edu

9-4 THEY'RE IN, WHAT NOW? WOMEN AS REPRESENTATIVES (Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics 1, see 17-23)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, April 3 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Disc.  Dean C. Hammer, Franklin and Marshall College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dean.hammer@fandm.edu">dean.hammer@fandm.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Paper: Nietzsche's Comic Heights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>Paul E. Kirkland, College of the Holy Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>chair: Steven Michels, Sacred Heart University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michels@shs.uc.edu">michels@shs.uc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Tuning our Ears to Nietzsche's Philosophizing with a Hammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>Jason M. Scotton, University at Albany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>chair: Scott P. Segrest, Louisiana State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-1</td>
<td><a href="mailto:scottsegrest19@cox.net">scottsegrest19@cox.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>12-5  SCIENCE AND SOCIAL THEORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>chair: Keith L. Topper, Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td><a href="mailto:k-topper@northwestern.edu">k-topper@northwestern.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>paper: TITLE: MISSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Stephen Engelmann, University of Illinois, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sengelman@uic.edu">sengelman@uic.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Racial and Ethnic Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-5</td>
<td>chair: Dean C. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dean@dominican.edu">dean@dominican.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Papers: Theorizing Reconciliation and Its Limits for Social Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>chair: Nadine Changfoot, University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Dean K. Wolbrecht, University of Notre Dame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Dominican University of California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Room         | Rotation: Christian D. Dean, Domin}
Thursday, April 3 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

**Disc.** wpark@umich.edu

Charles Franklin, University of Wisconsin
bjones@email.arizona.edu

Garett Glasgow, University of California, Santa Barbara

15-13

**FORMAL MODELS OF INTEREST GROUP POLITICS**

**Room** SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Ken Shotts, Northwestern and Princeton

kshotts@princeton.edu

**Papers**

Two to Tango: How Interest Groups and Legislators Maximize Political Access and Campaign Contributions

Michelle L. Chin, Arizona State University
Michelle.chin@asu.edu

Suzanne Robbins, Morehead State University
s.robbins@morehead-st.edu

Valentina A. Bai, Michigan State University
bval@msu.edu

Interest Groups as Endogenous Institutions

John D. Griffin, University of Notre Dame
strategic.mike@gmail.com

Informational Lobbying and Issue Salience

Natasha Zharinova, Princeton University
natasha@princeton.edu

16-2

**VETOES AND VOTES: CONGRESSIONAL REACTIONS TO PRESIDENTIAL VETOES**

(Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics I: Institutions, see 17-24)

**Room** CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Steven A. Shull, University of New Orleans

sshull@uno.edu

**Papers**

Presidential Veto Threats and the Lawmaking Process

C. Lawrence Evans, College of William and Mary
clevan@wm.edu

The Effects of Divided Government on Policy Change in the House of Representatives, 1953-1996

Stephen M. Ng, College of William and Mary
smngxx@wm.edu

Staring Down the Barrel of the Veto Pen: Veto Threats and Presidential Influence in Congress

Cary R. Cavanaugh, University of Iowa
cary-covington@uiowa.edu

Andrew Bargen, University of Iowa
andrew-bargen@uiowa.edu

A Comparative Look at the Presidential Signing Statement: The Case of Bush and Clinton

Christopher S. Kelley, Miami University
kelleycs@muohio.edu

Disc. Ken Shotts, Northwestern and Princeton

kshotts@princeton.edu

17-14

**COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVENESS**

**Room** DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Glenn R. Parker, Florida State University

gparker@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

**Papers**

An Individual-Level Study of Committee Transfers in the House of Representatives

Jeffrey L. Bernstein, Eastern Michigan University
jbernstein@onlines.emich.edu

Far from a Mirror Image: Evidence of Majority Party Stacking on House Committees

Philip A. Klasha, Michigan State University
klashaph@msu.edu

Size DOES Matter: Simulating Representative Committees

Geoffrey D. Peterson, UW-Eau Claire

petersgd@uwec.edu

Mark Wrighton, University of New Hampshire
Mark.Wrighton@unh.edu

Disc. Eric D. Lawrence, George Washington University

ed@gwu.edu

Glenn R. Parker, Florida State University

17-16

**ROUNDTABLE: THE 2002 CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS AND THEIR POLITICAL AND POLICY CONSEQUENCES**

(Co-sponsored with Legislative Politics II: Campaigns and Elections, see 18-16)

**Room** PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Barbara Sinclair, University Of California, Los Angeles

barbara.sinclair@polisci.ucla.edu

**Panel**

Gary Jacobson, University of California, San Diego
gjacobso@weber.ucsd.edu

David Rohde, Michigan State University
david.rohde@msu.edu

James Campbell, SUNY at Buffalo
ccampbell@acm.buffalo.edu

Barbara Sinclair, University Of California, Los Angeles

barbara.sinclair@polisci.ucla.edu

18-15

**LEGISLATIVE CAMPAIGNS**

**Room** PDR 16, 5TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** John C. Hansen, United States Military Academy

jj3547@usma.edu

**Papers**

A Full of Euros: Campaign Spending Effects under the Single-Transferable Vote Electoral System

Kenneth R. Benoit, Trinity College

kbenoit@tcd.ie

Michael Marsh, Trinity College

mmarshal@tcd.ie

Campaigning on the Internet: Constituency Characteristics and the Diffusion of Innovations in Election Politics

Paul S. Herrnson, University of Maryland

psherrnson@capc.umd.edu

Atiya K. Stokes, University of Maryland

astokes@capc.umd.edu

Learning from the Professionals: Candidate's Perspectives on Negative Campaigning

Peter L. Francia, University of Maryland

pfrancia@capc.umd.edu

Struggling to Set the Campaign Agenda: The Effectiveness of Interest Group Advertisements Campaigns

Kristin L. Campbell, Hamilton College

kcampbell@hamilton.edu

19-1


**Room** STATE, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Lee Epstein, Washington University

leepstein@arts.wustl.edu

**Panel**

Howard Gillman, University of Southern California

gillman@usc.edu

Herbert M. Kritzer, University of Wisconsin-Madison

kritzer@polisci.wisc.edu

Stefanie A. Lindquist, University of Georgia

 cmsmillin@archae.upga.edu

Jim F. Spriggs, University of California, Davis

jsprieggs@ucdavis.edu

Jeffrey A. Segal, Stony Brook University

jeffrey.segal@stonybrook.edu

Harold J. Spaeth, Michigan State University

spaeth@msu.edu

19-25

**SCIENTIFIC EPISTEMOLOGY, LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP, AND A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE ATTITUDINAL MODEL**

**Room** BURNHAM 4, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30

**Chair** Paul E. Parker, Truman State University

parker@truman.edu

**Papers**

Context Variables and Supreme Court Decision-Making: Refining the Attitudinal Model

Howard Gillman, University of Southern California

Sinclair@usc.edu

Herbert M. Kritzer, University of Wisconsin-Madison

kritzer@polisci.wisc.edu

Stefanie A. Lindquist, University of Georgia

cmsmillin@archae.upga.edu

Jim F. Spriggs, University of California, Davis

jsprieggs@ucdavis.edu

Jeffrey A. Segal, Stony Brook University

jeffrey.segal@stonybrook.edu

Harold J. Spaeth, Michigan State University

spaeth@msu.edu
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Thursday, April 3 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

21-1  TRANSACTION RESOURCE THEORY AND LOCAL GOVERNANCE: THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF STEVEN MASEER
Room BEARHORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Richard C. Feiock, Florida State University rfeiock@fsvr.fsu.edu
Papers The Role of Direct Democracy Within Nested Municipal Institutions
Barbara C. McCabe, Arizona State University bmccabe@asu.edu
Constitutional Change in Local Governance: Institutional Entrepreneurs, Procedural Safeguards, and Selective Incentives
Linda S. Johnson, Florida State University lj1874@garnet.fsu.edu
Demographic Factors Affecting Constitutional Choice: The Case of the Recall in Municipal Charters
Seung-Bum Yang, Florida State University sby2785@fsu.edu
Disc. Steven M. Maser, Willamette University smaser@willamette.edu
Douglas D. Heckathorn, Cornell University ddb25@cornell.edu

22-12 FORMAL THEORY, ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY MAKING (Co-sponsored with Formal Modeling, see 13-13)
Room MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Craig Volden, University of Michigan cvolden@umich.edu
Papers Approval Regulation with Auditing and Firm Competition
Daniel P. Carpenter, Harvard University dcarpenter@latte.harvard.edu
Michael M. Tang, Harvard University mmting@latte.harvard.edu
TITLE MISSING
Gordon, The Litigation State: Public Regulation and Private Lawsuits
Sean Farhang, Columbia University s228@columbia.edu
TITLE MISSING
Huber Volden.
Disc. Craig Volden, University of Michigan volden@umich.edu

22-13 VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE, SELF-REGULATION
Room BURNHAM 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Mark N. Lubell, University of California, Davis mlubell@ucdavis.edu
Papers Do Voluntary Programs Matter? An Empirical Examination of ISO 14001 Adoption on Firms’ Environmental and Regulatory Performance
Matthew Potoski, Iowa State University potoski@iastate.edu
A Critical Analysis of the Attitudinal Variable and Data Reconfiguration of Tables 6.6-6.8 in: The Supreme Court and The Attitudinal Model by Segal and Spareth
Craig S. McClure, Miami University mcclurlss@miami.edu
Constructing Legal Ideology: Academic Safelhavens and Property Rights
Laura J. Hatcher, Northern Illinois University lhatcher@polsci.umn.edu
Disc. Mark N. Lubell, University of California, Davis mlubell@ucdavis.edu

24-4 VALUES AND IDEOLOGY
Room MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Joel A. Lieske, Cleveland State University j.lieske@csuohio.edu
Papers Red vs. Blue: The Evolution of Ideological Polarization in the American Electorate
Hans Noel, University of California, Los Angeles hnoel@ucla.edu
Agendas, Rhetoric, and Social Change: State of the Union Addresses from Eisenhower to Clinton
Donna R. Hoffman, University of Northern Iowa donna.hoffman@uni.edu
Alison D. Howard, Mendo College alohoward@springmail.com
Images of Europe and Europeans: In-Group Trust and Loyalty for European Integration
Gaspere M. Genna, Winona State University ggenna@winona.edu
The Problems of Political Ideologies in the New Century
Anthony Kammas, University of Maryland - College Park akammas@gvp.mvd.edu
Disc. Randy Stevenson, University of Houston stevenson@rd.csu.edu

25-6 THE CONSEQUENCES OF CONTENTIOUS POLITICS, I
Room PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Manus I. Midlarsky, Rutgers University midlarsk@rci.rutgers.edu
Papers Consequences of Repression
Cathleen Duhlerus, Texas Tech University edaheru@ttacs.ttu.edu
Consequences of Nonviolent Direct Action
Karen Beckwith, College of Wooster kbeckwith@wooster.edu
Consequences of Ethnic Persecution
Christian A. Davenport, University of Maryland - College Park cdavenport@cidem.umd.edu
Disc. Matthew Krain, College of Wooster mkrain@wooster.edu

26-6 RESEARCH METHODS: STRATEGIES AND BEST PRACTICES
Room SANDBURG 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 8:30
Chair Glenn S. Kruta, University of Oklahoma gkruta@ou.edu
Papers Study of Politics on the Web: An Interactive and Evaluation-Based Approach in Teaching Political Science Research Methods
Karl Ho, University of North Texas khol@unt.edu
Rejecting the Dull Hypothesis: Making Undergraduate Research Methods Courses Interesting
Steven B. Reed, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee sreed@swm.edu
Disc. Christian D. Davenport, College of Wooster cdavenport@wooster.edu
Thursday, April 3 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

Stephanie A. Slocum-Schaffer, Shepherd College
sslocums@shepherd.edu
Research Methods Using a Comparative Approach: Teaching the What, How and Why of Cross-National Research

Robert L. Perry, University of Texas of the Permian Basin
perry.rl@utpb.edu
John D. Robertson, Texas A&M University
jrobertson@tamu.edu

Disc. Glen S. Krutz, University of Oklahoma
gkrutz@ou.edu
Uk Heo, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
heouk@uwm.edu
**Thursday, April 3 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm**

### 4-1 Pstr. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS I

**Room** EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30

**Title Missing**

**Panel**

**Chair** James L. Gibson, Washington University, St. Louis

gibson@artsci.wustl.edu

**Darren W. Davis**, Michigan State University
daviddavis@msu.edu

**Lee Epstein**, Washington University, St. Louis

epstein@artsci.wustl.edu

**Stanley Feldman**, Stony Brook University

stanley.feldman@sunysb.edu

**Gretchen Helnke**, Harvard University

ghelnke@fas.harvard.edu

---

**1-15 SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND PROTEST: IDENTITY, ACTION, PARTICIPANTS**

**Room** LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30

**Chair** Pippa Norris, Harvard University

PNorris@harvard.edu

**Papers**

**D. Christopher Brooks**, St. Olaf College

brooksdy@stolaf.edu

Identity is Multi-layered: Rainbow Coalitions in Contemporary Social Movements

**Helga G. E. de Vries**, University of Maryland-College Park

hdevries@umd.edu

**C. Nicole Mason**, University of Maryland-College Park

c.mason@georgetown.edu

Patterns of Action: A Dynamic Look at Environmental Social Movements in Western Europe 1960-2000

**Lori M. Poloni-Staudeinger**, Indiana University

poloni@indiana.edu

Who demonstrates? Anti-State Rebels or Conventional Participants?

**Stefaan A.J. Walgrave**, University of Antwerp

walgrave@uia.ua.ac.be

Peter Van Aelst, University of Antwerp

vanaeelt@uia.ua.ac.be

**Pippa Norris**, Harvard University

PNorris@harvard.edu

---

**1-19 THE LIFE CYCLE AND THE WELFARE STATE**

**Room** LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30

**Chair** Margaret Weir, University of California, Berkeley

mweir@socrates.berkeley.edu

**Papers**

**The Political Mechanisms of Risk Pooling: Long-Term Care in Germany and the United States**

**Andrea L. Campbell**, University of California, Berkeley

acampbell@berkeley.edu

**Kimberly Morgan**, Yale University

kimberly.morgan@yale.edu

Caring for the Elderly: Expansion and Refinement of the Japanese Welfare State

**Margarita Estvez-Abe**, Harvard University

mestez@cla.harvard.edu

The Myth of Self-Interested Voting and Welfare Reform or Why the Elderly May Not Matter as Much as We Think They Do

**Julia F. Lynch**, University of Pennsylvania

ljlynch@sas.upenn.edu

Does Mother Know Best? Parental Leave Policies in Four Christian Democratic Countries

**Sarah Wiliarty**, Wesleyan University

swiliarty@wesleyan.edu

---

**2-1 EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE INSTITUTIONS IN LATIN AMERICA**

**Room** SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30

**Chair** TBA.

**Papers**

**Cabinet Determinants of the Structural Reforms in Latin America**

**David Altman**, University of Notre Dame

---

45
Global Diffusion of Regulatory Reform in Telecommunications
Kirsten L. Rodine, University of California, Berkeley
krodine@uclink4.berkeley.edu
Interdependent and Domestic Foundations of Policy Making: The Diffusion of Pension Privatization
Sarah M. Brooks, Ohio State University
brooks.317@osu.edu
Disc. Moises Arce, Louisiana State University
marce@lsu.edu
Michelle Dion, Georgia Institute of Technology
Michelle.dion@u.n.gatech.edu
6-18 SOURCES OF CANDIDATE EVALUATION
Room SALON 6, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Ted Brader, University of Michigan
thbrader@umich.edu
Papers Political Sophistication and Appearance Stereotyping in Candidate Evaluation
James N. Schubert, Northern Illinois University
sjo9us1@wpo.cso.niu.edu
Margaret A. Curran, University of Southern Indiana
slopoke@iacl.com
Understanding Competence: The Role of Sophistication and Affect in Competition Evaluations of Presidential Candidates
Theresa Capelos, Stony Brook University
tcapelos@ic.sunysb.edu
Ambivalence, Instability, and Candidate Evaluation
Howard G. Lavine, SUNY - Stony Brook
h.lavine@suny.edu
Marco Steenbergen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
msteenbe@email.unc.edu
Do Voters Want Candidates They Like or Candidates They Agree With? Affect vs. Cognition in Voter Decision Making
Richard R. Lau, Rutgers University
rclau@rci.rutgers.edu
David P. Redlawsk, University of Iowa
david.redlawsk@uiowa.edu
Disc. Moises Arce, Louisiana State University
marce@lsu.edu
Sara M. Gubala, University of Arizona
sgubala@u.arizona.edu
Scott W. Desposato, University of Minnesota
SDBK@umn.edu
Comparative Politics?
Brazil as a Proving Ground for Theoretical Development in Legislative Party Organization and Democratic Performance: Legislative Productivity and Congressional Approval:
Low Cross-Sectional Variations in Institutional Characteristics
Michelle Dion, Georgia Institute of Technology
Michelle.dion@u.n.gatech.edu
6-19 LINKAGES BETWEEN POLICY, ELITE BEHAVIOR, AND PUBLIC OPINION
Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Sean O. Hogan, University of Illinois-Springfield
sohogan@uwsim.edu
Papers Degrees of Democracy: Opinion-Policy Dynamics in Canada and the UK (and US)
Stuart Soroka, McGill University
stuart.soroka@mcgill.ca
Christopher Wlezien, University of Oxford
Christopher.Wlezien@stanner.oxford.ac.uk
Policy Feedback and the Political Construction of Mass Opinion and Behavior: A Field Essay
Joe Soss, American University
josso@american.edu
Suzanne B. Mettler, Syracuse University
sbbmettler@maxwell.syr.edu
Environmental Regulation, Economic Development Policy, and Consumers
Kevin T. Arceneaux, Rice University
kevinta@rice.edu
Paul R. Braze, Rice University
pbraze@rice.edu
Legislative Activity and Public Approval of Congress
Stephen T. Mockabee, University of Cincinnati
Stephens.Mockabee@uc.edu
Legislative Productivity and Congressional Approval: Reconciling Multiple Measures with Theoretical Concepts
Matthew G. Jarvis, University of California, Berkeley
mjarvis@soares.berkeley.edu
Disc. Sean O. Hogan, University of Illinois-Springfield
sohogan@uwsim.edu
Sara M. Gubala, University of South Carolina
Thursday, April 3 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

7-16 VOTER REFORMS IN THE AFTERMATH OF ELECTION 2000
Room SALON 5, 7th FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Kyle Saunders, Northern Illinois University
koamin@niu.edu
Papers
Election Reform Since the Election of 2000: An Evaluation of the Impact of Political Variables on Legislative Action
Donald E. Greco, Baylor University
don_greco@baylor.edu
Voting Methods Two Years After Florida
David C. Kimball, University of Missouri-St. Louis
dkimb@izlum.edu
Simplifying Voting: An Experimental Study of Ballot Format and Vote Accuracy
Christopher N. Lawrence, University of Mississippi
cnlawrence@olemiss.edu
Does “Second Chance” Voting Technology Increase Waiting Time at the Polls?
Stephen Knack, The World Bank
sknack@worldbank.org
Martha Kropf, University of Missouri, Kansas City
tikropf@umkc.edu
Disc. Kyle Saunders, Northern Illinois University
koamin@niu.edu

8-9 POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF NON-NEWS MEDIA
Room MONTROSE 1, 7th FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Chapman B. Rackaway, University of Missouri
Chair
Papers
Agenda-Setting and Priming in Entertainment Media
R. Andrew Holbrook, Ohio State University
holbrook.61@osu.edu
Timothy G. Hill, Ohio State University
hill.471@ouo.edu
Laughing, Learning, and Liking? The Effects of Informal News Sources on Political Knowledge and Attitudes
Michael D. Parkin, University of Minnesota
mtparkin@policis.umn.edu
Angela L. Bos, University of Minnesota
abo@policis.umn.edu
Bar W., van Dooren, University of Minnesota
vandooren@policis.umn.edu
James R. Huffman, Purdue University
JimHuffman5@purdue.edu
Fanning the Flames: Religious Media and American Politics
Brian P. Newman, Duke University
bpo@duke.edu
Mark Caleb Smith, Calvin College
mcsmith@calvin.edu
Disc. Elizabeth Theiss Smith, University of South Dakota
ethsmith@iusd.edu

9-13 MAN’S WORLD AND BOYS’ CLUB: THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN
Room MONTROSE 1, 7th FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Suzanne M. Marilley, Capital University
smarilley@capitalu.edu
Papers
Good Of Boys Network: Does it Still Exist in Washington?
Nidhi Sharma, University of Illinois, Chicago
nsaharm3@uic.edu
Clergy and the Politics of Gender: Women, Opportunity, and Feminism in Protestant Churches
Laura R. Olson, Creighton University
lauraoo@creighton.edu
John C. Green, University of Akron
green@uakron.edu
Ricardo Ramirez, University of the District of Columbia
ramirez@ppic.org
The Abrogation of Nature in Lockean Natural Law
Joseph Carrig, Davidson College
jocarrig@davidson.edu
The Origins of the Idea of Spontaneous Order
Louis Hunt, Michigan State University
lhunt@msu.edu
Disc. Susan J. McDill, Princeton University
smcdwill@princeton.edu

10-14 ELECTORAL REFORM AND MINORITY POLITICAL PARTICIPATION (Co-sponsored with Elections and Voting Behavior, see 7:30)
Room DEARBORN 1, 7th FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Paula D. McClain, Duke University
paula.mcclain@duke.edu
Papers
Information, Institutions and Elections
Catherine E. Warrick, Texas A&M University
cewarrick@tamu.edu
Christopher Owens, Texas A&M University
tcowens@policis.tamu.edu
Robert F. Stein, Rice University
stein@rice.edu
Disc. Melanye T. Price, Wesleyan University
mprice@wesleyan.edu
Paula D. McClain, Duke University
paula.mcclain@duke.edu

11-4 NEW PERSPECTIVES ON GREEK POLITICAL THEORY
Room CLARK 3, 7th FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Sungwoo Park, University of Chicago
spark1@midway.uchicago.edu
Papers
The Relation of History to the Art of Politics in Plato's Laws
Emma Cohen de Lara, University of Notre Dame
ecohende@nd.edu
Searching for the Existentiaal Socrates
Emanuele G. Saccarelli, University of Minnesota
saccarelli@policis.umn.edu
White Noise in Ancient Athens: Poetry and Mediation in Plato and DeLillo
Heather Wright, Albion College
lwright@albion.edu
Disc. Susan J. McWilliams, Princeton University
smcwilli@princeton.edu

11-22 THE NATURALISTIC TURN IN POLITICAL THEORY
Room BURNHAM 2, 7th FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Folke Lindahl, Michigan State University
lindahl@msu.edu
Papers
The Abrogation of Nature in Lockean Natural Law
Joseph Carrig, Davidson College
jocarrig@davidson.edu
The Origins of the Idea of Spontaneous Order
Louis Hunt, Michigan State University
lhunt@msu.edu
TITLE MISSING
Peter McNamara, Utah State University
peterm@hass.usu.edu
The Turn to Nature and What It Means for Hume’s Thought
Scott Vener, Boise State University

47
Thursday, April 3 – 10:30 – 12:15 pm

13-1 HUMAN RIGHTS
Room MONTROSE 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Avery H. Kolers, University of Louisville
Papers The Ethics of International Advocacy: Refugees
Suzanne L. Dovi, University of Arizona
Culture as a Basic Human Right
Cindy Holder, University of Victoria
Alex Tuckness, Iowa State University
Avery Kolers, University of Louisville
The International Criminal Court and the Demands of Impartiality
Alex Tuckness, Iowa State University
dkloeris@louisville.edu

15-1 COMPARATIVE PARTIES
Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Kenneth Janda, Northwestern University
Papers Political Parties and the Quality of Democracy
John D. Huber, Columbia University
Eduardo Lacreta Leoni, Columbia University
Georgia Kernell, Columbia University
Determining the Number of Parties in an Electoral System: A New Empirical Analysis
Matt R. Golder, New York University
William R. Clark, New York University
k-janda@northwestern.edu

16-4 PRESIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION AND PERSUASION
Room CLARK 18, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Shirley Anne Warshaw, Gettysburg College
Papers After the Attack--Presidential Leadership from Pearl Harbor to 9/11
Gary L. Gregg, University of Louisville
ggregg@louisville.edu
Randall Adkins, University of Nebraska, Omaha
radkino@mail.unomaha.edu
The Third Warrant: A Comparison of Rhetoric Toward Iraq by President's George H.W. and George W. Bush
Robert H. Swansbrough, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
swarshaw@gettysburg.edu

17-12 POLITICS AND POLICY CHANGE
Room DEARBORN 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Herb Weisberg, Ohio State University
Papers The Asher-Weisberg Hypothesis Revisited: Are There Replacement Effects in Congressional Voting
Glenn R. Parker, Florida State University
jparker@garnet.acms.fsu.edu
Jun Choi, Florida State University
junchoi888@hotmail.com
Explaining Policy Change: Conversion or Replacement?
Shawn Treier, Stanford University
sttreier@stanford.edu

Disc. Will R. Jordan, Boise State University
wjordan@boisestate.edu

Disc. Timothy M. La Pira, Rutgers University
lapira@polisci.rutgers.edu

Disc. K-Janda@northwestern.edu

Disc. Avery H. Kolers, University of Louisville
akloeris@louisville.edu

Disc. Sydney R. Clegg, University of Louisville
clegg@louisville.edu

Disc. Mitchell Brown, University of Maryland
mbrown@gym.umd.edu
18-2 

**LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE**

**Room**: FDR 26, 5TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30

**Chair**: Jeffrey A. Jenkins, Northwestern University

**Papers**

1. **The Historical Context of Congressional Elections: Candidate Emergence in 19th and Early 20th Century U.S. House Elections**
   - Jamie L. Carson, Michigan State University

2. **Stacking the States, Stacking the House: The Partisan Consequences of Congressional Redistricting in the 19th and Early 20th Centuries**
   - Erik J. Engstrom, University of California, San Diego

3. **Congressional Elections and Legislative Responsiveness in the Populist Era**
   - Craig Goodman, University of Houston

4. **Putting Party Back into Politics: The Development of Electoral and Legislative Partisanship in the Georgia House 1960-2000**
   - Matthew L. Gunning, Emory University

**Disc.**

- Randall W. Strahan, Emory University
- Jeffrey A. Jenkins, Northwestern University

---

**Thursday, April 3 - 10:30 am – 12:15 pm**

18-5 

**THE OTHER CAMPAIGN: SOFT MONEY AND ISSUE ADVOCACY IN THE 2002 US HOUSE ELECTIONS**

**Room**: PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30

**Chair**: J. Quin Monson, Brigham Young University

**Papers**

1. **Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Maryland 8th Congressional District Election**
   - Owen Abbe, University of Maryland

2. **Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Utah 2nd Congressional District Election**
   - Kelly Patterson, Brigham Young University

3. **Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Indiana 2nd Congressional District Election**
   - John Roos, University of Notre Dame

4. **Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Connecticut 5th Congressional District Election**
   - Sandy Anglund, University of Connecticut

**Disc.**

- Gary Jacobson, University of California, San Diego
- Sarah Morehouse, University of Connecticut
- Matt Roberts, University of Notre Dame
- Eric Heberlig, University of North Carolina Charlotte
Thursday, April 3 – 10:30 – 12:15 pm

Mike 572@aoel.com
Modeling Federal Agency Success before the United States Supreme Court
Chad M. King, SUNY-Stony Brook
cdking@ic.sunybuffalo.edu
Institutional and Antidotal Determinants of the Supreme Court’s Attention to Issues
Scott Peters, University of Cincinnati
scott.peters@uc.edu
Disc. Harold J. Spaeth, Michigan State University
spaeth@msu.edu
Lawrence Baun, Ohio State University
baun.4j@osu.edu

20-13 DIRECT DEMOCRACY
Room SANDBURG 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Caroline J. Tolbert, Kent State University
tolber1@kent.edu
Papers Why the Tax Revolt Failed and How it Can Succeed
Michael J. New, Harvard University
new@stanford.edu
Gay Rights Initiatives on the State Level: Competing Explanations for Public Policy Choices
Paula L. O’Loughlin, University of Minnesota, Morris
olsugphl@imrs.umn.edu
Justin Fay, University of Minnesota, Morris
fayx0013
State Ballot Initiatives: A Retreat from Party Affiliation?
Ann M. Leonetti, University of Maryland
aleonetti@cpt.umd.edu
Direct Democracy and Attempts to Raise the Minimum Wage
John A. Grummel, Marquette University
john.grummel@marquette.edu
Disc. Caroline J. Tolbert, Kent State University
tolber1@kent.edu

21-10 URBAN POLICY: PUTTING MONEY WHERE THE MOUTH IS?
Room DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Nirmal Goswami, Texas A&M University at Kingsville
kgoswami@tamuk.edu
Papers The Cross-Pressed City: Explaining Municipal Social Welfare Expenditures in Competitive Urban Environments
Michael C. Crawford, Indiana University
mcrawf@indyiana.edu
Social Service Providers: Advocating at State and Local Levels
Claudia A. Petersen, Eastern Michigan University
claudia.petersen@emich.edu
Tamara A. Waggener, Sam Houston State University
pol_taw@shsu.edu
Seeking Equity At The Grassroots: The Politics of Environmental Justice Organizations in Metropolitan Los Angeles
Armando X. Mejia, University of Wisconsin-Madison
mejia@polisci.wisc.edu
Disc. Juliet Gainsborough, University of Miami
jgainsbo@exchange.sba.miami.edu

22-19 POLICY AND POLITICS IN LOCAL ENvironments
Room BURNHAM 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Scott W. Allard, Syracuse University
swallard@maxwell.syr.edu
Papers Evaluating the Consequences of Direct Democracy: The Coherence of Local Land Use Policy in California
Elisabeth R. Gerber, University of Michigan
egerber@umich.edu
Justin H. Phillips, University of California, San Diego
jphpill@weber.ucsd.edu
A Community Economic Elite and Support for Correctional Reform
Fred A. Meyer, Ball State University
fameyer@bsu.edu
Ralph E. Baker, Ball State University
rhaker666@aol.com
Civic Responsibility, Public Policy and the Road to Urban Revitalization
Julie A. Pietroburgo, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
jpietrou@siue.edu
Roger E. Boyd, Saint Louis University
reboyd@slu.edu
Place, Race and Information Technology
Karen Mossberger, Kent State University
kmossber@kent.edu
Disc. Scott W. Allard, Syracuse University
swallard@maxwell.syr.edu

23-1 SERVICE DELIVERY AND PERFORMANCE IN HEALTH CARE
Room LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Carol S. Weisert, Michigan State University
weisert@msu.edu
Papers Local-Level Bureaucratic Activities and Political Institutions: Should We Hope for Coordinated Services in Public Health and Environment?
Mary Beth A. Farquhar, Virginia Tech
mfarquha@vt.edu
2001 Michigan Hospital CQI/TQM Study
Colleen L. Croxall, Eastern Michigan University
croxall@emich.edu
Disc. Carol S. Weisert, Michigan State University
weisert@msu.edu

23-3 HUMAN RESOURCE POLICY, PUBLIC MANAGEMENT, AND GENDER
Room PDR 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Meredith A. Newman, Washington State University
newman@vancouver.wsu.edu
Papers Women and Minorities in State Government Agencies
Chon-Kyun Kim, Midwestern State University
ckim@mswu.edu
Questioning College for All: How It Hurts Women
Sharon A. Mastracci, University of Illinois, Chicago
mastrac@uic.edu
Gender and Governance at the Local Level: The Case of School Districts
Jill Nicholson-Crotty, Texas A&M University
jnichol@polisci.tamu.edu
Kenneth J. Meier, Texas A&M University
kmeier@polisci.tamu.edu
Gender, Age and Sexual Harassment: Implications for Policy Implementation
Laura A. Reese, Wayne State University
lareese@wayne.edu
Disc. Meredith A. Newman, Washington State University
newman@vancouver.wsu.edu

25-1 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM
PART I
Room SANDBURG 6, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Ronald A. Francisco, University of Kansas
ronfranc@ku.edu
Papers An Adverse Selection Model of Terrorism: Theory and Evidence
Ethan Bueno de Mesquita, Harvard University
mesquita@fas.harvard.edu
Terror and the Allee Effect: Mobilization & Sustaining Problems
Ronald A. Francisco, University of Kansas
ronfranc@ku.edu
Political Bullets: A Rare Event Analysis of Extremist Recruitment
Enguina K. Guilamart, United States Military Academy
je1997@exmail.usma.edu
Disc. David J. Levin, University of Texas at El Paso
dlevin@atep.edu
Thursday, April 3 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

26-2 LEARNING COMMUNITIES AND TECHNOLOGY
Room MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Bruce E. Caswell, Rowan University caswell@rowan.edu
Papers Teaching Virtually: American Government and State and Local Government in Cyberspace
Dina M. Krois, Lansing Community College dkrois@lcc.edu
Metalearning Communities: Political Synergy between Preparation and Opportunity
Kay G. Wolborn, College of St. Benedict/St. John's University kwolborn@csbsjsu.edu
Talk Amongst Yourselves: On-line Discussions Across Three Universities
Zoe M. Oxley, Union College oxleyz@union.edu
Rosalee A. Clawson, Purdue University clawson@polsci.purdue.edu
Rebecca E. Deen, University of Texas, Arlington deen@uta.edu
Disc. Peter J. Bergerson, Florida Gulf Coast College pbergers@fgcu.edu
Bruce E. Caswell, Rowan University caswell@rowan.edu

27-3 ROUNDTABLE: THE REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Room PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 10:30
Chair Laurie A. Rhodebeck, University of Louisville lzrhodebeck@louisville.edu
Panel Georgia Duerst-Lahti, Beloit College duerstgj@beloit.edu
Lynne E. Ford, College of Charleston fordj@cofc.edu
Nancy McGlen, Niagara University nmcglen@niagara.edu
Joanna V. Scott, Eastern Michigan University PLS_Scott@online.emich.edu
Susan Welch, Pennsylvania State University swelch@psu.edu
Thursday, April 3 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

2-1 Pstr. PUBLIC POLICY

Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30

Posters

The Pursuit of Happiness?: The Impact of State Social Welfare Spending on Quality of Life
Paul D. Mueller, University of Notre Dame
mueller.32@nd.edu
Joseph J. Fox, University of Notre Dame
jfox@nd.edu
Pamela M. Schaal, University of Notre Dame
pamela_schaal@yahoo.com
The Impact of Philanthropy on Public Attitudes Toward Welfare Policies
Kratika J. Patel, Randolph-Macon College
kpatel@jmu.edu
Lauren C. Bell, Randolph-Macon College
lbell@rmc.edu

(De)Segregation Los Angeles Magnet Schools
Ryan M. Strauss, University of California, Irvine
rmstraus@uci.edu
Types of Federal Agencies: A Policy Approach to Bureaucracy
Yoonho Kim, Cornell University
yk235@cornell.edu
Collective Capacity for Sustainable Watershed Management: The Case of San Francisco Creek Watershed
Sung-Jun Myung, University of Pittsburgh
sxm@pitt.edu
Information and Activism: Disclosure Programs, Risk, and Political Behavior
Mark C. Stephan, Washington State University Vancouver
stephain@vu.wwu.edu

Assessing the Effects of Information Disclosure Policies: The Impact of the Toxics Release Inventory on Corporate and Community Decision Making
Michael E. Kraft, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
kraftmj@uwgb.edu
Environmental Decision-Making and Local Level Influences: Do Community Organizations Influence Remedy Selection At Superfund Sites?
Dorothy M. Daley, University of Kansas
daley@ku.edu
Lions, Tigers, and Ballot Initiatives: Post-Materialism and Animal Rights
Mahalcy D. Allen, University of Kansas
dallen@ku.edu

Public Policy and Judicial Discretion: Using Sentencing Guidelines to Stack the Deck Against the Courts
Sean C. Nicholson-Crotty, Texas A&M University
seanc@polisci.tamu.edu
Can Regulation of Campaign Activities Prevent Influence?
Evidence on Nonprofit Social Service Organizations and Public Welfare Spending
Robert C. Lowry, Iowa State University
rlowry@iastate.edu
Public Opinion and Mandatory Testing and School Vouchers
Lisa J. Dotterweich, Kent State University
ldotterweich@kent.edu
Ramona S. McNeal, Kent State University
rmcneal@kent.edu
Increases in Identified Cases of Autism Spectrum Disorders: Policy Implications
Trudy A. Steueranegg, Kent State University
steueranegg@kent.edu
Assessing the Effectiveness of International Environmental Agreements: The Case of the 1988 Sophia Protocol
Evan J. Ringquist, Indiana University
eringquist@indiana.edu

1-2

Room MONTROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30

Chair Jeffrey Karp, University of Twente, the Netherlands
karp@pscw.uva.nl

Papers

Winning is Easy: The Theoretical Importance of Accepting Losing
Christopher J. Anderson, SUNY Binghamton
canders@binghamton.edu
Losing in Established and New Democracies
Shaun Bowler, University of California, Riverside
shaun@citrus.ucr.edu
Todd Donovan, Western Washington University
donovan@cc.wwu.edu
Winning and Losing in Cross-National Perspective
Ola Listhaug, NTNU, Trondheim
olal@NTNU.NO
Behavioral and Attitudinal Consequences of Losing
Andre Blais, University of Montreal
andre.blais@umontreal.ca

Todd Donovan, Western Washington University
donovan@cc.wwu.edu

1-11

ADVANCES IN RESEARCH ON PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT

Room LASALLE 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30

Chair Randy T. Stevenson, Rice University
stein@rice.edu

Papers

An Explanation of Pre-Electoral Coalition Formation
Sona N. Golder, New York University
sn202@nyu.edu
The Impact of Bicamerality on the Formation of Minority Governments
Michael F. Thies, University of California, Los Angeles
thies@nieco.scnet.ucla.edu
James N. Druckman, University of Minnesota
druckman@polisci.umn.edu

Hanley W. Martin, Florida State University
lmartin@garnet.acmu.fsu.edu
Policy vs. Office: The Role of Clientelism in Government Formation
Indridi H. Indridason, University of Miami
inin@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Delegation in Parliamentary Government: The Role of Limited Tenure
Indridi H. Indridason, University of Miami
inin@troi.cc.rochester.edu

Christopher Kam, University of South Carolina
kam@gwm.sc.edu
The Durability of Parliamentary Cabinets: A Bayesian Approach
Stewart L. French, Michigan State University
french@msu.edu

Disc. Randy T. Stevenson, Rice University
stein@rice.edu

1-16

THE DETERMINANTS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

Room LASALLE 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30

Chair Matthew J. Gabel, University of Kentucky
mgjgabel@duke.edu

Papers

Skill Endowments and Public Support for European Integration
Adam P. Brinegar, Duke University
aph7@duke.edu
Seth K. Jolly, Duke University
skj3@duke.edu
Permissive Consensus or Public Resistance: Treaty Effects on European Integration
Sabri Ciftci, Florida State University
sec710@garnet.acmu.fsu.edu
Asymmetric Federalism, Public Perceptions, and Support for European Integration
Sabri Ciftci, Florida State University
sec710@garnet.acmu.fsu.edu

Tatiana Kostadina, University of Minnesota, Duluth
tkostadina@d.umn.edu

WINNING IS EASY: THE THEORETICAL IMPORTANCE OF ACCEPTING LOSING

Chair Jeffrey Karp, University of Twente, the Netherlands
karp@pscw.uva.nl
Charles W. Lyon, University of Pittsburgh
cwlist@yahoo.com
In Which Home Do I Hang my Hat: Predicting European Union Support in the British Electorate

Lawrence C. Mayer, Texas Tech University
A7LCM@ttac.ttu.edu
The State as Trade Breaker: Fragments of Economic Accountability and Trade Liberalization
Ryan P. Kennedy, Ohio State University
ryan.kennedy@hotmail.com

Disc. Matthew J. Gabel, University of Kentucky
mjgabe1@uky.edu
ISSUES IN ECONOMIC VOTING

Jean F. Mayer, University of Guelph
mayer@sooguelph.ca
The Impact of Neoliberal Economic Reforms on Democratic Institutionalization in Mexico and Russia

Issela Galecka-Hansmann, Hamline University
igalecka@yahoo.com
Institutionalization in Mexico and Russia

Karen J. Vogel, Hamline University
karven@atb.com
The Demand for Treaties

Disc. Peter M. Sanchez, Loyola University, Chicago
psanche@luc.edu
Exploring Patterns of Governance

Chair John H. Riley, Kutztown University
riley@kutztown.edu
Papers Union through Union? The African Union and Enforcing African Identity

Chair John H. Riley, Kutztown University
riley@kutztown.edu

Papers Transnational Business Networks and Global Governance: Are Business Actors Capable of Promoting Corporate Reform that Matters? (for Panel 029455: Exploring Patterns of Governance)

Kelly L. Kollman, Carleton College
kkollman@carleton.edu
Reaping What Was Sown: Universal Participation and the Global Governance of Climate Change

Disc. Alistair Q. Howard, Temple University
alistair@temple.edu

Explaining Choices in Trade Policy Implementation

Chair Marc Bush, Queen’s University
mbusch@business.queensu.ca
Papers Access to Protection: Domestic Institutions and Trade Policy in Democracies

Sean D. Ehrlich, University of Michigan
ehrich@umich.edu
The Link Between Democratic Regime And Trade Policy; Do Domestic Audiences Constrain Leaders?

Jung In Jo, Michigan State University
jjo10@msu.edu
Pros and Cons: Transnational Business Networks and Global Governance: Are Business Actors Capable of Promoting Corporate Reform that Matters?

David Smelser, Pennsylvania State University
mmichels@sas.upenn.edu
Transnational Business Networks and Global Governance: Are Business Actors Capable of Promoting Corporate Reform that Matters?

Disc. Marc Bush, Queen’s University
mbusch@business.queensu.ca

Making International Agreements

Chair Aslaug Asgeirsdottir, Bates College
aasgeirs@bates.edu

Robert Pahre, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
pahre@uiuc.edu
 Treaty Compliance, Endogeneity, and Partisan Politics

Jana von Stein, University of California, Los Angeles
jvonstein@ucla.edu
Enforcing International Treaties in Federal Systems

Max Axelrod, Stanford University
maxaxelrod@stanford.edu
The Demand for Treaties

Rachel D. Brewster, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
rdbrewst@hotmail.com

Thursday, April 3 – 3:30 pm – 3:15 pm

6-7 THE SUBJECTIVE ECONOMY
Room PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Robert S. Erikson, Columbia University

Papers
- Electoral Cycles in the Perceived Economy and Media Effects
  Lucy M. Goodhart, Columbia University
  mlg005@columbia.edu
- The Power of Checks and Balances: Political Competition and Strategic Bias in OMB and CBO Economic Forecasts
  George A. Krause, University of South Carolina
  george@usc.edu
- The Subjective Economy: Economic Conditions, Economic Management and Economic News
  Suzanna De Boef, Pennsylvania State University
  SDDeboe@psu.edu

Panel: Political Sophistication and Policy Voting: A Reconsideration

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm

7-17 RELIGION AND VOTING BEHAVIOR
Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Franklin C. Niles, John Brown University

Papers
- The Religious Basis of Contemporary American Party Alignments
  James L. Guth, Furman University
  jim.guth@furman.edu
- Advertising in the 2000 Presidential Campaign: Priming and Persuasion
  Richard Johnston, University of British Columbia
  rjohnstn@unix.ubc.ca
  Noah J. Kaplan, University of Houston
  noah@columbia.edu

Panel: Television Advertising and the Presidential Vote, 2000

5:15 pm – 6:15 pm

8-29 POLITICAL CONTEXTS AND SOCIAL INFLUENCE
Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Fred Slocum, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Papers
- The Significance of Social Networks: How Political Talk Influences Political Participation
  Casey A. Klofstad, Harvard University
  klofstad@fas.harvard.edu
- Alternative Interpretation of Social Network Influence
  Yukio Maeda, Tokyo Metropolitan University
  ymaeda@comp.metro-u.ac.jp
- A Sense of Community: Influences on Local Civic Participation
  Mary R. Anderson, Florida State University
  mra203@vix.net.acs.fsu.edu

Panel: Gender and Voting Behavior

9:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Thursday, April 3 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

10-4 RACIALETHNIC VOTING PARTICIPATION
Room DEARBORN 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair David Lublin, American University
dhlublin@american.edu
Papers
Language Provisions Under the Voting Rights Act: How Effective Are They?
Michael A. Jones-Correa, Cornell University
mj44@cornell.edu

13-2 Disc.

On the Rise, Stability and Growth of Democracy
Papers Integrating Downs and Duverger: Modeling Party Systems
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Sean J. Savage, Saint Mary's College
savage@saintmarys.edu
Papers
Reassessing the 1896 Realignment
Jeffrey M. Stonecash, Syracuse University
jstone@syrsyr.edu

15-16 PARTIES IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Paul E. Johnson, University of Kansas
pauljohn@ku.edu
Papers
The New Deal in Wisconsin: The WPA and Progressive Politics
Amy D. Burke, Brandeis University
adburk@yahoo.com
Party Off, Party On: What California’s Experience with Cross-Filing Teaches Us about Party Effects
Seth E. Masket, University of California, Los Angeles
smasket@ucla.edu
Not in Kansas Anymore, Populism in the West
Amy Bridges, University of California, San Diego
abridges@ucsd.edu

10-4 Chair

15-19 PARTIES & LEADERS
Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair John H. Aldrich, Duke University
aldrich@duke.edu
Papers
Political Ambition and Nomination Rule Choice
Alejandro Poir, ITAM
poirem@itam.mx

11-1 ROUNDTABLE: DAVID EASTON’S POLITICAL SYSTEM AFTER FIFTY YEARS: POLITICAL SCIENCE AND POLITICAL THEORY (Co-sponsored with Program Chair, see 0-4)
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair John G. Gunnell, State University of New York
jggunnell@albany.edu
Panel
Henrik Bang, University of Copenhagen
hb@ih.ku.dk
James Farr, University of Minnesota
jfarr@polisci.umn.edu
Robert Graftstein, University of Georgia
bograft@arches.uga.edu
George J. Graham, Vanderbilt
grahamgj@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu
Ronald Inglehart, University of Michigan
rf@umich.edu

13-2 EVOLUTION AND THE DYNAMICS OF GROUPS, PARTIES, AND GOVERNMENTS (Co-sponsored with Political Parties and Interest Groups, see 15-23)
Room SALON 7, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Krishna K. Ladha, New York University
kladha@nyu.edu
Papers
Integrating Downs and Duverger: Modeling Party Systems under Conditions of Uncertainty
Emily Clough, Dartmouth College
emily.clough@dartmouth.edu
An Evolutionary Approach to Party System Stability
Matt R. Golden, New York University
mg217@nyu.edu
An Agent-Based Model of the Evolution of Ethnocentric Behavior
Ross A. Hammond, University of Michigan
rahammond@umich.edu
Robert Axelrod, University of Michigan
raxe@umich.edu
On the Rise, Stability and Growth of Democracy
Krishna K. Ladha, New York University
kladha@nyu.edu

17-2 ASKING NEGLECTED QUESTIONS ABOUT CONGRESS
Room DEARBORN 3, 5TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Paul S. Rudquist, Government and Finance Division
prudquist@crs.loc.gov
Papers
The House and Catastrophic Events: The Issues of Continuity and the Constitution
Paul S. Rudquist, Government and Finance Division
prudquist@crs.loc.gov
Thursday, April 3 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

Members of Congress and Constitutional Issues
Andrew E. Busch, University of Denver
abd@uofdenver.edu

Christopher McLemore, University of Denver
cmclemore@du.edu

Public Preferences for Political Representation
Christopher J. Carman, University of Pittsburgh
carman@pitt.edu

Disc. Forrest Malzeman, George Washington University
forrest@gwu.edu

Larry Dodd, University of Florida
ldodd@polisci.ufl.edu

18-1 GENDER AND LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, see 9-20)
Room PAR 16, 5TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Diana Evans, Trinity College
Diana.Evans@trincoll.edu

Papers Becoming a Woman of the House
Sarah A. Fulton, University of California, Davis
safulton@ucdavis.edu

Ms. Smith Goes to Washington: A Different Route to Congress?
Kathryn L. Pearson, University of California, Berkeley
kpearson@berkeley.edu

Eric McGhee, University of California, Berkeley
ericmcghee@berkeley.edu

The Gender Gap in Candidate Emergence: Sex Differences in Political Ambition
Jennifer L. Lawless, Stanford University
jlawless@stanford.edu

Richard L. Fox, Union College
fox@union.edu

Boy-Talk/Girl-Talk: Gender Differences in Campaign Communications Strategies and Approaches
Costas Panagopoulos, New York University
costas@post.harvard.edu

Disc. Pamela M. Fiber, California State University, Fullerton
pliber@fullerton.edu

Diana Evans, Trinity College
Diana.Evans@trincoll.edu

18-9 CONSEQUENCES OF CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair David Epstein, Columbia University
dell@columbia.edu

Papers A New Approach to Measuring the Racial Fairness of Redistricting
Jonathan N. Katz, California Institute of Technology
jkatz@caltech.edu

Gary King, Harvard University
king@harvard.edu

Andrew Gelman, Columbia University
gelman@stat.columbia.edu

Thomas L. Brunell, Binghampton University
brunell@binghamton.edu

Redistricting, Constituency Influence, and Party Polarization in Congress
Jamie L. Carson, Michigan State University
carsonjke@msu.edu

Michael H. Crespin, Michigan State University
crespinm@msu.edu

Charles J. Fineschi, Michigan State University
finocchi@msu.edu

David W. Rohde, Michigan State University
rohde@msu.edu

Win, Lose, or Draw: Reapportionment, Redistricting Strategy, and Electoral Outcomes in U.S. House Elections 1972-2002
Michael Lyons, Utah State University
ml Lyons@uhs.usu.edu

Peter F. Galderisi, Utah State University
petergalderisi@athlink.net

Disc. Kevin A. Hill, Florida International University
dh@professorhill.com

19-15 INTEREST GROUPS AND THEIR LITIGATION AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
Room BURNHAM 4, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair James D. Ivers, Eastern Michigan University
jivers@emich.edu

Papers How Often do Charities go to Court?
Nancy Winemiller Basinger, University of Utah
nancy.basinger@poli-sci.utah.edu

Interest Groups and Judicial Confirmations: A View From the Senate
Amy L. Steigerwalt, University of California, Berkeley
amy_steigerwalt@berkeley.edu

Access to Review: Factors Driving the Mobilization of Criminal Appeals in Australia
Rebecca Wood, Michigan State University
rebecca@msu.edu

The Civil Jury as a Political Institution: Regulation and Representation
Sean Overland, University of California, Los Angeles
soverland@umich.edu

Scott A. Comparato, Southern Illinois University - Carbondale
scomparato@siu.edu

20-2 REPRESENTATION
Room SANDBURG 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Ronald E. Weber, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
rweber@uw.edu

Papers Have the Parties Moved South?
Philip J. Ardoin, Southern University
ardoin@cox.net

Ron Vogel, Southern University
ronv@idsmail.com

State-Level Measures of Partisanship and Ideology for Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Barbara Norrander, University of Arizona
norrande@u.arizona.edu

Sylvia Rivera, University of Arizona
sylvia@uvic.edu

Why Are So Few Illinois Elections Competitive?
Brian J. Gaines, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
bgaines@uiuc.edu

Descriptive Representation in Multi-Member District Legislatures
Lillian E. Richardson
richardsonl@missouri.edu

Christopher A. Cooper, Western Carolina University
ccoper@wcu.edu

Disc. Ronald E. Weber, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
rweber@uw.edu

21-2 THE COLOR OF LOCAL POLITICS: RACE, REPRESENTATION AND REFORM
Room DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Melissa J. Marschall, University of Illinois, Chicago
marschall@uic.edu

Papers The Color of Local Politics: Race and Urban Regimes in Chicago and Detroit
Paru R. Shah, University of Illinois, Chicago
psahaj@uic.edu

Minority Opposition to Merger: Assessing the Black Political Implications of City-County Reform
Joseph V. Stefko, University at Buffalo, SUNY
jstefko@buffalo.edu

Black Political Power and City Contracts
Dick W. Simpson, University of Illinois, Chicago
simpson@uic.edu

Ola Adeoye, University of Illinois
olaadeoy1@uic.edu

Disc. Brady Baybeck, University of Missouri-St Louis
baybeck@umsl.edu
23-2 STRATEGIES OF GOVERNANCE FOR PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Room LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Alka Sapat, Florida Atlantic University
asapat@fau.edu
Papers
Authorizing Management: How Temporary Authorizations Affect Public Management
Thad E. Hall, The Century Foundation
hall@tcf.org
The Problematic World of State Management: The More Things Change the More they Remain the Same?
Richard C. Elling, Wayne State University
elling@wayne.edu
Lyke Thompson, Wayne State University
ad5122@wayne.edu
The Contrasting Character of Influence: Alternative Approaches to Assessing Authority Relationships in Political-Administrative Settings
Brendan F. Burke, Bridgewater State College
bburke@bridgew.edu
Deil S. Wright, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Managerial Flexibility in the Department of Homeland Security
R. Steven Daniels, California State University Bakersfield
drdaniels@csub.edu
Carolyn L. Clark-Daniels
cclarkda@bak.rr.com
Disc. Alka Sapat, Florida Atlantic University
asapat@fau.edu
24-1 CIVIC CULTURE AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Room MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Marianne Stewart, University of Texas at Dallas
mstewart@utdallas.edu
Papers
Explaining Turnout in a New Democracy: The 2000 Presidential Election in Mexico
Jorge Buendia, ITAM
jbuendia@itam.mx
Fernanda Somuano, College of Mexico
fsomuano@colmex.mx
Political Behavior Without Civic Culture: An Assessment of Legitimacy
Melissa J. Scheier, University of Houston
mscheier@mail.uh.edu
The Presence of the Vicious Circle Among Civic Engagement, Social Capital (Trust) and Confidence in Political Institution in South Korea
Soo-chan Jang, Mokhson University
jangsooc@netian.com
Hee-bong Park, Daedin University
bhpark@road.daejin.ac.kr
Social Capital and Political Action
Maria Elena Sandovici, Binghamton University - SUNY
mariasando@yahoo.com
Cradles of Civility? Multinational Associations as Sources of Inter-Ethnic Civility, Tolerance, Cooperation and Trust
Bruce W. Hemmer, University of California, Irvine
bhemmer@uci.edu
Disc. Geoffrey Evans, Oxford University
geoffrey.evans@nuffield.oxford.ox.ac.uk
25-11 THE DYNAMICS OF TERRORISM AND EXTREMISM
PART II
Room PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair TBA
Papers
Radical Flanks and Moderate Centers: The Effects of Intra-Movement Fragmentation and Competition in Ethono-Nationalist Conflicts
Devashree Gupta, Cornell University
dg79@cornell.edu
The Political and Economic Consequences of Terrorism: Revolutionary and Nationalist Movements in Western Europe, 1970s-Present
Susan M. Jellissen, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
sjelliss@uiuc.edu
Nihilism in Nazism and Al Qaeda: The Collective Consequences of Suicide Bombing
Manus I. Midlarsky, Rutgers University
midlarsk@rci.rutgers.edu
Disc. Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota
tschorn@usd.edu
28-2 POLITICS AND RHETORIC
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Patrick Peritore, University of Missouri, Columbia
PeritoreP@mizzou.edu
Papers
Just Emotions: Aristotle’s Theory of the Good, the Bad, and the Decent
Marlene K. Sokolosn, Northern Illinois University
msokolosn@niu.edu
Gorjias, the Class Struggle, and his Art of Rhetoric
Michael S. Kochin, Princeton University
kochin@post.tau.ac.il
Why Noble Politicians Have No Choice but to Deceive: An Introduction to the Mytilenian Debate in Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War
Christopher M. Whidden, Northern Illinois University
cwhidden@niu.edu
Disc. Patrick Peritore, University of Missouri, Columbia
PeritoreP@mizzou.edu
Mark Stiffm, Notre Dame University
msgstiffm@midway.uchicago.edu

Thursday, April 3 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

Manus I. Midlarsky, Rutgers University
midlarsk@rci.rutgers.edu
Disc. Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota
tschorn@usd.edu

28-2 POLITICS AND RHETORIC
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Patrick Peritore, University of Missouri, Columbia
PeritoreP@mizzou.edu
Papers
Just Emotions: Aristotle’s Theory of the Good, the Bad, and the Decent
Marlene K. Sokolosn, Northern Illinois University
msokolosn@niu.edu
Gorjias, the Class Struggle, and his Art of Rhetoric
Michael S. Kochin, Princeton University
kochin@post.tau.ac.il
Why Noble Politicians Have No Choice but to Deceive: An Introduction to the Mytilenian Debate in Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War
Christopher M. Whidden, Northern Illinois University
cwhidden@niu.edu
Disc. Patrick Peritore, University of Missouri, Columbia
PeritoreP@mizzou.edu
Mark Stiffm, Notre Dame University
msgstiffm@midway.uchicago.edu

Thursday, April 3 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

Manus I. Midlarsky, Rutgers University
midlarsk@rci.rutgers.edu
Disc. Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota
tschorn@usd.edu

28-2 POLITICS AND RHETORIC
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 1:30
Chair Patrick Peritore, University of Missouri, Columbia
PeritoreP@mizzou.edu
Papers
Just Emotions: Aristotle’s Theory of the Good, the Bad, and the Decent
Marlene K. Sokolosn, Northern Illinois University
msokolosn@niu.edu
Gorjias, the Class Struggle, and his Art of Rhetoric
Michael S. Kochin, Princeton University
kochin@post.tau.ac.il
Why Noble Politicians Have No Choice but to Deceive: An Introduction to the Mytilenian Debate in Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War
Christopher M. Whidden, Northern Illinois University
cwhidden@niu.edu
Disc. Patrick Peritore, University of Missouri, Columbia
PeritoreP@mizzou.edu
Mark Stiffm, Notre Dame University
msgstiffm@midway.uchicago.edu
Thursday, April 3 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

1-1 Pstr. TOPICS IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Posters Presidential Power and Cabinet Membership under Semi-Presidentialism
Acir S. Almeida, University of Rochester acir@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Solja Cho, University of Rochester solja@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Eric H. Hines, University of Iowa eric.hines@uiowa.edu
The Values They Are A-Changing: Party and Electorate Congruence on Environmental Issues
Jeremy J. Ahnright, Indiana University jeralbrj@indiana.edu
Are all Freshmen Equal?: Comparing First Term Members the U.S. House of Representatives and Canadian House of Commons
Jacob R. Strass, University of Florida jake@polisci.ufl.edu
Disc. Winand Gellner, University of Passau predgellner@web.de
Debra J. Holzhauer, Coe College dholzhau@coe.edu

1-2 Pstr. VALUES, IDENTITIES, AND LOYALTIES IN TRANSITION
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Posters Disability Pressure Groups in the European Union: Formation, Strength and Tactic
Michael J. Hickey, University of Houston mihickey@ix.netcom.com
Eric H. Hines, University of Iowa eric.hines@uiowa.edu
The Values They Are A-Changing: Party and Electorate Congruence on Environmental Issues
Jeremy J. Ahnright, Indiana University jeralbrj@indiana.edu
Are all Freshmen Equal?: Comparing First Term Members the U.S. House of Representatives and Canadian House of Commons
Jacob R. Strass, University of Florida jake@polisci.ufl.edu
Disc. Winand Gellner, University of Passau predgellner@web.de
Debra J. Holzhauer, Coe College dholzhau@coe.edu

2-1 LEARNING DEMOCRACY IN AFRICA
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Ellen Lust-Okar, Yale University ellen.lust-okar@yale.edu
Papers A Muslim Democracy Deficit?
Anas B. Malik, DePauw University amalik@depauw.edu
Taming Political Islamists by Islamic Capital: The Passions and the Interests in Turkish Islamic Society
Hefiey H. Jang, University of Texas at Austin jhjiang@utexas.edu
Politics of Religion: A Comparative Analysis of Religious Party Support in Israel and Turkey
Sultan Tepo, University of Illinois at Chicago sultan@uiuc.edu
Matthew M. Carlson, University of California, Davis mmcarnold@ucdavis.edu
Taku Sugawara, University of Tokyo sugawara@palette.plala.or.jp
Disc. Ellen Lust-Okar, Yale University ellen.lust-okar@yale.edu

2-2 BUILDING SUPPORT FOR NEW DEMOCRACIES
Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Vicki L. Hestli, University of Iowa vhestli@uiowa.edu
Papers Political Participation and Building Democratic Support: A Cross-national Comparison of New and Established Democracies
Charity D. Butcher, Indiana University cbuchtel@indiana.edu
Public Debate and the Legitimacy of Gender Equality in South Africa
Denise M. Walsh, New School University dmvwhb@hotmail.com
The Formerly Dominant Marxist-Leninist Parties in the Developing World after the Collapse of Communism
John T. Ishiyama, Truman State University jishiyan@truman.edu
Disc. Heather M. Deegan, Middles University h.deegan@mdx.ac.uk

3-1 Pstr. INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Posters Globalization, Domestic Institutions, and the Prospects for Multilateral Policy Coordination
Gerald M. D’Agostino, Duke University gmd@duke.edu
Does Free Trade Matter in East Asia?: Impact of Economic Interdependence on Militarized Disputes
Jaechul Lee, University of Missouri-Columbia jl548@mizzou.edu
Does Weak Identities Lead to Weak Institutions? CARICOM the Loma Agreements and Regionalism in the Caribbean
Angel L. Viera, Purdue University aviera11@purdue.edu
Disc. Amy L. Widsten, Columbia University aw38@columbia.edu
Sean D. Ehrlich, University of Michigan ehrlich@umich.edu

2-4 THE POLITICS OF ISLAM
Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Ellen Lust-Okar, Yale University ellen.lust-okar@yale.edu
Papers A Muslim Democracy Deficit?
Anas B. Malik, DePauw University amalik@depauw.edu
Taming Political Islamists by Islamic Capital: The Passions and the Interests in Turkish Islamic Society
Hefiey H. Jang, University of Texas at Austin jhjiang@utexas.edu
Politics of Religion: A Comparative Analysis of Religious Party Support in Israel and Turkey
Sultan Tepo, University of Illinois at Chicago sultan@uiuc.edu
Matthew M. Carlson, University of California, Davis mmcarnold@ucdavis.edu
Taku Sugawara, University of Tokyo sugawara@palette.plala.or.jp
Disc. Ellen Lust-Okar, Yale University ellen.lust-okar@yale.edu

3-2 LEARNING DEMOCRACY IN AFRICA
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Heather M. Deegan, Middles University h.deegan@mdx.ac.uk
Papers Democracy, Regime Stability and the Rentier State
Charity D. Butcher, Indiana University cbuchtel@indiana.edu
Public Debate and the Legitimacy of Gender Equality in South Africa
Denise M. Walsh, New School University dmvwhb@hotmail.com
The Formerly Dominant Marxist-Leninist Parties in the Developing World after the Collapse of Communism
John T. Ishiyama, Truman State University jishiyan@truman.edu
Disc. Heather M. Deegan, Middles University h.deegan@mdx.ac.uk

3-13 BUILDING SUPPORT FOR NEW DEMOCRACIES
Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Vicki L. Hestli, University of Iowa vhestli@uiowa.edu
Papers Political Participation and Building Democratic Support: A Cross-national Comparison of New and Established Democracies
Charity D. Butcher, Indiana University cbuchtel@indiana.edu
Public Debate and the Legitimacy of Gender Equality in South Africa
Denise M. Walsh, New School University dmvwhb@hotmail.com
The Formerly Dominant Marxist-Leninist Parties in the Developing World after the Collapse of Communism
John T. Ishiyama, Truman State University jishiyan@truman.edu
Disc. Heather M. Deegan, Middles University h.deegan@mdx.ac.uk

58
Thursday, April 3 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

**3-16** MASS PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC REFORMS IN RUSSIA AND EASTERN EUROPE

**Room BURNHAM 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** David S. Mason, Butler University
dmason@butler.edu

**Papers**
- The Depoliticization of Personal Experience within a Politicized Room
- Papers
- Empty Chair
- Diplomacy: Explaining State Exit from International Organizations
  - mhowes@ucsd.edu
  - Michael Barnett, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  - mbarnett@polisci.wisc.edu

**Disc.** Vicki L. Hesli, University of Iowa
vicki-hesli@uiowa.edu

**4-2** RATIONALITY AND CRISIS DECISION MAKING

**Room SULLIVAN 7, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Rose McDermott, Cornell University
rm21@cornell.edu

**Papers**
- The Cognitive Calculus of Quality vs. Quantity of Information
  - Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University
  - e39ng@polisci.tamu.edu
  - Joe Clare, Texas A&M University
  - joeclare@politics.tamu.edu
  - Katrina Mosher, Texas A&M University
  - knmosher@polisci.tamu.edu
- A Comparative Evaluation of the Prospect Theory in Foreign Policy Decision-Making: The U.S. and China Case
  - Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University
e39ng@polisci.tamu.edu
  - Yi Yang, Texas A&M University
  - yiyang@politics.tamu.edu
  - Jiun Chang, Temple University
  - jiunchang@temple.edu
- Is War Rational? The Extent of Miscalculation and Misperception as Causes of War
  - Dan Lindley, University of Notre Dame
  - dlindley@ind.edu

**Disc.** Rose McDermott, Cornell University
rm21@cornell.edu

**5-21** ECONOMICS, LIFE EVENTS AND PUBLIC OPINION

**Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** John Comer, University of Nebraska – Lincoln
jcomer1@unl.edu

**Papers**
- The attitudinal consequences of investing in the stock market
  - John Comer, University of Nebraska – Lincoln
  - jcomer1@unl.edu
  - What Happens to People After the Lottery? Results from a Natural Experiment
  - Don P. Green, Yale University
donald.green@yale.edu
  - Alan S. Gerber, Yale University
  - alan.gerber@yale.edu
  - Daniel J. Doberty, Yale University
doberty@web.esac.edu
- The Linkage Between Public Assistance and Public Opinion in the American Welfare State
  - Saundra K. Schneider, University of South Carolina
  - saundra-schneider@sc.edu
  - William G. Jacoby, University of South Carolina
  - william.jacoby@sc.edu
  - Military Service and Social Policy: A Look at Veterans and Their Policy Preferences
  - Christopher S. Parker, University of California, Santa Barbara
  - mparker@polisci.wisc.edu
  - Solving Credible Commitments during Liberalization by Seeking Membership in IOS
  - Louise M. Steen-Sprang, Ohio State University
  - steen-sprang.12@osu.edu

**Disc.** Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego
creator@web.esac.edu

**6-28** APPLICATIONS OF NEW METHODS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (Co-sponsored with Methodology, see 14-9)

**Room CLARK 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University
richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu

**Papers**
- New Methods in Computer Content Analysis and the Study of Identity
  - Will Lowe, Harvard University
  - whlowe@law.harvard.edu
- War Escalation, Casualties, and the Duration Dependence of Civil War
  - Daniel S. Morey, University of Iowa
daniel.morey@uiowa.edu
  - Megan Shannon, University of Iowa
  - mshannon@blue.wego.uiowa.edu
  - Frederick Boehmke, University of Iowa
  - frederick.boehmke@uiowa.edu
- Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University
  - richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu
  - D. Scott Bennett, Pennsylvania State University
  - sbennett@psu.edu

**AUTHORS MEET CRITICS: STEALTH DEMOCRACY**

**Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Marc J. Hetherington, Bowdoin College
mhe@bowdoin.edu

**Panel**
- John R. Hibbing, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  - jhibbing1@unl.edu
- Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  - ethemorse@unl.edu
- Paul Gronke, Reed College
  - paul.gronke@reed.edu
- Karen Stenner, Princeton University
  - ksteen@princeton.edu
- Robert Y. Shapiro, Columbia University
  - rys3@columbia.edu
- Gregory A. Caldeira, University of Chicago
  - caldeira.1@uosu.edu

**4-28** APPLICATIONS OF NEW METHODS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (Co-sponsored with Methodology, see 14-9)

**Room LASALLE 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego
creator@web.esac.edu

**Papers**
- The Depoliticization of Personal Experience within a Politicized Room
  - “Inform” Them
  - Andrew Konitzer-Smirnov, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
  - konitzer5a@wwic.si.edu
- Matching Behavior to Attitudes in the Hungarian and Slovenian Transitions
  - Darby L. Hiller, Northwestern Michigan College
  - dhiller@nmc.edu
  - Mass Support for Political and Economic Reforms. Democratic Consolidation in Central and Eastern Europe
  - Claudia D. Tufis, Pennsylvania State University
cdt130@psu.edu
- Democracy and International Institutions: Support for the European Union in Post-Communist Eastern Europe
  - Robert Rohrschneider, Indiana University
  - rohrsdch@indiana.edu
  - Stephen D. Whitefield, Oxford University
  - stephen.whitefield@pmb.ox.ac.uk

**Disc.** David S. Mason, Butler University
dmason@butler.edu

**4-13** INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND STATE BEHAVIOR

**Room LASALLE 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego
creator@web.esac.edu

**Papers**
- Empty Chair Diplomacy: Explaining State Exit from International Organizations
  - mhowes@ucsd.edu
  - Michael Barnett, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  - mbarnett@polisci.wisc.edu
  - Liv M. Coleman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  - lcoleman@polisci.wisc.edu

**Disc.** Vicki L. Hesli, University of Iowa
vicki-hesli@uiowa.edu

**5-9** APPLYING THEORETICAL CONCEPTS TO NATURAL EXPERIMENTS

**Room BURNHAM 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University
richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu

**Papers**
- Non-Random Selection In Duration Models
  - Daniel S. Morey, University of Iowa
daniel.morey@uiowa.edu
  - Megan Shannon, University of Iowa
  - mshannon@blue.wego.uiowa.edu
  - Frederick Boehmke, University of Iowa
  - frederick.boehmke@uiowa.edu
- Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University
  - richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu
  - D. Scott Bennett, Pennsylvania State University
  - sbennett@psu.edu

**AUTHORS MEET CRITICS: STEALTH DEMOCRACY**

**Room CLARK 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University
richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu

**Papers**
- New Methods in Computer Content Analysis and the Study of Identity
  - Will Lowe, Harvard University
  - whlowe@law.harvard.edu
- War Escalation, Casualties, and the Duration Dependence of Civil War
  - Daniel S. Morey, University of Iowa
daniel.morey@uiowa.edu
  - Megan Shannon, University of Iowa
  - mshannon@blue.wego.uiowa.edu
  - Frederick Boehmke, University of Iowa
  - frederick.boehmke@uiowa.edu
- Richard Tucker, Vanderbilt University
  - richard.tucker@vanderbilt.edu
  - D. Scott Bennett, Pennsylvania State University
  - sbennett@psu.edu

**AUTHORS MEET CRITICS: STEALTH DEMOCRACY**

**Room LASALLE 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego
creator@web.esac.edu

**Papers**
- The Depoliticization of Personal Experience within a Politicized Room
  - “Inform” Them
  - Andrew Konitzer-Smirnov, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
  - konitzer5a@wwic.si.edu
- Matching Behavior to Attitudes in the Hungarian and Slovenian Transitions
  - Darby L. Hiller, Northwestern Michigan College
  - dhiller@nmc.edu
  - Mass Support for Political and Economic Reforms. Democratic Consolidation in Central and Eastern Europe
  - Claudia D. Tufis, Pennsylvania State University
cdt130@psu.edu
- Democracy and International Institutions: Support for the European Union in Post-Communist Eastern Europe
  - Robert Rohrschneider, Indiana University
  - rohrsdch@indiana.edu
  - Stephen D. Whitefield, Oxford University
  - stephen.whitefield@pmb.ox.ac.uk

**Disc.** David S. Mason, Butler University
dmason@butler.edu

**4-13** INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND STATE BEHAVIOR

**Room LASALLE 5, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30**

**Chair** Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego
creator@web.esac.edu

**Papers**
- Empty Chair Diplomacy: Explaining State Exit from International Organizations
  - mhowes@ucsd.edu
  - Michael Barnett, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  - mbarnett@polisci.wisc.edu
  - Liv M. Coleman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
  - lcoleman@polisci.wisc.edu

Thursday, April 3 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

Disc. Lucy M. Goodhart, Columbia University

7-23 POLITICAL LEADERS, CUE-TAKING, AND VOTER DECISION-MAKING

Room SAXON 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Thomas Gschwend, University of Mannheim

Andrew J. Civettini, University of Iowa
andrew-civettini@sowa.edu
Measuring, Comparing, and Accounting for Personal Votes
Cross-nationally
Scott J. Moensteck, Duke University
smorgen@duke.edu
Daniel Nidson, Brigham Young University
dan_nidson@byu.edu
Steven Swindle, Southeast Missouri State University
swindle@semovm.semo.edu
Anchoring the Incumbent
Renan Levine, Duke University
renan.levine@duke.edu
Policy Expectations Voting in Executive Elections: The Role of Information and Institutions
Dean P. Lacy, Ohio State University
dlacy@osu.edu
Phillip Paolino, University of North Texas
paolino@unt.edu

Disc. Thomas Gschwend, University of Mannheim

8-1 MASS COMMUNICATION IN HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Room MONROSE 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Katrina R. Stapleton, Syracuse University
kstaplet@maxwell.syr.edu

Papers Rationizing Extra-Judicial Executions: The Israeli Press and the Legitimization of Authority
Neve Gordon, Ben-Gurion University
ngordon@bgumail.bga.ac.il
Hegemony and War of Position in the Debate over Oliver Stone's JFK
Robert E. Watkins, University of Pennsylvania
rwatkins@ssas.upenn.edu
Film Criticism as Politics: The Rise, Fall, and Survival of Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will
Jack D. Blanton, Kent State University
jblanton@kent.edu
Timothy D. Newman, Kent State University
tnewman@kent.edu
Flickering Images: Live Television Coverage and Viewership of the Army-McCarthy Hearings
Michael Gaug, University of Wisconsin-Madison
mikgaug@earthlink.net

Disc. Katrina R. Stapleton, Syracuse University

9-6 DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION AND THE POLITICS OF GENDER

Room MONROSE 1, 1ST FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Michelle Taylor-Robinson, Texas A&M University
e339mt@polisci.tamu.edu

Papers Connecting Descriptive and Substantive Representation: An Analysis of Sex Differences in Co-sponsorship in the House of Representatives
Michele L. Swers, Georgetown University
swers@bx.netcom.com or mls47@georgetown.edu
Promoting Female Parliamentary Presence: Dynamics of Reform
Mona Lena Krook, Columbia University
mlk22@columbia.edu
Enlarging Representation: Descriptive Representation in Federal Systems
Cindy Simon Rosenthal, University of Oklahoma
crosenthal@ou.edu

Disc. Steven Gerensner, Indiana University, South Bend

10-2 THE IMPACT OF DESCRIPTIVE AND SUBSTANTIVE REPRESENTATION FOR MINORITY GROUPS

Room LASALLE 3, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair John Garcia, University of Arizona
jag@u.arizona.edu

Papers Electoral Influences on Latino Representation in Congress
Rodolfo Espino, University of Wisconsin-Madison
rudy@polisci.wisc.edu
The Different Manifestations of Race in Congressional Representation
Kenny J. Whitey, University of South Carolina
whitey@sc.edu
Structural Choices and Representational Biases
Kenneth J. Meier, Texas A&M University
kmeier@polisci.tamu.edu
Eric J. Juenke, Texas A&M University
ejuenke@polisci.tamu.edu
Robert D. Wrinkle, UT Pan American
rwb116@panam.edu
J. L. Polinard, UT Pan American
polinard@panam.edu
Minority Representatives and Substantive Representation in Agency Rule-Making
Michael D. Mintz, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
mmintz@umich.edu

Disc. Regina P. Branton, Rice University
branton@rice.edu

10-13 COMMON GROUND AND COALITIONS: INCREASING THE POLITICAL POWER OF MARGINALIZED GROUPS

Room DEARBORN 1, 1ST FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Stephanie S. Post, Rice University
post@rice.edu

Papers Marvin P. King, Jr., University of North Texas
mpk0005@unt.edu
Black, Brown and Lavender: Political Coalitions Among African-Americans, Latinos and GLBTs
Jeremy R. Yoode, University of Iowa
jeremy-yoode@uiowa.edu
Alternative Spheres of Influence: How Black Politics Shapes Black Public Opinion
Ismael K. White, University of Michigan
ikwhite@umich.edu
Politics on the Fringe: The Role of Coalition Brokers in Facilitating Coalition Formation Among Marginalized Groups
Heather D. Bush, Emory University
hdash@emory.edu

Disc. Lewis A. Randolph, Ohio University
randolph@ohio.edu

11-6 TWENTIETH-CENTURY LIBERAL POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Room BURNHAM 2, 1ST FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Steven Gerensner, Indiana University, South Bend
sgerens@iu.edu

Papers Raymon Aron's Moderation in Comparative Perspective
Aurelian Craiu, Indiana University
acraiu@indiana.edu
Maruyama Masao and Liberal Political Philosophy
Michael Mosher, University of Tulsa
michael-mosher@utulsa.edu
Michael Oakeshott in Comparative Perspective
Ted Miller, University of Alabama
Ted.Miller@ua.edu

Disc. Steven Gerensner, Indiana University, South Bend
sgerens@iu.edu

12-6 DEMOCRACY, CITIZENSHIP AND REPRESENTATION

Room PDR 9, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Johnny Goldfinger, Indiana University Purdue University
Indianapolis
jgoldfin@iupui.edu

Disc. Melody Hubackaby, University of Oklahoma
melodyh@ou.edu

Disc. Dara Z. Strolovitch, University of Minnesota
dara@polisci.umn.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Chair/Chair(s)</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
<th>Email(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 7, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>14-4</td>
<td>Political Pluralism and The Crisis in the Catholic Church</td>
<td>Johnny Goldfinger, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis</td>
<td>Kelly Kadera, Ohio Northern University</td>
<td><a href="mailto:oatssarg@email.illinois.edu">oatssarg@email.illinois.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>15-8</td>
<td>Interest Groups in State and Local Politics</td>
<td>David Brodsky, University of Tennessee @ Chattanooga</td>
<td>Anthony J. Nownes, University of Tennessee</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jnnownes@utk.edu">jnnownes@utk.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>12-12</td>
<td>Political Theory and Religion</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td>David Brodsky, University of Tennessee</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room MONTROSE 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>13-3</td>
<td>Modeling Sources of Conflict</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>David Brodsky, University of Kentucky</td>
<td><a href="mailto:catherine.hafer@nyu.edu">catherine.hafer@nyu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>14-4</td>
<td>Innovations of Time-Serial and Cross-Sectional Approaches to the Analysis of American Political Institutions and Political Behavior</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>David Brodsky, University of Kentucky</td>
<td><a href="mailto:catherine.hafer@nyu.edu">catherine.hafer@nyu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>17-5</td>
<td>Congress and the Executive</td>
<td>Stephen Borelli, University of Alabama</td>
<td>David Brodsky, University of Kentucky</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sborelli@tenhoor.as.ua.edu">sborelli@tenhoor.as.ua.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>The Ins and Outs of Associative Democracy</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td>Ronal E. Hsieh, University of Missouri-Columbia</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room CLARK 9, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>Interest Groups, Initiatives, and Referenda</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>Papers Changing Their Minds? Congress Members' Decisions, Presidential Approval, and New Information</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>Papers Measuring Strategic Effects in Congressional Elections</td>
<td>Michael J. Burton, Ohio University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.burton@ohio.edu">michael.burton@ohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>The Dynamics of Divided Government</td>
<td>Jennifer J. Hora, Washington University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hora@email.unc.edu">hora@email.unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>The Liability of Newness: On the Fate of Newcomers in State Lobbying Communities</td>
<td>Jennifer L. Anderson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:anderv1@email.ncsu.edu">anderv1@email.ncsu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>Interest Groups, Initiatives, and Referenda</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>Lobbying Communities</td>
<td>Jennifer J. Hora, Washington University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hora@email.unc.edu">hora@email.unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Interest Groups, Initiatives, and Referenda</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Papers Changing Their Minds? Congress Members' Decisions, Presidential Approval, and New Information</td>
<td>Catherine Hafer, New York University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu">rehfeld@arts.wustl.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Papers Measuring Strategic Effects in Congressional Elections</td>
<td>Michael J. Burton, Ohio University</td>
<td>Andrew Rehfeld, Washington University in St. Louis</td>
<td><a href="mailto:michael.burton@ohio.edu">michael.burton@ohio.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thursday, April 3 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

17-21  
PARTY SWITCHERS  
Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30  
Chair Caroline E. Rudder, George Mason University 
rudder@gmu.edu  
Papers  
Congressional Party Switchers 1876-2002: The Effects of Party and Constituency on Strategic Behavior  
Bruce L. Oppenheimer, Vanderbilt University  
oppenhb@ct.vax.vanderbilt.edu  
Andrea C. Hatcher, Vanderbilt University  
Andrea.c.hatcher@vanderbilt.edu  
Congressional Party Defection in American History  
Timothy Nokken, Michigan State University 
tnokken@mail.msu.edu  
Keith T. Poole, University of Houston 
Kpoole@uh.edu  
Is It Rational to Switch Parties?: Long-term versus Short-term Electoral Effects of Legislative Party Switching  
Christian R. Grose, Lawrence University 
christian.grose@lawrence.edu  
Congressional Party Switchers and Committee Assignments: Who Gets What, When, and How?  
Antoine Yoshinaka, University of Rochester 
anty@troi.eric.rochester.edu  
Disc.  
Robert Erikson, Columbia University 
rcel@columbia.edu  
Catherine E. Rudder, George Mason University 
uatt@polisci.tamu.edu  

18-4  
OUTSIDE MONEY: SOFT MONEY AND ISSUE ADVOCACY IN THE 2002 US SENATE ELECTIONS  
Room BURNHAM 5, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30  
Chair David R. Magleby, Brigham Young University 
magleby@byu.edu  
Papers  
Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Missouri Senate Election  
Martha Kroft, University of Missouri, Kansas City 
kroftm@umkc.edu  
Terry Jones, University of Missouri, St. Louis 
terry.jones@umsl.edu  
Dale Neuman, University of Missouri, Kansas City 
neuman@umkc.edu  
Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 New Hampshire Elections  
Mark Wrighton, University of New Hampshire 
mwrightb@unh.edu  
Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Arkansas Elections  
Jay Barth, Hendrix College 
barth@hendrix.edu  
Janine Parry, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 
parry@uark.edu  
Soft Money and Issue Advocacy in the 2002 Iowa Elections  
Arthur Sanders, Drake University 
arthur.sanders@drake.edu  
Disc.  
Clyde Wilson, Georgetown University 
wilcoxe@georgetown.edu  

19-5  
SEPARATION OF POWERS MODELS  
Room BURNHAM 4, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30  
Chair Ellen L. Lazarus, University of Texas at Arlington 
elazarus@uta.edu  
Papers  
The Constitution, the Supreme Court, and the Macropolicy  
Kevin T. McCruire, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
mccruire@unc.edu  
The Supreme Court and Congress: The Interest Group Connection  
J. Mitchell Pickerill, Washington State University 
mitchp@wsu.edu  
Minority Protection with Partisan Judges: The Impact of Judicial Review on Distributive Legislation  
James R. Rogers, Texas A&M University 
rjrogers@polisci.tamu.edu  
Georg Vanberg, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
vanberg@uwm.edu  
Attempted Overrides of Supreme Court Decisions: Understanding Court-Congress Interaction  
Danette Brickman, Texas A&M University 
danette@polisci.tamu.edu  
Disc.  
Virginia A. Hettinger, University of Connecticut 
vhettinger@uconn.edu  
John B. Gates, University of California, Davis 
jbates@ucdavis.edu  

19-17  
JUDICIAL SELECTION, INDEPENDENCE, AND THE QUALITY OF JURISTS  
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30  
Chair Tammy A. Sarver, Benedictine University 
tsarver@ben.edu  
Papers  
The Senate Confirmation Process and the "Quality" of U.S. Supreme Court Justices in the Twentieth Century  
Carl C. Comiskey, Pennsylvania State University, Fayette 
cmc2@gwu.edu  
Understanding the Dynamics of Campaign Spending in State Supreme Court Elections  
Chris W. Bonneau, University of Pittsburgh 
cwb7@pitt.edu  
Justice for Sale? An Examination of the Effect of Campaign Contributions on Judicial Behavior  
Aman L. McLeod, University of Michigan 
btfast96@yahoo.com  
Judicial Independence in Politically Salient Cases: Resolution of Electoral Registration Disputes in Russia and Ukraine  
Maria D. Popova, Harvard University 
popova@fas.harvard.edu  
Disc.  
Mark S. Hurwit, University of Buffalo, SUNY 
hurwitiz@buffalo.edu  
Lauren C. Bell, Randolph-Macon College 
lbell@jmu.edu  

20-1  
COMPARATIVE FEDERALISM (Co-sponsored with Comparative Politics-Developing Countries, see 2-14)  
Room PDR 16, 5TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30  
Chair Jenna Bednar, University of Michigan 
jbednar@umich.edu  
Papers  
Federalism, Vertically Divided Government, and Central Bank Independence  
Erik Wibbels, University of Washington 
wwibbels@washington.edu  
Jonathan A. Rodden, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
jrodden@mit.edu  
Spending by States in a Decentralized System: The Case of Brazil  
Oge Keahbioglu, Columbia University 
ok57@columbia.edu  
Unraveling the Politics of Intergovernmental Transfers: Comparative Evidence from Argentina and Spain  
Jessica P. Gordin, University of Mississippi 
jgordin@olemiss.edu  
Portfolios Efficiency and Political Survival: Redistributive Policies in Mexico and the United States  
Alberto Diaz-Cayeros, Stanford University 
aldiaz@stanford.edu  
Beatriz Magaloni, Stanford University 
magaloni@stanford.edu  
Federico Estevez, ITAM 
estvez@itam.mx  
Can Federations Conduct Contencysical Fiscal Policy  
Jonathan A. Rodden, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
jrodden@mit.edu  
Disc.  
Jenna Bednar, University of Michigan 
jbednar@umich.edu  
Jonathan A. Rodden, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
jrodden@mit.edu  

20-15  
FISCAL CRISSES AND STATE BUDGETS  
Room SANDBURG 3, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30  
Chair John E. Jackson, University of Michigan 
jjack2@umich.edu  
Papers  
Fiscal Crises and State Budgets  
Jonathan A. Rodden, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
jrodden@mit.edu  
Understanding Court-Congress Interaction  
Danette Brickman, Texas A&M University 
danette@polisci.tamu.edu  
Disc.  
Virginia A. Hettinger, University of Connecticut 
vhettinger@uconn.edu  
John B. Gates, University of California, Davis 
jbates@ucdavis.edu  
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22-2 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, DIFFERENCE AND UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS

Room MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30

Chair

Rebecca Hendrick, University of IL at Chicago
hendrick@uic.edu

Disc.

David M. Primo, University of Rochester
david.primo@rochester.edu

Papers Testing Explanations of the Determinants of Health in
Disc. Pairs An Examination of Total Debt and Income as Indicators of Debt

22-2 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, DIFFERENCE AND UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS

Room MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30

Chair

Caroline M. Orth, Binghamton University
corth@binghamton.edu

Papers Contention Policies: The Effects of Affirmative Action on
University of California Admission Rates

Elizabeth R. Notz, Illinois Wesleyan University
enotz@iwu.edu

The Drive for Diversity in the University: Evaluation of Efforts to
Increase Racial & Cultural Diversity at University of
Wisconsin Campuses

Margaret E. Gilkison, University of Wisconsin- Eau Claire
gilkisonme@uwec.edu

As American as Apple Pie: the Rise of the Diversity Consensus
in University Administration at UC-Herkeley, UT-Austin, and
UW-Madison

Daniel N. Lipson, Kalamazoo College
dlipsone@kzoo.edu

The Supreme Court as a Policymaking Institution: The Case of
Affirmative Action

Katherine C. Naft, San Francisco State University
knaft@sfsu.edu

Disc.

Sharon H. Mastracci, University of Illinois, Chicago
mastraccaiuc.edu

THE POLITICS OF HEALTH POLICY (Co-sponsored with Comparative Policy-Industrialized Countries, see 1- 21)

Room DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30

Chair

Glenn Beamer, University of Virginia
gbeamer@virginia.edu

Papers Testing Explanations of the Determinants of Health in
Industrialized Democracies

Stephen Cecoli, Rhodes College
cecoli@rhodes.edu

ADID, Ritalin, and Education Policy: Differences in
Prevalence and Consumption Rates Across the U.S.

Rick Meyers, University of Richmond
rmeyers@richmond.edu

Farasat Bokhari, University of California, Berkeley

Telling Stories, Creating Space: Policy Narratives, Reproductive Health Technology, and the Policy Process

Kimala Price, University of Michigan
kimala@umich.edu

Disc.

Arline Hartrey, MPR Associates, Inc.
ahartrey@mprinc.com

Glenn Beamer, University of Virginia
gbeamer@virginia.edu

STABILITY AND CHANGE IN PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Room LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30

Chair

Rebecca Hendrick, University of IL at Chicago
hendrick@uic.edu

Papers An Examination of Total Debt and Income as Indicators of Debt

Stability

Robert J. Eger, III, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
eger@uwm.edu

Are State-Level Bureaucrats Fiscal Entrepreneurs? The Case of
Revenue Diversification

Deborah A. Kudson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
dkudson@uwm.edu

The Tobacco Settlement: Are Funds Being Used to Finance
State Government Budget Deficits?

Craig L. Johnson, Indiana University
cjjohnso@indiana.edu

Shifting Eras: The National Budget after 9/11

James L. True, Lamar University
truej@lamar.edu

Disc.

Rebecca Hendrick, University of IL at Chicago
hendrick@uic.edu

25-2 STOPPING THE VIOLENCE: ON INTERVENTIONS, LOANS AND NEGOTIATIONS

Room SANDBURG 6, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30

Chair

Will Moore, Florida State University
will.moore@fsu.edu

Papers What Governments Get IMF Loans? Why?

M. Rodwan Abdoub, Binghamton University
radoub@binghamton.edu

David L. Cingranelli, Binghamton University
davidc@binghamton.edu

Biased Intervention and Civil Conflict: The Effects of Partiality
on Settlements and Implementation

Amy Yuen, Emory University
shahen@emory.edu

Cliff Carrubba, Emory University
carrubba@emory.edu

Let’s Make a Deal: Modeling Israeli-Palestinian Agreements
with Event Data, 1979-2002

Erin M. Simpson, Harvard University
esimpson@fas.harvard.edu

Michael Horowitz, Harvard University
horowitz@fas.harvard.edu

Human Rights and Military Interventions

Steven C. Poe, University of North Texas
steven_c_poe@unt.edu

Erum Shaikh, University of North Texas
erum_s2002@yahoo.com

James Meenik, University of North Texas
meenik@unt.edu

Disc.

David R. Davis, Emory University
poldi@emory.edu

27-2 ROUNDTABLE: THE JOYS AND FRUSTRATIONS OF BACCALAUREATE-ONLY DEPARTMENTS

Room PAELOR F, 6TH FLOOR, THUR 2:30

Chair

Jacqueline DeLaat, Marietta College
delaatj@marietta.edu

Panel

E. Brooke Harlow, College of St. Catherine
dharlowe@stkat.edu

Janet Frantz, University of Louisiana-Lafayette
frantz@louisiana.edu

Lilly J. Goren, College of St. Catherine
lgoren@stkat.edu

Papers For Better, For Worse: Local-National Tensions in the
Litigation for Same-Sex Marriage

Ellen Andersen, Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis
eanderse@iupui.edu

The Imperus for Same Sex Marriage Laws, Bills and Court
Decisions in the 50 States: 1990-2001

Scott W. Barclay, University at Albany, SUNY
s.barclay@albany.edu

Baccalaureate-Only Departments

Kent State University

Shauna F. Fisher, University at Albany, SUNY
sf1613@albany.edu

Religious and Political Subjectivity: Applying Q Methodology
to the Gay Rights Debate

Christopher G. Bleustein, Kent State University
Thursday, April 3 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

cbleuens@kent.edu
The Spiral Effect: Overt Gay Presence and the Debate over State Laws on Same Sex Marriage
Shauna F. Fisher, University at Albany, SUNY
sf1613@albany.edu
Disc. Kenneth Sherrill, Hunter College, CUNY
kenneth.sherrill@hunter.cuny.edu

30-2 THEORIES OF POLICY CHANGE IN DEMOCRACIES: A 30 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE (Co-sponsored with Public Policy, see 22-21)
Room SANDBURG 4, 7TH FLOOR, THUR 3:30
Chair Bryan Jones, University of Washington
bjones@u.washington.edu
Papers Agenda Setting and Policy Evolution: Theories and Applications
George Busenberg, University of Colorado, Denver
gb@jku.edu
Is there Life After Policy Streams, Advocacy Coalitions and Punctuations? Using Evolutionary Models to Explain Policy Change
Peter John, University of London
p.john@bbk.ac.uk
Disc. Frank Baumgartner, Pennsylvania State University
fbaumg@psu.edu
Paul Sabatier, University of California, Davis
psabatier@ucdavis.edu
Anne Schneider, Arizona State University
anne.schneider@asu.edu
Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

9-10 Am GENDER AND POLITICS

Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Posters Missing Title

Farida Jalalzai, University of Buffalo
jalalzai@buffalo.edu

Ain't I a Woman?: Race and Gender in Positions of Power

What Affects Efficacy?

Female Education and An Opportunity for Transversal Politics

Evaluating Measures of Female Voter Turnout

Do Men Trump Women? The Uruguayan Case

Posters Women Leaders of the World—Past and Present

Room LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair Kenneth W. Kollman, University of Michigan
kollman@umich.edu

Papers Testing Duverger's Law Across Four Countries

Kenneth W. Kollman, University of Michigan
kollman@umich.edu

Pradeep Chhibber, University of California, Berkeley
chhibber@ion.ucsb.edu

Strategic Voting in European National Elections

Anastassios Kalandrakis, Yale University
kalandrakis@yale.edu

Time and Punishment (Temps et Punition): Do EU Voters Chasten Their Party in Power?

Ryan S. Bakker, University of Florida
rbakker@polisci.ufl.edu

Jeff Gill, University of Florida
jgill@polisci.ufl.edu

Disc. Olga V. Shvetsova, Washington University
shvetsova@artic.wustl.edu

1-17 Am THE EUROPEANIZATION OF NATIONAL PARTY SYSTEMS

Room LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair John D. Robertson, Texas A&M University
jrrobertson@tamu.edu

Papers Europeanization of Party Competition in Western Europe?

Thomas Saalfeld, University of Kent at Canterbury
thomas.saalfeld@aol.com

Transnational and National Parties in the European Union

Winand Gellner, University of Passau
w.gellner@web.de

Europeanization and Policy Convergence Among Political Parties

Mi Kyung Kim, Texas A&M University
mkkim@politics.tamu.edu


Sung Ho Park, Texas A&M University
tsung972@politics.tamu.edu

Disc. Alex C. Tan, University of North Texas
atan@unt.edu

Richard S. Flickinger, Wittenberg University
rflickinger@wittenberg.edu

Jeffrey Lax, University of California, San Diego
jlax@ucsd.edu


Pablo T. Spiller, University of California, Berkeley
spiller@haas.berkeley.edu

Matias Iaryczower, University of California, Los Angeles
matias@ucla.edu


Josef Magar, ITAM
emagarc@itam.mx

Julio A. Moraes, University of Notre Dame
jumoraes@nd.edu

A Bayesian Analysis of Legislatures and Government Effectiveness under Dictatorships

Jennifer Gandhi, New York University
jg229@nyu.edu

Joseph Gochal, New York University
jcg@nyu.edu

Sebastian M. Saiegh, New York University
sm267@nyu.edu

Presidential Conditional Agenda Setting in Latin America

Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

1-3 Am THE IMPACT OF ELECTORAL LAWS: I STRATEGIC VOTING

Room LASALLE 5, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair Kenneth W. Kollman, University of Michigan
kollman@umich.edu

Papers Testing Duverger's Law Across Four Countries

Kenneth W. Kollman, University of Michigan
kollman@umich.edu

Pradeep Chhibber, University of California, Berkeley
chhibber@ion.ucsb.edu

Strategic Voting in European National Elections

Anastassios Kalandrakis, Yale University
kalandrakis@yale.edu

Time and Punishment (Temps et Punition): Do EU Voters Chasten Their Party in Power?

Ryan S. Bakker, University of Florida
rbakker@polisci.ufl.edu

Jeff Gill, University of Florida
jgill@polisci.ufl.edu

Disc. Olga V. Shvetsova, Washington University
shvetsova@artic.wustl.edu

1-17 Am THE EUROPEANIZATION OF NATIONAL PARTY SYSTEMS

Room LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair John D. Robertson, Texas A&M University
jrrobertson@tamu.edu

Papers Europeanization of Party Competition in Western Europe?

Thomas Saalfeld, University of Kent at Canterbury
thomas.saalfeld@aol.com

Transnational and National Parties in the European Union

Winand Gellner, University of Passau
w.gellner@web.de

Europeanization and Policy Convergence Among Political Parties

Mi Kyung Kim, Texas A&M University
mkkim@politics.tamu.edu


Sung Ho Park, Texas A&M University
tsung972@politics.tamu.edu

Disc. Alex C. Tan, University of North Texas
atan@unt.edu

Richard S. Flickinger, Wittenberg University
rflickinger@wittenberg.edu

Jeffrey Lax, University of California, San Diego
jlax@ucsd.edu


Pablo T. Spiller, University of California, Berkeley
spiller@haas.berkeley.edu

Matias Iaryczower, University of California, Los Angeles
matias@ucla.edu


Josef Magar, ITAM
emagarc@itam.mx

Julio A. Moraes, University of Notre Dame
jumoraes@nd.edu

A Bayesian Analysis of Legislatures and Government Effectiveness under Dictatorships

Jennifer Gandhi, New York University
jg229@nyu.edu

Joseph Gochal, New York University
jcg@nyu.edu

Sebastian M. Saiegh, New York University
sm267@nyu.edu

Presidential Conditional Agenda Setting in Latin America
Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

**3-5 VOTERS AND LEGISLATORS IN MEXICO**

**Room** MONTROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

**Chair** Alejandro Poire, ITAM

**Papers**
- Party Discipline and Committee Reassignments in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies, 1998-2003
  - Jeffrey A. Weldon, ITAM
  - jweldon@itam.mx

  - Legislative Roles and Legislative Coherence in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies since 1997
    - William B. Heller, Binghamton University
    - wbheller@post.harvard.edu

  - Party Identification in Mexico: Meaning, Developments and Findings in Comparative Perspective
    - Luis M. Estrada, University of California, San Diego
    - limestra@webre.acsd.edu

  - Regime Change and Evolving Partisan Cleavages: Mexico, 1982-2002
    - Jorge Buendia, ITAM
    - jbuendia@itam.mx

Disc.
- Alejandro Poire, ITAM
- poirerom@itam.mx

**3-18 PARTIES AND ELECTIONS IN POST-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES**

**Room** SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 8:30

**Chair** Judith S. Kullberg, Marshall University

**Papers**
- The Politics of Electoral System Design: A Statistical Analysis of Russia's Regions
  - Bryon J. Moraski, University of Florida
  - bmoraski@polisci.ufl.edu

- Party Organization and Party System Institutionalization in Post-communist Democracies
  - Markus Kreuzer, Villanova University
  - Markus.Kreuzer@villanova.edu

- The Spectre of Communism Past - Previous Regime Characteristics and the Electoral Performance of Communist Successor Parties
  - David D. Yang, Princeton University
  - dyang@princeton.edu

Disc.
- Judith S. Kullberg, Marshall University
- kullberg@marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.marshall.ma
Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

**Room SALON 6, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 8:30**

**Chair** Deborah Schildkraut, Oberlin College
debblu.schildkraut@oberlin.edu

**Papers**
- **External Attacks and Internal Cohesion: The Effects of September 11 on Domestic Intergroup Relations**
  - David O. Sears, University of California, Los Angeles
  - ssears@sxr.ucla.edu
  - Zachary Elkins, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
  - zelkins@uiuc.edu
- **Characterizations and Consequences: How Americans Envision the American People**
  - Elizabeth Theiss-Morse, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
  - ethessimorse@unl.edu
- **Evidence from Panel Data**
  - Wendy Rahn, University of Minnesota
  - wrahn@umn.edu

**Disc.**
- Deborah Schildkraut, Oberlin College
debblu.schildkraut@oberlin.edu

**Room SALON 6, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 8:30**

**Chair** Suzanne L. Parker, Purdue University
susan.parker5@purdue.edu

**Papers**
- **The Failure of the Clinton Health Care Initiative: The Role of Political Trust**
  - Marc J. Hetherington, Bowdoin College
  - mhether@bowdoin.edu
  - Explaining Public Confidence in Government during the Clinton Impeachment Trial
  - Stephen P. Nicholson, Georgia State University
  - polson@gate.gsu.edu
- **Voter Attitudes towards Corruption and Government before and after Enron: Results from Exit Polling in a Midwestern City**
  - Gary T. Henry, Georgia State University
  - garyt@gsu.edu
  - Voter Attitudes towards Corruption and Government before and after Enron
  - polhh@gate.gsu.edu
- **Papers the Failure of the Clinton Health Care Initiative: The Role of Political Trust**
  - David P. Redlaw, University of Iowa
dar@uiowa.edu

**Disc.**
- David Redlaw, University of Iowa
dar@uiowa.edu
Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

11-7

DEMOCRATIC DILEMMAS: PUBLIC OPINION, MORES, AND MINORITIES

Room  

CLARK, 107TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair  

Joseph Carrig, Davidson College
jcarrig@davidson.edu

Papers  

From Veneration and Vigilance: James Madison and Public Opinion, 1785-1800
Alan Gilson, California State University, Chico
AGilson@csuchico.edu

Mores and the Commonwealth: The Toquevillian Element in Daniel Elazar's Covenantal Polity
Mark Gismondì, Northwest Nazarene University
mgismond@nnu.edu

Tocqueville on Mores and the Preservation of Republics
Donald J. Maletz, University of Oklahoma
djmaletz@ou.edu

John C. Callouh on Indians, Negroes, and Slavery
James H. Read, St. John's University
jread@csbsju.edu

Disc.  

David Siemers, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
siemers@uwosh.edu

12-7

DEMOCRATIC THEORY

Room  

DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair  

Susan Bickford, University of North Carolina
sbickford@email.unc.edu

Papers  

Professionals vs. Democracy: The Critique of Technocratic Expertise
Alber W. Drur, Bowling Green State University
awdrur@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Pragmatism & the Priority of Democracy: The Genesis of Institutions and the Burdens of Justification
James D. Johnson, Rochester University
jjson@troc.cc.rochester.edu

Jack C. Knight, Washington University
Knight@artsci.wustl.edu

Freedom as Status and Freedom as Autonomy in Deliberative Democracy
Christian F. Rostboll, Columbia University
christianfr@olumbia.edu

Power and Democracy
Ronald J. Terechek, University of Maryland
Rterechek@gypr.umd.edu

Disc.  

Susan Bickford, University of North Carolina
sbickford@email.unc.edu

13-7

ECONOMIC VOTING AND POLICY MAKING

Room  

SALON 7, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair  

Subhasan Mukherjee, New York University
sm470@columbia.edu

Papers  

Voters as Investors: A Formal and Empirical Analysis of the Stock Market's Role in Economic Voting
Kelsey H. Chang, UBS AG
kelsey.chang@ubs.com

Elections, Taxability and Political Support of Business
Scott Gehlbach, University of California, Berkeley
gehlbach@socrates.berkeley.edu

Sociotropic Influences on Pocketer Bookers: The Case of Unemployment
Robert Grafstein, University of Georgia
bograph@uga.edu

Policy Mistakes and Inflation Dynamics in Argentina
Jim Granato, National Science Foundation
jgranato@nsf.gov

Mark Jones, Michigan State University
mark.jones@msu.edu

William Kees, Carnegie Mellon
kees@andrew.cmu.edu

Sunny M.C. Wong, University of Southern Mississippi
Wong@cbs.usm.edu

Disc.  

John D. Griffin, University of Notre Dame
Griffin.58@nd.edu

Hans Noel, University of California, Los Angeles
hnoel@ucla.edu

14-5

MEASUREMENT OF OPINION AND PREFERENCES IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS RESEARCH: THEORY AND PRACTICE

Room  

SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair  

Cliff Carruba, Emory University
bsjones@email.arizona.edu

Papers  

Survey Sampling in Sub-Optimal Conditions: Lessons from El Salvador
Peter J. Moore, University of Iowa
peter-moore@uiowa.edu

When Social Science Meets Rocket Science: Spatial Approaches to Reduce Sampling Bias using the Geographical Positioning System
Pierre F. Landry, Yale University
plandry@yale.edu

Placing Policy Texts in Political Spaces Using Computerized Coding of Word Phrases
Kenneth R. Benoit, Trinity College
kbenoit@tcd.ie

Michael Laver, Trinity College
mlaver@tcd.ie

Aggregating Individuals: Applying Rational Choice Theory to Groups
Samuel F. Austin, University of Florida
saustin@uf.edu

Disc.  

Cliff Carruba, Emory University
bsjones@email.arizona.edu

Scott Desposato, University of Arizona
bsjones@email.arizona.edu

15-9

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS, SOCIAL MOVEMENTS & CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS

Room  

LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair  

Valerie F. Hunt, Princeton University
vhunt@princeton.edu

Papers  

From Membership to Institutional Management: Explaining Changing Elite Civic Affiliations in the U.S. States, 1945-2000
JungHwa Lee, Harvard University
junghwa@umich.edu

Changing Elite Civic Affiliations in the U.S. States, 1945-2000
Rachael Cobb, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
rcobb@mit.edu

Casey A. Klostad, Harvard University
klostad@cfa.harvard.edu

Political Parties, NGOs, and Immigrant Incorporation: A Case Study
Kristi Andersen, Syracuse University
andersen@maxwell.syr.edu

Jessica Wintringham, Syracuse University
jfwinter@syr.edu

Italian Social Cooperatives at the Crossroads Between Professionalized Service Agencies and Membership-Based Civic Associations: Evaluating the Emergent Role of the Cooperative Movement as Interest Intermediary Within the Italian Welfare State
Cliff Carruba, Emory University
ccarruba@emory.edu

Advocacy at the Intersections: Women's, Racial Minority, and Economic Justice Interest Groups and the Politics of Representation
Dara Z. Strolovich, University of Minnesota
dara@polisci.umn.edu

Disc.  

Valerie F. Hunt, Princeton University
vhunt@princeton.edu

Robert C. Lieberman, Columbia University
rc15@columbia.edu

Erica D. Wininger, Emory University
ev@csbsju.edu

Case of Farm Relief Plan 1924-1928
Gregory H. Huber, Yale University
gregory.huber@yale.edu

Case of Farm Relief Plan 1924-1928
Junghwa Lee, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
junghwa@umich.edu

15-18

INTEREST REPRESENTATION IN A FEDERALIST SYSTEM

Room  

SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 8:30

Chair  

Gregory A. Huber, Yale University
gregory.huber@yale.edu

Papers  

Sectional Interest, Electoral Connection and Partisanship: The Case of Farm Relief Plan 1924-1928
Junghwa Lee, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
junghwa@umich.edu

Disc.
Towards a Theory of Representational Bias in a Federalist Political System
Lisa L. Miller, Pennsylvania State University
lim16@psu.edu
The Ideas, Interests, and Institutions of Electoral College Reform.
Gary Bugh, University at Albany
gba703@albany.edu
Emergent Interest Groups and Political Parties: The Conservationist Challenge to Public Land Use Policy in the Post-WWII Era
Hahrte C. Han, Stanford University
hahrte@stanford.edu
Disc. Gregory A. Huber, Yale University
gregory.huber@yale.edu

Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

17-7 REPRESENTATION
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair Patricia Hurley, Texas A&M University

Papers
pat_hurley@politics.tamu.edu
Macrorepresentation at the Congressional District Level
Brad Kile, Florida State University
kilehome@yahoo.com
Representation in the U.S. House: Does the Opposing Constituency Participate?
Michael W. Wagner, Indiana University
michaelwagner@indiana.edu
Representation in the American States: The 100th Senate and Their Electorate
David K. Park, Columbia University
dkp7@columbia.edu
Reelection Constituencies and Party Unity in the U.S. Senate
Linda L. Fowler, Dartmouth College
linda.fowler@dartmouth.edu
Jeffrey P. Vardaro, Dartmouth College
jeffrey.p vardaro@alum.dartmouth.org
Disc. Brian F. Schaffner, Western Michigan University
brian.schaffner@wmich.edu
Ben Bishin, University of Miami
bishin@umiami.edu

18-12 STRATEGIC POLITICIANS AND LEGISLATIVE ELECTIONS
Room SANDBURG 6, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair Jon R. Bond, Texas A&M University
jonbond@polisci.tamu.edu
Papers
Tides, Eddies, and Stagnant Pools: Potential Candidate Perceptions of Political and Economic Conditions and the Choice to Run for the U.S. House
Cherie Maestas, Texas Tech University
cherie.maestas@ttu.edu
Denis Rey, Texas Tech University
drey@ttac.s.ttu.edu
Destiny Unbound: Progressive Ambition, Strategic Candidate Entry and Political Capital
Michael W. Toftias, Duke University
mrtwj@duke.edu
Michael J. Esley, Indiana University
mlesley@indiana.edu
Supply-Side Competition: State Term Limits, Strategic Politicians and Congressional Elections
Jennifer A. Steen, Boston College
jennifer.steen@bc.edu
Competitive Elections: The Limitations of Legislative Term Limits
Kimberly L. Nadler, California State University, Sacramento
knladler@csus.edu

17-4 INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SENATE
Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair Gerald Gamm, University of Rochester
gerald.gamm@rochester.edu
Papers
Sarah Binder, George Washington Univ. and Brookings
sboon@gwu.edu
Rules, Precedent and Procedural Uncertainty: Lessons from Progressive Era Clature Reform
Kathleen Bawn, University of California, Los Angeles
kbawn@polisci.ucla.edu
Gregory Koger, University of California, Los Angeles
gkoger@ucla.edu
The Senate Hold and Theories of Legislative Organization: Evidence from the Baker Years
C. Lawrence Evans, College of William and Mary
clevans@wm.edu
Daniel Lipinsky, University of Tennessee
dlipinsky@utk.edu
The Effects of Direct Popular Senate Elections on Senate Delegation Dynamics
Wendy J. Schiller, Brown University
wendy.schiller@brown.edu
Disc. Gerald Gamm, University of Rochester
gerald.gamm@rochester.edu
Charles Stewart, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cstewart@mit.edu

17-1 NEW LOOKS AT PUBLIC APPROVAL OF PRESIDENTS
Room CLARK 5, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair George C. Edwards III, Texas A&M University
gedwards@tamu.edu
Papers
Presidental Approval and The Learning Public
Gregory E. McAvoy, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
gmcavoy@uncg.edu
War by Consensus
Nancy B. Burgoyne, University of Washington
nburgoyne@aad.com
Presidential Approval and the use of Rhetoric: Nixon's Strategy to Influence his Popularity
Melanie F. Burns, University of Minnesota
mburns@polisci.umn.edu
Martin J. Kifer, University of Minnesota
mkifer@polisci.umn.edu
Lawrence Jacobs, University of Minnesota
lajacobs@polisci.umn.edu
Alternatives Within the White House Public Opinion Apparatus: Lyndon Johnson, Vietnam, and Hawkish Opinion Mail
Brandon Rottinghaus, Northwestern University
b.rottinghaus@northwestern.edu
Endings and Beginnings, Renewal and Change: Presidential Inaugurals, Political Time, and Presidential Character
Glenn W. Richardson, Jr., Kutztown University
richardso@kutztown.edu
Disc. Kenneth Mayer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
kmayer@polisci.wisc.edu

18-6 THE POLITICS OF DISCRIMINATION, ABORTION, AND THE DEATH PENALTY
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair Daniel Levin, University of Utah
daniel.levin@csbs.utah.edu
Papers
The Influence of the U.S Supreme Court on Public Opinion: Abortion and the Death Penalty
Michael A. Unger, University of Texas at Austin
m.unger@mail.utexas.edu
When Does Group Identity Matter in the Law?
Joseph F. Kobyka, Southern Methodist University
j.kobyka@mail.uta.edu
Richard M. Braunein, University of South Dakota
rbraunin@usd.edu
### 19-20  Policy Change, Institutional Structure, and Decision Making in Specialized Courts

**Room**: BURNHAM 4, 3rd FLOOR, FRI 8:30  
**Chair**: Isaac Unah, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (unah@unc.edu)  
**Papers**

- Congressional Choice of Institutional Structure and its Effect on Judicial Decision Making: The Case of the Court of International Trade  
  - **Scott A. Hendrickson**, Washington University in St. Louis (sahendri@arts.wustl.edu)  
  - **Judith E. Lazarus**, University of Texas at Arlington (elazarus@uta.edu)  
- Progress in the Debate: Sunni Stone Brook  
  - **Chad M. King**, SUNY Stony Brook (cking@sci.sunysb.edu)  
- Progressive Reform and Court Responses  
  - **Pamela M. Fiber**, California State University, Fullerton (pfiber@fullerton.edu)  

**Disc.** Eric N. Waltenburg, Purdue University (waltenb@polsci.purdue.edu)

### 20-3  Accountability

**Room**: SANDBURG 3, 3rd FLOOR, FRI 8:30  
**Chair**: Anne H. Hopkins, University of North Florida (ahopkins@unf.edu)  
**Papers**

  - **John A. Hamman**, Southern Illinois University (hamman@siu.edu)  
  - **Local Government Accountability**  
  - **John R. Chamberlin**, University of Michigan (johnch@umich.edu)  
- Representation - How Political Actors Misunderstand Each Other in Multi-Level Systems  
  - **Jurgen C. Zeus**, University of Goettingen (jezus@uni-goettingen.de)  
- Issue Publics and Welfare Magnets: Policy Knowledge Concerning Welfare  
  - **Belinda Creel Davi**, Michigan State University (davi@msu.edu)  

**Disc.** Craig Volden, University of Michigan (volden@umich.edu)

### 21-9  Urban Psychology? Citizens, Mayors, and Local Policies

**Room**: BURNHAM 5, 3rd FLOOR, FRI 8:30  
**Chair**: David Lowery, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (dlowery@email.unc.edu)  
**Papers**

- Community Assessment and Policy Innovation: The Michigan Brownfield Experience  
  - **Richard C. Hula**, Michigan State University (rhula@msu.edu)  
  - **Adrain Hemond**, Michigan State University (hemondad@msu.edu)  
  - **Citizens’ Evaluation of Urban Public Services: The Case of New Orleans**  
    - **Rosalind Blanco Cook**, University of New Orleans (rosalindcook@hotmail.com)  
    - **William P. McLean**, Arkansas State University (wmclane@astate.edu)  
  - **Tom W. Rieh**, University of Northern Iowa (tom.rieh@uni.edu)  
- Personality Analysis of Mayors of Large United States Cities From A Distance  
  - **Christopher D. Newman**, Elgin Community College (cnewman@mail.elgin.cc.il.us)  

**Disc.** Christine Roch, Georgia State University (croch@gsu.edu)

### 22-14  Charter Schools, Tests, and Playgrounds: The Politics of Education Policy (Co-sponsored with Urban and Local Politics, see 21-12)

**Room**: MONTROSE 2, 7th FLOOR, FRI 8:30  
**Chair**: David E. Campbell, University of Notre Dame (dcambe4@nd.edu)  
**Papers**

- Examining the Impact of Charter Schools on Public School Performance  
  - **Kenneth J. Meier**, Texas A&M University (kmeier@polisci.tamu.edu)  
  - **John Holbe**, Oakland University (holbe@oakland.edu)  
  - **Do Charter Schools Add Value? Results From a Panel Study of Parents in Washington DC**  
    - **Mark Schneider**, SUNY, Stony Brook (mark.schneider@stonybrook.edu)  
- Impact of Simple and Compound Divided Government on the Job Performance of Governors and State Government  
  - **John A. Hamman**, Southern Illinois University (hamman@siu.edu)  
  - **Local Government Accountability**  
  - **John R. Chamberlin**, University of Michigan (johnch@umich.edu)  
- Issue Publics and Welfare Magnets: Policy Knowledge Concerning Welfare  
  - **Belinda Creel Davi**, Michigan State University (davi@msu.edu)  

**Disc.** Valentina A. Ball, Michigan State University (valiv@msu.edu)  
**Chair**: Joseph V. Rees, Virginia Tech (reesj@vt.edu)  
**Papers**

- The Changing Nature of Public Entrepreneurship  
  - **Luc Berlier**, University of Quebec (luc.bernier@cnap.uqubec.ca)  
  - **Taieb Hafsi**, taieb.hafsi@hec.ca  
  - **Politics, Economics, or the Public: What Impacts the Quality of State Government Administration?**  
    - **Justin J. Marlowe**, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (jmarlowe@uwm.edu)  
    - **Robert J. Eger, III**, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (rjejer@uw.edu)  
  - **Deborah A. Knudson**, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (dknudson@uw.edu)  

**Disc.** Donald Moyerhahn, Michigan State University (moyerhahn@msu.edu)

### 23-4  Performance and Quality in Public Management

**Room**: CASSELL 2, 3rd FLOOR, FRI 8:30  
**Chair**: Joseph V. Rees, Virginia Tech (reesj@vt.edu)  
**Papers**

- The Changing Nature of Public Entrepreneurship  
  - **Luc Berlier**, University of Quebec (luc.bernier@cnap.uqubec.ca)  
  - **Taieb Hafsi**, taieb.hafsi@hec.ca  
  - **Politics, Economics, or the Public: What Impacts the Quality of State Government Administration?**  
    - **Justin J. Marlowe**, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (jmarlowe@uwm.edu)  
    - **Robert J. Eger, III**, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (rjejer@uw.edu)  
  - **Deborah A. Knudson**, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (dknudson@uw.edu)  

**Disc.** Donald Moyerhahn, Michigan State University (moyerhahn@msu.edu)

### 24-2  Intersections of Domestic and Transnational Social Movements

**Room**: PDR 16, 5th FLOOR, FRI 8:30  
**Chair**: Audie Klotz, University of Illinois (audie@uiuc.edu)  
**Papers**

- Locating Transnational Activists, Domesticating Transnational Movements  
  - **Evelyn Tennant**, University of Chicago (etennant@uchicago.edu)  
  - **Strange Bedfellows? Labor and Social Movement Coalitions in the U.S. Global Justice Movement**  
    - **Heidi J. Swarts**, Syracuse University
Friday, April 4 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

HJSwarts@maxwell.syr.edu
Alana S. Jeydel, Oregon State University
alana.jeydel@orst.edu
The Weakness of Strong Ties: Human Rights Activism and the Failure of Enforcement
Hans Peter Schmitz, Syracuse University
hpenschmitz@maxwell.syr.edu
Disc. Andy McFarland, University of Illinois, Chicago
amcfarlan@uiuc.edu
Kendall Stiles, Loyola University, Chicago
kstiles@luc.edu

25-7
CONFLICT DATA WORKSHOP I
Room PARLOR C, 6TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair D. Scott Bennett, Pennsylvania State University
sbennett@psu.edu
Panel D. Scott Bennett, Pennsylvania State University
sbennett@psu.edu
Christian Davenport, University of Maryland
cdavenport@cscdcm.umd.edu
Takeshi Wada, Columbia University
tw49@columbia.edu

26-3
INNOVATIVE LEARNING: INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND STUDENT OUTCOMES
Room PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair Brian D. Posler, Millikin University
bposler@mail.millikin.edu
Papers Assessment is Not a Four Letter Word: What do we want Poli Sci Majors to Know and Be Able to Do?
Fred Smoller, Chapman University
smoller@chapman.edu
David Fire, Chapman University
fire@chapman.edu
The Structure of the Political Science Major and Student Learning: A Cross-Institutional Study
John T. Ishiyama, Truman State University
jishiyama@truman.edu
Marijke Breuning, Truman State University
mibreuning@truman.edu
Newspapers Nader's Raiders: Social Consciousness and the Sports Page
Charles L. Kennedy, Pennsylvania State University
clk8@psu.edu
Disc. E. Brooke Harlowe, The College of St. Catherine
eharlowe@stkate.edu
Brian D. Posler, Millikin University
bposler@mail.millikin.edu

27-4
ROUNDTABLE: THE FUTURE OF GRADUATE EDUCATION
Room PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, FRI 8:30
Chair Barbara Burrell, Northern Illinois University
TB08CH1@wpcs.niu.edu
Panel Vicki L. Hesli, University of Iowa
vicki-hesli@uiowa.edu
Manjusha Gupte, Purdue University
gupte@purdue.edu
Rosalie Clawson, Purdue University
clawson@polici.purdue.edu
Kristen R. Monroe, University of California, Irvine
krmonroe@uci.edu
Friday, April 4 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

1-18 THE PREFERENCES, POWER, AND LIMITATIONS OF ORGANIZED INTERESTS IN CONTEMPORARY DEMOCRACIES

Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Matthew K. Wilson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Wilson@lafollette.wisc.edu
Papers The Formation of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Ecuador
Christopher J. Kam, University of South Carolina
kam@usc.edu

Disc. Matt T. Golder, New York University
mg221@nyu.edu

1-20 CHANGING ROLES FOR COURTS IN LATIN AMERICA

Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Graham K. Wilson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
wilson@lafollette.wisc.edu
Papers The Spatial Representation of Business and Union Groups' Preferences
Kare Vernby, Uppsala University
kare.vernby@statvet.uu.se
Business Political Power Information Asymmetry and Structural Constraints on Public Policy: The Cases of Environmental Politics and Banking Regulation in Germany and the United Kingdom
Patrick Bernhagen, University of Dublin
bernhag@tcd.ie
How French Labor Made Capital Work For Them: Explaining the Change in France's Financial System
Richard Carney, University of California, San Diego
rearny@weber.acsd.edu
Securing Private Benefits: How Waxing and Waning Power of Interest Groups Can Influence the Policy Process
Aslaug Agerdardottir, Bates College
asagr@bates.edu
Disc. Graham K. Wilson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
wilson@lafollette.wisc.edu

2-5 CHANGING ROLES FOR COURTS IN LATIN AMERICA

Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Pablo T. Spiller, University of California, Berkeley
spiller@haas.berkeley.edu
Papers Judicial Politics in Mexico
Caroline C. Beer, University of Vermont
cbeer@zoo.uvm.edu
Enforcing the Limits of Executive Power: An Analysis of Court-Executive Relations in Chile and Argentina
Drucilla L. Scribner, University of California, San Diego
dscribne@weber.acsd.edu
Local Equality and Effectiveness in the Courts of Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil
Daniel M. Brinks, University of Notre Dame
dbrinks@nd.edu
Institutional Legitimacy and Rule of Law in Ecuador
Agustín Grijalva, University of Pittsburgh
gavig@pitt.edu
Disc. Pablo T. Spiller, University of California, Berkeley
spiller@haas.berkeley.edu

3-6 TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE IN NEW DEMOCRACIES

Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Rebecca B. Chavez, United States Naval Academy
chavez@usna.edu
Papers The Formation of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Peru
Carlos A. Parodi, Illinois State University
cparodi@ilstu.edu
Punish All Guilty or Protect the Innocent? Designing Institutions of Transitional Justice
Monika Nailea, Columbia University
man70@columbia.edu

Disc. Rebecca B. Chavez, United States Naval Academy
chavez@usna.edu
Lawrence M. Ladutke, University of Richmond
laladutke@richmond.edu

3-19 CONTENDING THEORIES OF TRANSITIONS TO DEMOCRACY

Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair John T. Ishiyama, Truman State University
jishiyama@truman.edu
Papers A Crisis of Faith in Adam Przeworski: An Analysis of the Liberalization Process in Czechoslovakia
Heather R. McDougall, Indiana University
hmcdooug@indiana.edu
Brian Shoup, Indiana University
bshoup@indiana.edu
Explaining the Collapse of Communism in Poland: How the Strategic Misperception of Round Table Negotiators Produced an Unanticipated Outcome
Jacqueline P. Hayden, Trinity College
sorrento@indigo.ie
Democratic Transitions
David Epstein, Columbia University
do11@columbia.edu
Ida Kristensen, Columbia University
skp8@indiana.edu
Robert Bates, Harvard University
rbates@hsc.harvard.edu
Social Mobility and Regime Transitions
Bahar Lewontog, SUNY at Stony Brook
bleventogh@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Disc. John T. Ishiyama, Truman State University
jishiyama@truman.edu

4-3 DIVERSIONARY HYPOTHESES OF WAR

Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Alex Mintz, Texas A&M University
amintz@tamu.edu
Papers When Does Cry: Threat Inflation and Dynamic Two-Level Pressures in Interstate Rivalries
Jeffrey J. Pickering, University of California, San Diego
jjp@ksu.edu
Kisangani F. Emizet, Indiana University
emizetk@ksu.edu
Robert Bates, Harvard University
rbates@hsc.harvard.edu
Social Mobility and Regime Transitions
Bahar Lewontog, SUNY at Stony Brook
bleventogh@notes.cc.sunysb.edu
Disc. Kevin J. Sweeney, Ohio State University
sweeney.101@osu.edu

4-16 THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ECONOMIC SANCTIONS

Room BURNHAM 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Mark Souva, Florida State University
msouva@fsu.edu
Papers Embargoes and the Rally-Against-the-Enemy Effect: Sustaining Pressures in Interstate Rivalries
Michael P. Colaresi, Ohio State University
colaresi.1@osu.edu
Swift and Sure: Assessing the Types of Military Force Leaders Use for Diversions
Visanagani F. Emizet, Kansas State University
emizetk@ksu.edu
Jeffrey J. Pickering, Kansas State University
jpj@ksu.edu
Testing the Diversionsary Theory of War: The Case of Argentina in the Falklands War
Viviana M. Abreu-Hernandez, University of Puerto Rico
abrevivi@netscape.net
Disc. Kevin J. Sweeney, Ohio State University
sweeney.101@osu.edu

73
Friday, April 4 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

**5-3 THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING TRADE PATTERNS**

**Room SANDBURG 4, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30**

**Chair Timothy McKeown, University of North Carolina**

tim.mckeown@unc.edu

**Papers**

Ecological Preservation or Degradation: How Regime Type Mediates the Relationship Between Trade and the Environment

Eric G. Zasman, University of California, Los Angeles

ezasman@ucla.edu

Jackwon Suh, University of California, Los Angeles

jaekwon@ucla.edu

Trade Liberalization and Income Distribution: New Empirical Evidence

Daniel Y. Kono, University of California, Davis
dykono@ucl.acs.edu

Who Supports Free Trade? Explaining Trade Policy Preferences Beyond the Developed World

Andy Baker, University of Houston

abaker@uh.edu

**Disc.**

Timothy McKeown, University of North Carolina
tim.mckeown@unc.edu

**6-6 ROUNDTABLE: PUBLIC OPINION AND FOREIGN POLICY: THE STATE OF THE ART (Co-sponsored with International Relations, see 4-29)**

**Room PARLOR F, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30**

**Chair Richard Sobel, Harvard University**

rsobel@lms.harvard.edu

**Panel**

Virginia A. Chanley, Florida International University

virginia.chanley@fia.edu

Andrew Z. Katz, Denison University

katz@denison.edu

**7-23 CONTEMPORARY RACIAL ATTITUDES: BEYOND RACISM?**

**Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30**

**Chair Paula R. Mohan, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater**

mohamp@uwuww.edu

**Papers**

Opposition to Affirmative Action: Self-Interest, Principles, or Racism?

Mingsyu Fu, University of California, Los Angeles

kassel@ucla.edu

The 2000 Anti-Miscegenation Vote in Alabama: Is The ‘Old South’ Really That Old?

Pia Knigge, Auburn University, Montgomery

knigge@auburn.edu

Bradley Moody, Auburn University, Montgomery

bmoody@auburn.edu

Reproducing Modern Racism: Parents, Media, and the Socialization of Ambivalence

Scott B. Blinder, University of Chicago

sblinder@uchicago.edu

When Whites and Blacks Agree: Explaining Consensus on Controversial Racial Issues

James K. McHenry, Vanderbilt University

james.mchenery@law.vanderbilt.edu

Carol M. Swain, Vanderbilt University

carloswain@law.vanderbilt.edu

Yijia Wang, Vanderbilt University

yijia.wang@vanderbilt.edu

**Disc.**

Christopher S. Parker, University of California, Santa Barbara

parker@polisci.ucsb.edu

Khailiah L. Brown-Dean, Ohio State University

brown-dean.1@osu.edu

**6-30 MODELS OF PRESIDENTIAL POPULARITY IN THE U.S. AND ABROAD (Co-sponsored with Presidency and Executive Politics, see 46-10)**

**Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30**

**Chair William Mishler, University of Arizona**

mishler@u.arizona.edu

**Papers**

Consumer Confidence and Presidential Approval: Does Consumer Sentiment Follow the Leaders or Does Our Leader Follow the Sentiments of the Consumers?

Sara Margaret Gabula, University of South Carolina

gabula@sc.edu

The Politics of Presidential Approval: The State of the Union and Priming

Justin W. Holmes, University of Minnesota

jholmes@polisci.umn.edu

**Disc.**

Brian Newman, Duke University

briannewman@duke.edu
Applying Factor Analysis to Enhance Content Analysis

Papers


Disc. John C. McAdams, Marquette University
john.mcadams@marquette.edu

8-10

ADVANCES IN THEORY AND METHODS

Room MONTROSE 3, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair Christine B. Williams, Bentley College
cwilliams@bentley.edu

Papers

The Effects of Ethics Investigations on U.S. Senate Careers

Chair

Room DEARBORN 1, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room MONTROSE 1, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room CLARK 10, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room BURNHAM 2, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room MONTROSE 2, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room MONTROSE 3, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room CLARK 10, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room CLARK 10, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room CLARK 10, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair

Room BURNHAM 2, 7 TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30

Chair
Friday, April 4 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

Papers Deliberative Democracy and Anxiety
Emily H. Hoebst, Georgetown University
ehoebst@mac.com

The Malaise of Democracy
Juan Gabriel Gomez-Albarello, Washington University
jgomezalbarello@artsci.wustl.edu

Civil Society and the Problem of Global Democracy
Michael Goodhart, University of Pittsburgh
mgoodhart@pitt.edu

n Pursuit of Public Reason: Theoretical Implications of Current Research on Deliberative Democracy
Molly A. Patterson, University of California, Irvine
mpaterson@uci.edu

Disc. Leonard C. Feldman, University of Oregon
feldman@darkwing.uoregon.edu

Michael L. Ferguson, University of Washington
mfergus@u.washington.edu

Room PDR 6, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Jamie Warner, Marshall University
warnerj@marshall.edu

Papers Deliberative Households: The Feminist Subversion of Republican Politics
Gal Gerson, University of Michigan
gerson@poli.haifa.ac.il

Women’s Choice and Women’s Responsibility: Understanding Equality and Autonomy
Hee-Kang Kim, University of Chicago
hkim5@uchicago.edu

Disc. Elsa M. Diaz, Purdue University
abacate@att.net

Jamie Warner, Marshall University
warnerj@marshall.edu

Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Steve Franzich, United States Naval Academy
franztzc@usna.edu

Papers The Permanent Campaign in Congress: Understanding Congressional Communication Tactics
David A. Dulio, Oakland University
dudliao@oakland.edu

Stephan K. Medvic, Franklin & Marshall College
stephen.medvic@fandm.edu

Legislative Leadership and Legislative Language: Using Media to Shape the Conditions of Conditional Party Government
Douglas B. Harris, Loyola College
dbharris@loyola.edu

Speaking to the People: The Constituency Connection in Senate Floor Speeches
Jeanette L. Morehouse, Indiana University
morehouse@indiana.edu

Tracy L. Osborn, Indiana University
tobosborn@indiana.edu

An Unlikely Coalition: The Passing of the China Trade Bill
Jennifer N. Victor, Washington University in St. Louis
jrvctor@artsci.wustl.edu

Disc. Steve Franzich, United States Naval Academy
franztzc@usna.edu

Daniel Lipinski, University of Tennessee
dlinski@uik.edu

EXPLAINING LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOR
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Burdett Loomis, University of Kansas
bloomin@ku.edu

Papers Expectations of Success and Congressional Action
John D. Wilkerson, University of Washington
jwilkerson@uwashington.edu

E. Scott Adler, University of Colorado
eadler@colorado.edu

T. Jens Feeley, University of Washington
tjfeeley@uwashington.edu

Why Members of Congress Support Israel: Traditional and Non-Traditional Explanations of Legislative Behavior
Elizabeth A. Oldmixon, University of North Texas
oldmixon@unt.edu

Disc. Burdett Loomis, University of Kansas
bloomin@ku.edu

Friday, April 4 – 12:30 pm – 2:00 pm

Papers Congressional Election Forecasting: Some Time-Serial and Micro-Foundation Considerations
Scott J. Basinger, SUNY at Stony Brook
scott.basinger@stonybrook.edu

Matthew Lebo, SUNY at Stony Brook
matthew.lebo@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

Explaining the Decline in Challenger Quality in Congressional Elections
Cosmas Panagopoulos, New York University
coscis@post.harvard.edu

Reconsidering National Forces in Congressional Elections
Eric M. McGee, University of California, Berkeley
ericmcghen@mindspring.com

Congressional Election Outcomes and Retrospective Evaluations of Government
Monika L. McDermott, University of Connecticut
monika.mcdermott@uconn.edu

David R. Jones, Baruch College, CUNY
david.jones1@baruch.cuny.edu

SESSIONS IN TIME
Room PDR 16, 5TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair James E. Campbell, SUNY Buffalo
campbell@acu.sbu.edu

Papers Congressional Election Forecasting: Some Time-Serial and Micro-Foundation Considerations
Scott J. Basinger, SUNY at Stony Brook
scott.basinger@stonybrook.edu

Matthew Lebo, SUNY at Stony Brook
matthew.lebo@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

Explaining the Decline in Challenger Quality in Congressional Elections
Cosmas Panagopoulos, New York University
coscis@post.harvard.edu

Reconsidering National Forces in Congressional Elections
Eric M. McGee, University of California, Berkeley
ericmcghen@mindspring.com

Congressional Election Outcomes and Retrospective Evaluations of Government
Monika L. McDermott, University of Connecticut
monika.mcdermott@uconn.edu

David R. Jones, Baruch College, CUNY
david.jones1@baruch.cuny.edu

JUDICIAL SELECTION AND DIVERSIFICATION OF THE AMERICAN BENCH
Room BURNHAM 4, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Francis J. Carleton, III, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
carleton@uwgb.edu

Papers Identity Politics, Descriptive Representation and Diversification of the American Bench: An Assessment
Barbara L. Graham, University of Missouri-St. Louis
barbara.graham@smsl.edu

The Diversity of Florida's Judicial Nominating Commissions:
Drew N. Lanier, University of Central Florida
dlanier@mail.ucf.edu

Tracking Trouble: What Makes a Court of Appeals Nominee Objectionable to the Judiciary Committee?
Nancy S. Scherer, University of Miami
ncherer@miiami.edu

Amy L. Steigerwalt, University of California, Berkeley
amy.steigerwalt@yahoo.com

Did I ask for Your Advice? Presidential Responsiveness to Congressional Advice and Its Effect on Senate Confirmation of Supreme Court Nominees
Christine L. Nemacheck, College of William and Mary
clnema@wm.edu

Disc. Nancy Winemiller Basinger, University of Utah
nancy.basinger@poli-sci.utah.edu

Francis J. Carleton, III, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
carleton@uwgb.edu

20-4 DEVOLUTION AND CENTRALIZATION
Room SANDBURG 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Friday, April 4 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

The Political Calculus of Contention: Repression and Accommodation in Latin America
James C. Franklin, Ohio Wesleyan University
jcfrankl@owu.edu
Iron Fist or Kid Gloves? The Spanish State and Repressive Targeting of Batasuna
Katri K. Sieberg, Binghamton University
Katri.Sieberg@uta.fi
Claudia Dahlerus, Texas Tech University
cdahleru@ttacs.ttu.edu

Disc. Jillian M. Schwedler, University of Maryland
jschwedler@gvpt.umd.edu

CIVIC EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL PEDAGOGIES
Room PDR 9, 3 RD FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Kay G. Wolsborn, College of St. Benedict/St. John's University
kwolsborn@csbsju.edu
Papers
Political Ideology and Civic Education
Jesse J. Chanley, Arizona State University
chanley@warren.net
The Youth Urban Agenda Project: Experiential Civic Curriculum and Best-Practice Pedagogy
Charles D. Smith, High/Scope Educational Research Foundation
charles@highscope.org
Jeffrey S. Farrah, Wayne State University
jfarrah@wayne.edu
Service Learning and Citizenship Identification
James T. Murphy, St. John's University
jmurphy@csbsju.edu
Disc. James M. Carlson, Providence College
jcarlson@providence.edu
Kay G. Wolsborn, College of St. Benedict/St. John's University
kwolsborn@csbsju.edu

THE OTHER SIDE OF WELFARE REFORM: THE POLICY ENVIRONMENT FOR EXPANDING THE OPPORTUNITIES, OF YOUNG, LOW SKILLED: AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN
Room LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair Hillard W. Pouncy, Princeton University
hpouncy@princeton.edu
Papers
When an Economic Boom is not Enough: How Young, Low-skilled, Black, Males Fared in the 1990's
Ronald B. Mincy, Columbia University
rmincysr@optonline.net
Trends in Public Opinion on Welfare and Poverty
Greg M. Shaw, Illinois Wesleyan University
gshaw@iwu.edu
Prospects for Extending Opportunities to Low-Skilled, Low-Income Males: The View from Congress
Ron Haskins, Brookings Institution
rhaskins@brook.edu
The Usual and Not So Usual Suspects: The Politics of Welfare Reauthorization 2002
Vicki Turetsky, Center for Law and Social Policy
turetsky@clasp.org
Disc. Joe Soss, American University
jsoos@american.edu

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CURRENT POLITICAL ISSUES
Room CLARK 7, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 10:30
Chair John C. Berg, Suffolk University
jberg@suffolk.edu
Papers
Reading Contemporary Cosmopolitical Thought
David J. Watkins, University of Washington
djwatin@uwashington.edu
Communification and the City: The Case of Orlando
Hugh Bartling, University of Central Florida
bartling@mail.ucf.edu
The U.S. Labor Movement’s Identity Politics: Organizing Around Race, Gender, and Sexuality
Dorian T. Warren, Yale University
dorian.warren@yale.edu
Disc. Beth Kelly, DePaul University
Friday, April 4 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

5-1 Pstr. ELECTIONS AND VOTING BEHAVIOR I
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Wayne P. Steger, DePaul University
wsteger@depaul.edu
Brettnay A. Brown, DePaul University
xbrettnayx@yahoo.com
Steven D. Roger, Eastern Illinois University
chdr@eiu.edu
Christopher Andrews, Eastern Illinois University
Andrewsi@lacrosse.com
Marching to the Beat of a Different Drum? Examining the Political Attitudes and Behavior of Young Americans
Costas Panagopoulos, New York University
costas@post.harvard.edu
Campaign Ethics Training on the Internet
Peter W. Withrow, Regent University
petew@regent.edu
The Effects of a Front-Loaded Presidential Primary Calendar on Voter Learning
Travis N. Ridout, University of Wisconsin-Madison
tnridout@polisci.wisc.edu
Voting With Their Faces: Face to Face Contact Between Citizens and Legislators in the US
Alan Szarawarski, Gettysburg College
szarawarski@post.harvard.edu
Posters TITLE MISSING

7-2 Pstr. ELECTIONS AND VOTING BEHAVIOR II
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Posters TITLE MISSING
Gary L. Crawley, Ball State University
gerawley@bsu.edu
Raymond H. Scheele, Ball State University
r scheele@bsu.edu
Homo-Electus: The Case for Unifying the Study of American Election
Ken E. Collier, Stephen F. Austin State University
kcollier@sfasu.edu
Information Diffusion in Complex Electoral Environments: Learning about Candidates in Open-List Proportional Representation
Lucio R. Renno, University of Pittsburgh
lau221@pitt.edu
Dog Politics. The History of Presidential Campaigns and the Presidential Election
Mindy J. Sofen, George Washington University
sofen@gwu.edu
On Target or Oft? National Party Congressional Committee Targeting in the 2000 Congressional Elections
Chapman B. Rackaway, University of Missouri
chr3h@mizzou.edu
Jeff R. Smith, Washington University
jsmith@arts.wustl.edu
The Meaning of the 2002 Midterm Elections: Alignment, Realignment, or Dealignment?
John K. White, Catholic University of America
white@cu.edu
A Directional Theory of Social Influence
Christopher B. Kenny, Louisiana State University
pkenny@lku.edu
Eric Jenner, Louisiana State University
etillma@learnlink.emory.edu

16-1 Pstr. PRESIDENCY AND EXECUTIVE POLITICS
Room EXHIBIT HALL, 4TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Posters The President and the Environment: When the President Leads and When He Does Not
Courtney Rogers, Belmont University
godsquad@yahoo.com
The Insecure Presidency: Examining the Power-Seeking Assumption in Rational Choice Theories of the Presidency
Matthew M. Dull, University of Wisconsin - Madison
mmdull@polisci.wisc.edu
Bla Sasich, University of Wisconsin-Madison
basasich@polisci.wisc.edu
The Multiple Presidencies Thesis
Matthew M. Caverly, University of Florida
mmc@ufl.edu
Faith in Government: An Examination of the Implementation of President Bush’s Faith-Based Executive Orders
Dennis E. Logue, Foundation for Community and Faith
Centered Enterprise
dotord@cox.net
How Politics is Like Horse Racing: Truman, Taft-Hartley, and the 1948 Presidential Campaign
William Cunin, Ohio University
cunin@ohio.edu

Friday, April 4 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

1-6 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENTS, ECONOMIC INTEREST, AND CITIZEN BEHAVIOR IN NATIONAL ELECTIONS (Co-sponsored with Elections and Voting Behavior, see 7-27)
Room LASALLE 5, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Kerstin Hamann, University of Central Florida
khhamann@mail.ucf.edu
Papers
Economic Interest and Vote Choice
Joan Serra, University of Chicago
jserra@uchicago.edu
A Cross-National Account of Economic Voting: Toward a Simpler View of the Political Context*
Matthew M. Singer, Duke University
mms16@duke.edu
Poverty & Voting in the European Welfare State
Tracy H. Slagter, University of Iowa
tracy-slagter@uiowa.edu
Brent J. Steele, University of Iowa
brent-steele@uiowa.edu
Reward, Blame, or Absenteeism? Economic Assessments and Citizen Behavior in National Elections
Erik R. Tillman, Emory University
tillman@learnlink.emory.edu

1-20 RETHINKING THE WELFARE STATE (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, see 9-10)
Room LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Christopher S. Allen, University of Georgia
csallen@uga.edu
Papers
Determinants of Welfare Spending Revisited: Has the Salience of Partisanship Really Declined?
Jonas Pontusson, Cornell University
jp02@cornell.edu
Hynek Y. Kwon, Cornell University
hyk1@cornell.edu
Revisiting Esping-Andersen’s Three Worlds Using Cluster Analysis
Erica E. Edwards, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
nebwards@email.unc.edu
Mothers, Wives and Workers: An Historical Institutionalist Account of Women and the Welfare State
Jason E. Jordan, University of Colorado
jordanje@colorado.edu
Sustainable Corporate Governance and Flexible Labor Markets: Recognizing the Family as a Corporate Stakeholder
Marleen A. O’Connor, Seton University
mocmor@law.stetson.edu
Conservative Innovation: The Development of Germany’s Social Insurance System in the Decade after WW II
Margitta Maetzke, Northwestern University
margitta@northwestern.edu

3-7 THE QUALITY OF DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Matthew R. Cleary, University of Chicago
### Friday, April 4 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

**Papers**

**Acton-Centered, Institutional, and Structural Influences on the Quality of New Democracies: Evidence from the Mexican States**
- Frederick Solt, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- fredericso@unc.edu

**The Rule of Law, the Judicial Institution and Public Perception in the Transition to Consolidated Democracy: Democratization Research in Nicaragua and Costa Rica**
- Lee D. Walker, University of Florida
- lwalker@polisci.ufl.edu

**Sewing Machines and Free Lunches: Voting Incentives and the Implications for Democracy in Mexico and the U.S.**
- Mandi E. Boyd, University of Texas at Austin
- mboyd@mail.utexas.edu

**Mal Apportionment in Legislatures in New Democracies: The Case of Chile**
- Patricia Navia, New York University
- pdn2006@nyu.edu

**Cristobal Aniat, New York University**
- ca254@nyu.edu

**Disc. Matthew R. Cleary, University of Chicago**
- mcleary@uchicago.edu

#### 3-20

**GETTING TO DEMOCRACY, IN ASIA**

**Room** SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 1:30

**Chair** Louise K. Davidson-Schmich, University of Miami
- davidsonmiami.edu

**Papers**

- The Internet Development in China and Its Impact on China's Transition to Democracy
- Xia L. Lollar, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
- lollarx@uww.edu

**The Concept of Democracy in the Tiananmen Square Protest, 1989**
- Junghin Seo, University of Chicago
- jsseo@midway.uchicago.edu

**Rebels to Representatives: Establishing the Rule of Law in East Timor**
- Suzanne R. Soule, Center for Civic Education
- soule@civiceduc.org

**Ben Pettit, University of California, Santa Barbara**
- benepettit.net

**Disc. Louise K. Davidson-Schmich, University of Miami**
- davidsonmiami.edu

#### 4-4

**REFINEMENTS OF THE DEMOCRATIC PEACE HYPOTHESIS**

**Room** BURNHAM 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30

**Chair** Allan C. Stam, Dartmouth College
- allan.stam@dartmouth.edu

**Papers**

- Differences Within and Between Democratic and Authoritarian Regime Types and the Use of Force in Foreign Policy
- Vesna Danilovic, Texas A&M University
- VesnaDanilovic@tamu.edu

- Joe Clare, Texas A&M University
- JoeClare@polisci.tamu.edu

- Can Institutions Stop Internal Hemorrhaging?
- Charles R. Boehmer, University of Texas at El Paso
- chboehm@utep.edu

- Brian Lai, University of Iowa
- brian.lai@uiowa.edu

- Crisis Bargaining and Representative Democracy
- Kristopher W. Ramsay, University of Rochester
- mny@rochester.edu

**Disc. Allan C. Stam, Dartmouth College**
- allan.stam@dartmouth.edu

- Jon D. Carlson, Mommon College
- jcarlson@mommon.edu

#### 4-17

**COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL NORMS**

**Room** MONTRONE 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30

**Chair** Matthew J. Hoffmann, University of Delaware
- mhoff@udel.edu

**Papers**

- Revising Compliance: State Agency and International Norms
- Dingding Chen, University of Chicago
- dchent@uchicago.edu

- Revising Compliance: State Agency and International Norms
- Travis Powers, University of Texas at Austin
- travispowers@hotmail.com

- The Evolution of International Norms: Sovereignty and Intervention in the United Nations
- Vincent A. Auger, Western Illinois University
- VA-Auger@wiu.edu

- Why Don't the Constructivists Take the Hard Cases? Norm Transference Versus Norm Acceptance
- Mark A. Harvey, University of Kansas
- maharvey@lark.cc.ukans.edu

- The Right to Life and the State's Ultimate Sanction: Ways of Norm Compliance in the Case of Capital Punishment
- Sangmin Bae, Purdue University
- sbae@polisci.purdue.edu

**Disc. Matthew J. Hoffmann, University of Delaware**
- mhoff@udel.edu

**Room** STATE, 4TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30

**Chair** Kent Tedin, University of Houston
- ktedin@uh.edu

**Panel**

- James H. Kuklinski, University of Illinois, Urbana
- kuklimnsk@uiuc.edu

- Paul J. Quirk, University of Illinois, Urbana
- pquirk@uiuc.edu

- Paul Sniderman, Stanford University
- paulmi@stanford.edu

- Diana C. Mutz, Ohio State University
- mutz.1@osu.edu

- Darren W. Davis, Michigan State University
- davidsda@msu.edu

- Don P. Green, Yale University
- donald.green@yale.edu

#### 6-10

**CIVIC DELIBERATION AND CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT**

**Room** SALON 6, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 1:30

**Chair** Mark Lindeman, Bard College
- Lindeman@bard.edu

**Papers**

- Who is Competent to Increase Civic Competence? Necessary Sources and Consequences of Citizen Engagement and Public Deliberation
- Michael Mackuen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- mackuen@unc.edu

- Jennifer Wolak, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- wolak@email.unc.edu

- Luke Keele, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- keele@email.unc.edu

- George E. Marcus, Williams College
- George.E.Marcus@williams.edu

- Civic Deliberation in America
- Michael Delli Carpini, Pew Charitable Trusts
- mdrellipwtrusts.com

- Fay L. Cook, Northwestern University
- fcole@northwestern.edu

- Lawrence R. Jacobs, University of Minnesota
- ljacobsl@polisci.umn.edu

- The Effect of Intergroup Dialogue Programs on Civic Understanding
- Katherine C. Walsh, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- kwals@polisci.wisc.edu

- Public Hearings and the Dynamics of Deliberative Democracy
- Christopher F. Karpowitz, Princeton University
- karpowitz@princeton.edu

**Disc. Molly A. Patterson, University of California, Irvine**
- mpatters@uci.edu

- Mark Lindeman, Bard College
- lindeman@bard.edu

#### 6-14

**SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF CITIZEN COMPETENCE**

**Room** SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 1:30

**Chair** Markus Prior, Center for the Study of Democratic Politics
- mprior@princeton.edu

**Papers**

- Who is Competent to Increase Civic Competence? Necessary Conditions for Knowledge Transfer in Political Contexts
- Arthur Lupia, University of Michigan
- lupia@umich.edu

- ARMSY@troi.cc.rochester.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Description</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair/Presenter</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-8</td>
<td>MASS MEDIA AND FOREIGN POLICY</td>
<td>MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30</td>
<td>Robert L. Dion, University of Evansville</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-8</td>
<td>THE VIEW FROM THE DOME: GENDER AND THE STATE LEGISLATURES</td>
<td>DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30</td>
<td>Robert L. Dion, University of Evansville</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patterns in Roll Call Voting Among Women State Legislators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tracy L. Osborn, Indiana University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t <a href="mailto:oversborn@iu.edu">oversborn@iu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender and Candidate Recruitment in the 2002 State Legislative Elections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kira L. Sambonmatsu, Ohio State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sambonmatsu1@ou.edu">sambonmatsu1@ou.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does Gender Matter? Exploring the Impact of Women Elected Officials on Health Policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in Four States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pamela J. Walsh, Wayne State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:aa0855@wayne.edu">aa0855@wayne.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender, Guns, and Legislating: An Analysis of State Legislative Policy Preferences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geralyn M. Miller, Indiana University Pursue University Fort Wayne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:millergm@ipfw.edu">millergm@ipfw.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linda Murphy, Chicago City Colleges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:u43499@hotmail.com">u43499@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas Stucky, Indiana University Pursue University Fort Wayne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:thomast@iu.edu">thomast@iu.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Maureen Rand Oakley, Mount St Mary's College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:oakley@mstmary.edu">oakley@mstmary.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Debra L. Dodson, Rutgers University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:dodsond@aol.com">dodsond@aol.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-5</td>
<td>COMPARATIVE RACE/ETHNIC CONFLICT</td>
<td>MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papers</td>
<td>TITLE MISSING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing the Limits of Sovereignty: Ethnic Conflict Escalation in the Former Yugoslav</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Republic of Macedonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tatiana P. Rinoza, University of California, Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:rinozal@caltech.edu">rinozal@caltech.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friday, April 4 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

13-9 POLICY MOTIVATED CANDIDATES AND ELECTORAL COMPETITION
Room SALON 7, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Michael P. Zuckert, University of Notre Dame zuckert.1@nd.edu
Papers
- The Complexities of a Perfectionist Theory of Toleration
  Geoffrey C. Bowdén, University of Notre Dame bowdén.1@nd.edu
- American Toleration, Old and New
  Brendan M. Dunn, University of Notre Dame bdunn@nd.edu
- Towards a Fallibilist and Perfectionist Conception of Deliberative Democracy
  David Thunder, University of Notre Dame dthunder@nd.edu
- Abraham Lincoln's Political Religion: Its Historical Development and Continuing Significance
  Derek A. Webb, University of Notre Dame dwebb@nd.edu
Disc. Frank J. Colucci, Northern Illinois University fcolucci@niu.edu
Michael P. Zuckert, University of Notre Dame zuckert.1@nd.edu

16-3 THE PRESIDENCY AND FOREIGN POLICY
Room CLARK 5, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Joel D. Aberbach, University of California, Los Angeles aberbach@polisci.ucla.edu
Papers
- The Policy Effects of Presidential Appeals over Foreign Policy
  Brandon Canes-Wrone, Northwestern University bcw@northwestern.edu
- Clinton, Congress and Foreign Economic Policy: Bipartisanship or Politics As Usual?
  Ron Gellenny D. Gellenny, California State University, Fullerton rgellenny@fullerton.edu
- PD 59: The Politics of the Carter’s Move From Nuclear Disarmament to the Embrace of War Fighting Strategies
  Betty Glad, University of South Carolina glad@gwm.sc.edu
Disc. Constantine J. Spiliotes, Dartmouth College constantine.spiliotes@dartmouth.edu
- Stephen Borrelli, University of Alabama sborreli@tenboe.as.ua.edu

17-3 CONGRESSIONAL PARTIES—THEIR ROLE AND IMPACT #3
Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair David Rohde, Michigan State University david.rohde@msu.edu
Papers
- Power and Minority Party Committee Assignments in the Cannon Era
  Alan E. Wiseman, Ohio State University wiseman.@osu.edu
- Keith Krebbel, Stanford University krebbel@stanford.edu
- Committee Seniority Violations in the U.S. House and Senate
  Rachel D. Renka, Southeast Missouri State University rfrenka@semo.edu
- Daniel E. Ponder, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs dponder@brain.aces.edu
  Brian D. Humes, University of Nebraska, Lincoln bhumes@unlserve.unl.edu
- To the Sponsor the Spoils: Preferences, Partisanship, and Legislative Success
  John Baughman, Bates College jbaughman@bates.edu
- Andrew C. Campbell, University of Illinois andrewc@uiuc.edu
- David Rohde, Michigan State University david.rohde@msu.edu
Disc. Andrea C. Campbell, University of Illinois andrewc@uiuc.edu

17-17 COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON LEGISLATURES
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Friday, April 4 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

Chair Gerhard Loewenberg, University of Iowa
g-loewenberg@uiowa.edu

Disc. kevin.scott@ttu.edu

Steve Van Winkle, University of Wyoming
stevenvw@uwyo.edu

Barbara J. Hayler, University of Illinois, Springfield
hayler.barbara@uis.edu

19-18 IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT OF COURT DECISIONS

Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Bradley C. Canon, University of Kentucky
pol40@uky.edu

Papers Prompting Action: State-Level Responses to Supreme Court Decisions
Valerie J. Hoekstra, Arizona State University
Valerie.Hoekstra@asu.edu

Search and Seizure in the States: State Supreme Court Compliance with the Supreme Court
Scott A. Comparato, Southern Illinois University
scomparato@siu.edu

Brown v. Board of Education: Courts, Law and Cultural Transformation
Michael W. Combs, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
mcombs@unl.edu

The Consequences of the Rehnquist Court's Federalism Decisions
John Dinan, Wake Forest University
dinan@wfu.edu

Chair Bradley C. Canon, University of Kentucky
pol40@uky.edu

Chris W. Bonneau, University of Pittsburgh
cwb7@pitt.edu

DEREGULATION

Room SANDBURG 3, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Grant W. Neeley, University of Cincinnati
grant.neeley@uc.edu

Papers Legislative Influence Over Policy Restructuring: Explaining Electric Utility Deregulation in the States
SangJoong Ko, SungKyunKwan University
ksangjoon@hotmail.com

John Dinan, Wake Forest University
dinan@wfu.edu

Brown v. Board of Education: Courts, Law and Cultural Transformation
Michael W. Combs, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
mcombs@unl.edu

The Consequences of the Rehnquist Court's Federalism Decisions
John Dinan, Wake Forest University
dinan@wfu.edu

Chair Bradley C. Canon, University of Kentucky
pol40@uky.edu

Chris W. Bonneau, University of Pittsburgh
cwb7@pitt.edu

THE MANY FACES OF REFORM: SECESSION, STRUCTURAL CHANGE, AND BIAS

Room DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Paru R. Shah, University of Illinois at Chicago
psbhl1@uic.edu

Papers Secession in the City: The Case of Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley
David C. Powell, California State University, Long Beach
dpowell@csulb.edu

Structure and Struggle in U.S. Cities: Urban Reform in the Wake of the Civil Rights Era
James R. Simmons, University of Wisconsin
simmons@wisc.edu

Solon J. Simmons, University of Wisconsin-Madison
simmons@ssc.wisc.edu

The Empowered Mayor Model of Urban Governance; Successful Municipal Reform or Misplaced Blame?
Stephen T. Mergner, University of Cincinnati
stepneger@yahoo.com

Engineering the Machine: A Study of the Causes and Consequences of a Biased Electoral Arena
Jessica L.T. Hills, University of California,San Diego
jhills@weber.ucsd.edu

Chair Gerhard Loewenberg, University of Iowa
g-loewenberg@uiowa.edu

Papers The Institutional Development of Legislative Bodics: Testing Competing Theories Using Cross-Sectional Comparative Data
Andrew J. Taylor, North Carolina State University
taylor@social.chass.ncsu.edu

Information Motivations of Court of Appeals Judges
Kevin M. Scott, Texas Tech University
sgraves@sc.sunybro.edu

Committee, Political Party and Agenda Setting Power
Room PDR 16, 5TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30

Room BURNHAM 4, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30

Papers The Institutional Development of Legislative Bodies: Testing Chair lowenste@law.ucla.edu

Chair Daniel H. Lowenstein
baileyma@georgetown.edu

Michael  Bailey
Thomas  Knecht
buchler@uclink4.berkeley.edu

Dorie  Apollonio
apollonio@ppic.org

Margaret A. Carne
g-loewenberg@uiowa.edu

Jenal  Talbert
rlowry@iastate.edu

Kevin M. Scott
kevin.scott@ttu.edu

Chair Bradley C. Canon, University of Kentucky
pol40@uky.edu

Chris W. Bonneau, University of Pittsburgh
cwb7@pitt.edu

THE MANY FACES OF REFORM: SECESSION, STRUCTURAL CHANGE, AND BIAS

Room DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 1:30
Chair Paru R. Shah, University of Illinois at Chicago
psbhl1@uic.edu

Papers Secession in the City: The Case of Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley
David C. Powell, California State University, Long Beach
dpowell@csulb.edu

Structure and Struggle in U.S. Cities: Urban Reform in the Wake of the Civil Rights Era
James R. Simmons, University of Wisconsin
simmons@wisc.edu

Solon J. Simmons, University of Wisconsin-Madison
simmons@ssc.wisc.edu

The Empowered Mayor Model of Urban Governance; Successful Municipal Reform or Misplaced Blame?
Stephen T. Mergner, University of Cincinnati
stepneger@yahoo.com

Engineering the Machine: A Study of the Causes and Consequences of a Biased Electoral Arena
Jessica L.T. Hills, University of California,San Diego
jhills@weber.ucsd.edu
Friday, April 4 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

3-1 AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: MARGARET LEVI

ROOM: STATE, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair: James D. Johnson, University of Rochester
jdsu@mail.rochester.edu

Panel:

- Susan Stokes, University of Chicago
  s-stokes@uchicago.edu
- Arthur Stinchcombe, Northwestern University
  a-stinch@northwestern.edu
- Stephen Macedo, Princeton University
  macedo@princeton.edu
- Margaret Levi, University of Washington
  mlevi@u.washington.edu

Papers:

  Czechoslovakia 1990 (Miriam Bielasiak, Indiana University)
- At Procrustean Gates: The Impact of Locally Divergent FDI Inflows on Economic Reform in Transition States
  (Edmund J. Malesky, Duke University)
- The Impacts of Democracy on the Economic Performance of Different Subtypes of Authoritarian Regimes
  (Chin-ow Wu, University of Michigan)
- The Political Economy Paradigm Shift in Eastern Europe Diffusion Institutional Processes and Epistemic Choice
  (Paul Dragas Aliaga, Indiana University)

Disc.: Andrew C. Konitzer-Smirnov, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
konitzerSa@wwic.si.edu

3-2 THE INTERACTIVE EFFECT OF DEMOCRATIC AND ECONOMIC TRANSITIONS

Room: SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair: Andrew C. Konitzer-Smirnov, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
konitzerSa@wwic.si.edu

Papers:

- Retracting Settlement Offers and the Probability of War
  (Robert F. Trager, Columbia University)
- Multiple Institutions and Institutional Power Linkage in World Politics
  (Songying Fang, University of Rochester)
- Pre-Crisis Bargaining When Getting there is Half the Battle
  (Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego)

Disc.: Mark Crescenzi, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
discendez@email.unc.edu
Bransislav L. Slanchev, University of California, San Diego
slanchev@uics.du

3-12 THE INTERACTIVE EFFECT OF DEMOCRATIC AND ECONOMIC TRANSITIONS

Room: SALON 6, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair: Andrew C. Konitzer-Smirnov, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
konitzerSa@wwic.si.edu

Papers:

- Measuring Bias in Russian Public Opinion
  (Smith T@norcmail.uchicago.edu)
- Environment Scarcity and International Conflict
  (Yucel Bozdagligolu, Adam Meredith University)

Disc.: Andrew C. Konitzer-Smirnov, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
konitzerSa@wwic.si.edu

3-21 RECONSIDERING MEASURES AND THEORIES OF DEMOCRACY

Room: SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair: Jack Bielasisk, Indiana University
bielasisk@indiana.edu

Papers:

- What Type of Democracy Is Emerging in Eastern Europe
  (Andrew Roberts, Northwestern University)
- Electoral Systems and Parties in Post-Communist Europe: Do Executives Matter?
  (Terry D. Clark, Creighton University)
- The Central Asia: Democratic Institutions and Authoritarian Solutions
  (Eric McGlinchey, Stanford University)

Disc.: Jack Bielasisk, Indiana University
bielasisk@indiana.edu

4-5 BARGAINING MODELS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Room: MONROSE 1, 1ST FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair: Mark Crescenzi, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
crescenzi@email.unc.edu

Papers:

- War, Bargaining and the Nature of International Politics
  (Allan C. Stam, Dartmouth College)
- Alastair Smith, New York University
  alastair.smith@nyu.edu

Retracting Settlement Offers and the Probability of War
Robert F. Trager, Columbia University
rt184@columbia.edu
Multiple Institutions and Institutional Power Linkage in World Politics
Songying Fang, University of Rochester
syng@troy.cc.rochester.edu
Pre-Crisis Bargaining When Getting there is Half the Battle
Chad Rector, University of California, San Diego
crector@weber.acsd.edu

Disc.: Mark Crescenzi, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
crescenzi@email.unc.edu
Bransislav L. Slanchev, University of California, San Diego
slanchev@uics.du
Friday, April 4 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

Why Voters Vote Directionally: Voter Behavior in Institutional Context

Orit Kedar, Harvard University
kedar@fas.harvard.edu

Rules we use and Leaders we get: The Effects of Electoral Systems on Elected Officials in Two Argentine Provinces

Carlos M. Lisoni, University of Notre Dame
cmlisoni@nd.edu

Disc. TBA.

9-12 GETTING IN, KEEPING OUT: WOMEN'S POLITICAL ACTIVISM

Room MONROE 7, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair Valerie Hunt, Princeton University
vhunt@princeton.edu

Papers

Why Women Don't Run: Understanding Women's Under-representation in America's Political Institutions

Laurel Elder, Hartwick College
elder@hartwick.edu

Adapting Associational Techniques: A Comparison of Cameroonian Women's Associations in the Immediate Post-colonial and Contemporary Eras

Melinda J. Adams, University of Wisconsin-Madison
melinda@polisci.wisc.edu

Social Networks and the Politicization of Black Women: Exploring the Million Women March

Nicole E. Johnson, Howard University
nejohnson@howard.edu

Aleshia Doan, California Polytechnic State University
adoan@calpoly.edu

Jean C. Robinson, Indiana University
robinson@indiana.edu

Disc. TBA.

10-6 RACIAL AND ETHNIC IDENTITY POLITICS

Room DEARBORN 1, 5TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair Garry Jennings, Delta State University
jennings@deltastate.edu

Papers

Does Money Whiten? Racial Identity and Class in Puerto Rico,

Ewa A. Golebiowska, Wayne State University
golebiowska@wayne.edu

Creating Democratic and Distrustful Citizens: The Effects of Public Participation in Uganda’s Constitution-Making Process

Devra J. Coren, University of Michigan
dcoren@umich.edu

Paper

What's In a Name? Ethnic Names, Immigrant Acculturation, and Latino Mass Opinion

S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, University of California, Los Angeles
srk@polisci.ucla.edu

Towards Cultural Competence: An Exploratory Study of Relationships Among Racial Self Identity, Self Efficacy and Contextual Performance of Public Employees

Valerie Hunt, Princeton University
vhunt@princeton.edu

Potential For A Renewed Black Resistance

Wayne D. Lewis, Kent State University
wlewis@kent.edu

Adapting Associational Techniques: A Comparison of Cameroonian Women's Associations in the Immediate Post-colonial and Contemporary Eras

Melinda J. Adams, University of Wisconsin-Madison
melinda@polisci.wisc.edu

Disc. TBA.

10:12 THE ROLE OF CONTEXT AND SOPHISTICATION IN THE STRUCTURE OF WHITE RACIAL ATTITUDES

Room PARLOUR C, 6TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair Rodney E. Hero, University of Notre Dame
rhero@nd.edu

Papers

Demographic Change, Presidential Votes, and White Group Identification

Carl D. Snook, Kent State University
snookk@neo.rr.com

A Working Town Welcome: Economic Context and Local Receptivity toward Latino Immigrants

Benjamin J. Deufel, Harvard University
deufel@fas.harvard.edu

Disc. TBA.

How Hot is Hot? Feeling Thermometers and Relative Evaluation

John M. Bruce, University of Mississippi
jbruce@olemiss.edu

Survey Response and Shinking Behavior

Carla E. VanBeselaere, Caltech
carla@hss.caltech.edu

Tolerance, Intolerance, and the Modified Stouffer Battery: A New Approach to Modeling Political Tolerance

Jeffrey Mondak, Florida State University
jmndak@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

Religious tolerance in Poland

Religious tolerance in Poland

Ewa A. Golebiowska, Wayne State University
golebiowska@wayne.edu

Creating Democratic and Distrustful Citizens: The Effects of Public Participation in Uganda’s Constitution-Making Process

Devra J. Coren, University of Michigan
dcoren@umich.edu

Paper

What's In a Name? Ethnic Names, Immigrant Acculturation, and Latino Mass Opinion

S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, University of California, Los Angeles
srk@polisci.ucla.edu

Towards Cultural Competence: An Exploratory Study of Relationships Among Racial Self Identity, Self Efficacy and Contextual Performance of Public Employees

Valerie Hunt, Princeton University
vhunt@princeton.edu

Potential For A Renewed Black Resistance

Wayne D. Lewis, Kent State University
wlewis@kent.edu

Adapting Associational Techniques: A Comparison of Cameroonian Women's Associations in the Immediate Post-colonial and Contemporary Eras

Melinda J. Adams, University of Wisconsin-Madison
melinda@polisci.wisc.edu

Social Networks and the Politicization of Black Women: Exploring the Million Women March

Nicole E. Johnson, Howard University
nejohnson@howard.edu

Aleshia Doan, California Polytechnic State University
adoan@calpoly.edu

Jean C. Robinson, Indiana University
robinson@indiana.edu

Disc. TBA.

10-6 RACIAL AND ETHNIC IDENTITY POLITICS

Room DEARBORN 1, 5TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30

Chair Garry Jennings, Delta State University
jennings@deltastate.edu

Papers

Does Money Whiten? Racial Identity and Class in Puerto Rico,

Ewa A. Golebiowska, Wayne State University
golebiowska@wayne.edu

Creating Democratic and Distrustful Citizens: The Effects of Public Participation in Uganda’s Constitution-Making Process

Devra J. Coren, University of Michigan
dcoren@umich.edu

Paper

What's In a Name? Ethnic Names, Immigrant Acculturation, and Latino Mass Opinion

S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Public Policy Institute of California
ramakrishnan@ppic.org

Toward Cultural Competence: An Exploratory Study of Relationships Among Racial Self Identity, Self Efficacy and Contextual Performance of Public Employees

Valerie Hunt, Princeton University
vhunt@princeton.edu

Potential For A Renewed Black Resistance

Wayne D. Lewis, Kent State University
wlewis@kent.edu

Adapting Associational Techniques: A Comparison of Cameroonian Women's Associations in the Immediate Post-colonial and Contemporary Eras

Melinda J. Adams, University of Wisconsin-Madison
melinda@polisci.wisc.edu

Social Networks and the Politicization of Black Women: Exploring the Million Women March

Nicole E. Johnson, Howard University
nejohnson@howard.edu

Aleshia Doan, California Polytechnic State University
adoan@calpoly.edu

Jean C. Robinson, Indiana University
robinson@indiana.edu

Disc. TBA.
Friday, April 4 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

**11-10 PARADIGMATIC EXAMPLES IN POLITICAL THEORY**

**Room CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30**

**Chair**

Bernard Yak, Brandeis University

**Papers**

- **Peter D. Breiner**, State University of New York at Albany
  - Brener@suny.edu
  - Dueling in Montesquieu and Kant

- **Mimi Lavaque-Manty**, University of Michigan
  - Lavaque-manty@umich.edu
  - Rational Reflection and Historical Examples in Locke

- **Charles D. Tarlton**, State University of New York at Albany
  - tarlton@csuohio.edu
  - c.d.v AFL-CIO

**Disc.**

Bernard Yak, Brandeis University

**11-18 FACTETS OF MACHIAVELLI**

**Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30**

**Chair**

Maurice J. Meilleur, Antioch College

**Papers**

- **Martiyn de Bruyn**, Purdue University
  - debruyn@purdue.edu
  - Pious Nick: Machiavelli and the Seven Deadly Sins

- **Kimberly A. Hudson**, Brown University
  - kahudson@brown.edu
  - Machiavellian Slight

- **Rafe M. Major**, Liberty Fund
  - rmajor@libertyfund.org
  - Rational Reflection and Historical Examples in Locke

**Disc.**

Joyce M. Mullan, Northeastern University

**12-11 POLITICAL THEORY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY**

**Room MONTROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30**

**Chair**

Steve Vanderheiden, University of Minnesota Duluth

**Papers**

- **Payday Loans and Loan**
  - Robert Mayer, Loyola University, Chicago
  - rmayer@luc.edu
  - The Effects of Private Property on Self-Interest

- **Brad J. Reno**, College of the Holy Cross
  - jreno@holycross.edu
  - Examining the Political Assumptions Underlying the Legal Regulation of Business Entities

- **Susan Stable**, St. John’s University
  - stables@stjohns.edu
  - Bringing the Consumer into Democratic Theory

- **Edward J. Woodhouse**, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
  - woodhouse@rpi.edu
  - Whose Ear (or Arm) to Bend? Lobbying and Venue Choice

**Disc.**

Steve Vanderheiden, University of Minnesota Duluth

**13-8 LOBBYING AND DELEGATION IN LEGISLATURES**

**Room SALON 7, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30**

**Chair**

Jeffrey Mihyo, University of Chicago

**Papers**

- **Complexity in Legislatures**
  - David Epstein, Columbia University
  - de@jehsi.columbia.edu
  - Scott Page, University of Michigan
  - spage@umich.edu
  - Delegation in the Presence of Lobbying

- **Sven Feldmann**, Stanford University
  - sfeldmann@stanford.edu

**14-3 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN THE ANALYSIS OF COMPARATIVE POLITICS DATA**

**Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30**

**Chair**

Ronald Francis, University of Kansas

**Papers**

- **Heoek Yong Kwon**, Cornell University
  - hy41@cornell.edu
  - A Strategic Theory of Party Recruitment in Mainland China

- **Gang Gu**, University of Mississippi
  - gg@olemiss.edu
  - Social Choice Theory and Institutional Design: the Brazilian Case

- **Gary Reich**, University of Kansas
  - greich@ku.edu
  - Depoliticizing the Military: Evidence from South Korea and Taiwan

- **O. Fiona Yap**, University of Kansas
  - fyap@ku.edu

**Disc.**

Ronald Francis, University of Kansas

**15-3 LOBBYING**

**Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, FRI 3:30**

**Chair**

Rogan Kersh, Syracuse University

**Papers**

- **Gary Reich**, University of Kansas
  - greich@ku.edu
  - Lobbying, Public Affairs, and Deadlock in American Politics

- **Burdett Loomis**, University of Kansas
  - blooomis@ku.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **Joel D. Aberbach**, University of California, Los Angeles
  - aberbach@ucsd.edu
  - Strange Bedfellows? A Spatial Analysis of Interest Group Participation in Rulemaking: What Has Changed in Ten Years?

- **Scott R. Furlong**, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
  - furlongs@uwgb.edu
  - Interest Group Participation in Rulemaking: What Has Changed in Ten Years?

- **Cornelius M. Kerwin**, American University
  - ckerwin@american.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **Nolan McCarty**, Princeton University
  - nmccarty@princeton.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **David E. Lewis**, Princeton University
  - delewis@princeton.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **Mika Lavaque-Manty**, University of Chicago
  - mlavauke@uchicago.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **Charles D. Tarlton**, Stanford University
  - tarlton@stanford.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **Carlos Maravall**, New York University
  - cm344@nyu.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **J. Matthew Wilson**, Northeastern University
  - jwilson@northeastern.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility

- **Susan Stabile**, St. John’s University
  - stabile@stjohns.edu
  - Corporate Social Responsibility
Friday, April 4 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

22-6  THE POLITICS OF TAX AND FISCAL POLICY
Room  DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  Rick Meyes, University of Richmond
bmyes@richmond.edu
Papers  TITLE MISSING
Stephen J. Kirk, University of Chicago
skirk@midway.uchicago.edu
Explaining Patterns of Federal Expenditure: The President, Congress, and Separated Powers
Boris Shor, Columbia University
boris.shor@columbia.edu
The Race-to-the-Middle: Upward Pressures for Social Welfare Spending in Local Communities
Kenneth N. Bickers, Indiana University
kbickers@indiana.edu
Disc.  Matthew A. Kocher, University of Chicago
m-kocher@uchicago.edu

22-16  THE INSTITUTIONAL POLITICS OF FINANCIAL POLICY
Room  MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  Kett, Papers
What Can Taylor Rules Tell Us About the Politics of Monetary Policy?
J. Kevin Corder, Western Michigan University
corder@wmich.edu
Competition in Laxity: The Impact on Public Policy of Conflicts between Financial Regulators
Ann B. Matasar, Roosevelt University
amatasar@roosevelt.edu
Deborah D. Pavelka, Roosevelt University
dpavelka@roosevelt.edu
The Role of Federal Home Loan Banks in Preserving Local Capital
Susan Hoffmann, Western Michigan University
susanghoffmann@wmich.edu
Mark Cassell, Kent State University
mccassell@kent.edu
Disc.  Kett, 23-12  THE IMPACT OF STATE REGULATION AND CONTROL
Room  LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  Belinda C. Davis, Michigan State University
davisbe@msu.edu
Papers  Participatory Democracy in Action: A Descriptive Analysis of Public Participation in Regulatory Hearings before the Illinois Pollution Control Board
Craig Curtis, Bradley University
crcurtis@bradley.edu
Local Government Budget Making: State Control or Local Discretion
E. L. Berrick, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
lee.berrick@ccmail.nevada.edu
The Impact of State Regulation on the Supply of Child Care Centers
Joohyun Kang, Florida State University
jk0475@gnet.acns.fsu.edu
Disc.  Brian J. Gerber, Texas Tech University
bgerber@ttacs.ttu.edu

25-8  THE CONTEXT OF STATE-SPONSORED MURDER
Room  PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  Jillian M. Schwedler, University of Maryland
jschwedler@gypt.umd.edu
Papers  Why Zapatistas Rebel. Government Repression and Dissident Information Networks in Chiapas, Mexico
Guillermo Trejo, CIDETrejo@lord.ucsd.edu
The Multidimensionality of Human Rights: Domestic and International Influences in Latin America
Dierdre L. Wendel, Texas Christian University
dwendel@tcu.edu
Disaggregating Democracy: The Components of Democratic Pacification
Christian Davenport, University of Maryland
cdavenport@scidm.umd.edu
David Armstrong, University of Maryland
darmstrong@gypt.umd.edu
Are Regimes in Diverse Societies More Likely to Resort to Political Terror? A Cross-National Study
Scott E. Walker, Wayne State University	
tabernas68@yahoo.com
Steven C. Poe, University of North Texas
stevepoe@hotmail.com

27-6  A PANEL HONORING VIRGINIA SAPIRO, WINNER OF THE WOMEN'S CAUCUS 2002 OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Room  PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  Sirje Laurel Weldon, Purdue University
weldon@polsci.purdue.edu
Panel  Virginia Sapiro, University of Wisconsin-Madison
sapiro@buscom.wisc.edu
Kathleen Dolan, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
dolan@uwkm.edu
Joe Soss, American University
jssoss@american.edu
M. Kent Jennings, University of California, Santa Barbara
jennings@polsci.ucsb.edu
Georgia Duerst-Lahti, Beloit College
duerst@beloit.edu
Suzanne Mettler, Syracuse University
smettler@maxwell.syr.edu
Penny Weiss, Purdue University
weiss@polsci.purdue.edu

28-3  THE HOUSEHOLD AND THE CITY
Room  BURNHAM 5, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  Mary Keys, University of Notre Dame
keys.3@nd.edu
Papers  The Rise of the Polis: Aristotle and Aeschylus on the Need for Justice for Political Community
Clifford A. Bates, Warsaw University
batesca@uw.edu.pl
Aristotle, Family, and the Naturalness of Political Life
Jacqueline Pfeffer, St. John's College
jacqueline.pfeffer@alamni.duke.edu
Justice in Aristotle’s Household and City
Thornton Lockwood, Assumption College
tlockwood@assumption.edu
Disc.  George Anastaplo, Loyola University of Chicago
Not Applicable
Edward W. Clayton, Central Michigan University
edward.clayton@cmich.edu

33-1  ROUNDTABLE: INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE U.S.: DIAGNOSES AND PRESCRIPTIONS
Room  SANDBURG 6, 7TH FLOOR, FRI 3:30
Chair  William Galton, University of Maryland
wgl4@mail.umd.edu
Panel  David E. Campbell, University of Notre Dame
david.e.campbell191@nd.edu
Matthew Crenson, John Hopkins University
crenson@jhu.edu
Mary Fitzgerald, Mary Washington College
mfitz@jmu.edu
Benjamin Ginsberg, John Hopkins University
ginsberg@jhu.edu
Donald Green, Yale University
donald.green@yale.edu
Richard Niemi, University of Rochester
niemi@rochester.edu
Wendy Rahn, University of Minnesota
wrahm@polisci.umn.edu
Raymond Wolfinger, University of California, Berkeley
viamonti@socrates.berkeley.edu
### Saturday, April 5 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>92</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 3-8 | **GRASSROOTS DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA**  
Room | BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | William M. Reisinger, University of Iowa  
Papers | Are Latin American Governors Held Accountable for their Economic Performance? Subnational Economic Voting in Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela  
François Gelineau, University of New Mexico  
gelineau@umn.edu  
Encounters Between Municipality and Community in Chile: Building Civic Communities and the Construction of a Regime of Power  
Edward F. Greaves, Rollins College  
egreaves@rollins.edu  
Democracy and Policy-Making in Colombia  
Alexandra García-Iraguerri, Universidad del Norte  
algarcia@uninorte.edu.co  
John A. Booth, University of North Texas  
booth@unt.edu  
 | Disc. |  
 | Alex C. Tan, University of North Texas  
 attas@umn.edu  
 |  

| 3-22 | **ACTORS’ STRATEGIES AND POLICY REFORMS IN POST-TRANSITION SOCIETIES**  
Room | SANLUR 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | William M. Reisinger, University of Iowa  
Papers | Deconstructing Conflict: The Rationality of the Center-Periphery Confrontation in the Context of Post-Communist Democratization  
Dmitri Milin, Purdue University  
milin@polici.purdue.edu  
Selling the State: The Privatization of Bureaucratic Office in Post-Socialist Economies  
Martin K. Dimitrov, Stanford University  
dimitrov@stanford.edu  
 | Disc. |  
 | William M. Reisinger, University of Iowa  
reisinger@iu.edu  
 |  

| 4-6 | **INTERVENTION IN CIVIL WARS**  
Room | MONTROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | Filiz Ortaşas, Eastern Kentucky University  
fozta70@hotmail.com  
Papers | The Internationalization of Civil Wars  
Jordan M. Miller, University of Michigan-An Arbor  
miller@umich.edu  
Interstate Rivalry and the Dynamics of Civil Wars  
Elizabeth Radziszewska, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
radzisz@uiuc.edu  
Ahmed A. Salem, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
ahmedsalsalem@hotmail.com  
Christina Furtado, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
furtado@uiuc.edu  
Outside Intervention in Internal Conflicts: An Analysis of the Timing of Intervention  
Kris G. Pence, Indiana University  
kpgence@indiana.edu  
Why Get Involved? External Intervention and Civil Strife  
Stephen E. Gens, University of Rochester  
gens@tmsc.rochester.edu  
 | Disc. | Filiz Ortaşas, Eastern Kentucky University  
fozta70@hotmail.com  
 |  

| 4-20 | **INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATION AND BARGAINING**  
Room | BURNHAM 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | Christopher K. Butler, University of New Mexico  
ckbutler@umn.edu  
Papers | Resolution or Settlement? Explaining the Durability of Negotiated Agreements to International Crises  
Belinda L. Bragg, Texas A&M University  
belinda@polisci.tamu.edu  
Electoral Incentives and the Dynamics of International Cooperation  
Milan Svolik, University of Chicago  
svolik@uchicago.edu  
Open Covenants, Clandestinely Arrived At  
Barbara Koremenos, University of California, Los Angeles  
koremenos@polisci.ucla.edu  
Everything on the Table: The Impact of Cyprus's E.U. Accession on the Prospects for Conflict Resolution  
Odysseas Christou, University of Texas at Austin  
ochristou@mail.utexas.edu  
Oya Dursun, University of Texas at Austin  
odursun@netscape.net  
 | Disc. | Christopher K. Butler, University of New Mexico  
ckbutler@umn.edu  
 |  

| 5-7 | **GETTING AND GIVING FOREIGN AID**  
Room | SANDBURG 6, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | David S. Brown, University of Colorado at Boulder  
david.s.brown@colorado.edu  
Papers | Is Mood All-Powerful? The Effects of Policy and the Media on Issue-Specific Opinion  
Paul M. Kellstedt, Brown University  
paul_kellstedt@brown.edu  
Aid Fragmentation, Project Proliferation and Aid Effectiveness  
Stephen Knack, The World Bank  
sknack@worldbank.org  
The Historical Case of U.S. Policy on Economic Aid to Perestroika from an IPE Perspective  
Paul S. Citrin, New School University  
paul.c@worldnet.att.net  
 | Disc. | David S. Brown, University of Colorado at Boulder  
david.s.brown@colorado.edu  
 |  

| 6-11 | **TRENDS IN IDEOLOGY, PARTISANSHIP, AND THE PUBLIC MOOD**  
Room | PDR 6, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | Mark A. Smith, University of Washington  
masmith@uwashington.edu  
Papers | Is Mood All-Powerful? The Effects of Policy and the Media on Issue-Specific Opinion  
Paul M. Kellstedt, Brown University  
paul_kellstedt@brown.edu  
Lawrence Grossback, West Virginia University  
larry.grossback@mail.wvu.edu  
A Conservative Trend in Public Opinion? Comparing the Interpretations of Scholars and Political Elites  
Mark A. Smith, University of Washington  
massmith@uwashington.edu  
Gerald C. Wright, Indiana University  
wright1@indiana.edu  
 | Disc. | Girish J. Gulati, Wellesley College  
gulati@wellesley.edu  
Belinda L. Bragg, Texas A&M University  
belinda@texasam.edu  
Koremenos, University of California, San Francisco  
koremenos@polisci.ucla.edu  
 |  

| 6-26 | **EXPLORING POLITICAL ATTITUDES: STRENGTH, EXTREMEITY, AND AMBIVALENCE**  
Room | SANLUR 6, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 8:30  
Chair | Amy Fried, University of Maine  
amy.fried@umit.maine.edu  
Papers | An Empirical Examination of Political Ambivalence and Citizen Deliberation in Senate Elections  
Michael A. Xenos, University of Washington  
 |  

---

**Additional Information**

- **Chair:**
  - William M. Reisinger, University of Iowa
  - Christopher K. Butler, University of New Mexico
  - David S. Brown, University of Colorado at Boulder
  - Mark A. Smith, University of Washington
  - Girish J. Gulati, Wellesley College
  - Belinda L. Bragg, Texas A&M University
  - Mark A. Smith, University of Washington
  - Amy Fried, University of Maine
  - Michael A. Xenos, University of Washington

- **Emails:**
  - fozta70@hotmail.com
  - william.reisinger@iu.edu
  - david.s.brown@colorado.edu
  - masmith@u.washington.edu
  - girish.gulati@wellesley.edu
  - belinda@polici.tamu.edu
  - mark.a.smith@uwashington.edu
  - amy.fried@umit.maine.edu
  - michael.a.xenos@washington.edu
6-28
BELIEFS AND OPINIONS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Papers

Beliefs and Opinions on Foreign Affairs

6-28
Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Papers

Beliefs and Opinions on Foreign Affairs

7-7
VOTING METHODS, TECHNOLOGY, AND ELECTIONS
Room PDR 16, 5TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Papers

Voting Methods, Technology, and Elections

9-3
ROUNDTABLE: ON THE 2002 ELECTIONS: ANOTHER YEAR OF THE WOMAN OR NOT?
Room STATE, 4TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Panel

Roundttable: On the 2002 Elections: Another Year of the Woman or Not?

9-14
THE GENDERED IMPLICATIONS OF POLICY
Room MONTGOMERY 7, 4TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Papers

The Gendered Implications of Policy

93
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Linda K. Shafer, Allegheny College
lashfer@allegheny.edu

Amy L. Boyer, Allegheny College
boyera@allegheny.edu

Welfare Reform and Female Crime Rates
Roshin M. Bentley, Georgia State University
rmbentley@student.gsu.edu

Dubious Welfare Reform: House and Senate Politics and the Impact Upon Poor Women
Suzan J. Harkness, University of the District of Columbia
sharkness@udc.edu

Creating Effective Criminal Justice Policy Through a Feminist Critique of the Ideal of Impartiality
Chyleen A. Arbon, University of Utah
carbon@uutah.gov

Disc. Sharon A. Chanley, University of Illinois, Springfield
chanley.sharon@uis.edu

Jennifer L. Rector, Baker University
jennifer.rector@baker.edu

10-1 GROWING POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AND POWER AMONG NATIVE AMERICANS
Room DEARBORN 1, 7Th FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair Rick Witmer, Grinnell College
witmergr@grinnell.edu

Papers Native American Electoral Behavior in the 1998 and 2000 Election
Steven J. Doherty, University of Wisconsin-Stout
doherty@uwstout.edu

Outsiders Moving In: The Increasing Influence of American Indians in State Elections
Paula R. Mohan, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
mohan@uwu.edu

The Interactions of Tribal Governments and Nearby Authorities: What are the Consequences of Federal Policy?
Laura E. Evans, University of Michigan
laurene@mich.edu

Diffusion of Native American Legislation in the American States
Tim D. Hundsdorfer, University of Colorado
tim@tscar.edu

Disc. Rick Witmer, Grinnell College
witmergr@grinnell.edu

Stephen Rockwell, University of Michigan, Flint
stockwel@umflint.edu

11-12 SURPRISING CONNECTIONS: GANDHI, VIRGINIA WOOLF, CAMUS
Room CLARK 1, 7Th FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair Gregory Bruce Smith, Trinity College
gregory.smith@mail.trincoll.edu

Papers Meahool as Gadfly: The Stranger as Camus's Apology
Peter A. Petrakis, Southeastern Louisiana University
ppetrakis@selu.edu

Three Guinea, the Promotion of Peace, and the Production of War
Richard Stanislav, Mount Union College
stanislav@muc.edu

Gandhi and Terrorism
Ronald J. Terchek, University of Maryland
terchek@gypt.umd.edu

Disc. Leigh K. Jones, University of Chicago
lkj@uchicago.edu

11-19 REREADING MILL
Room LASALLE 1, 7Th FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair Terry Nardin, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
nardin@uwm.edu

Papers John Stuart Mill and the Socratic Roots of Liberalism
Kenneth M. De Luca, Hampden-Sydney College
de@hsc.edu

Truth and Contestation in Agnostic Democracy: A Re-Reading of Mill's On Liberty
Michael L. Ferguson, University of Washington
mferguson@uwashington.edu

John Stuart Mill's Complex Theory of Progress
Christopher Price, University at Albany, SUNY
cp3532@albany.edu

Disc. Donald L. Beahm, Dowling College
beahm@dowling.edu

12-14 POLITICS AND RIGHTS
Room MONTROSE 3, 7Th FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair Peter C. Stone, University of Rochester
prse@mail.rochester.edu

Papers Politics of Recognition: Political, Not Metaphysical
Matteo Gianni, University of Geneva
matteo.gianni@political.unige.ch

New Citizenship Politics in Republican France: Bringing Agency and Participation Back In
Charles M. Hoffman, Indiana University
chhoff@indiana.edu

The New Urban Environmentalism
Steve Vanderheiden, University of Minnesota Duluth
svanderh@umn.edu

The Laying on of Hands: Punishment in the Liberal State
Ann C. Davies, Beloit College
daviesa@beloit.edu

Disc. Peter C. Stone, University of Rochester
prse@mail.rochester.edu

13-4 LEGISLATORS AND LEGISLATIVE STRUCTURES
Room SALON 7, 3Rd FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair Charles Cameron, Columbia University
cc1@columbia.edu

Papers Deliberation and Voting Rules
David Austen-Smith, Northwestern University
dasj@northwestern.edu

Timothy J. Feddersen, Northwestern University
tfeddes@northwestern.edu

Revisiting the Role of Structure on the Induction of Equilibrium
Anastassios Kalandrakis, Yale University
kalandrakis@yale.edu

Legislative Implications of Nonadditive Beliefs
John W. Patty, Carnegie Mellon University
jwpatty@cmu.edu

Disc. Sean Galliard, University of Chicago
galiard@uchicago.edu

Rebecca Morton, New York University
rbm5@nyu.edu

14-7 ISSUES WITH MODELING EVENTS DATA
Room SALON 4, 3Rd FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair Christopher Zorn, Emory University
bsjones@email.arizona.edu

Papers Nonparametric Analysis of Recurrent Event Data
Cheng-Lung Wang, Florida State University
wwc3560@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

Ye Gang, Florida State University
ye@stat.fsu.edu

The Effect of Political Information on Political Participation - An Event Count Analysis for an Extended Beta-Binomial Probability Distribution
So Young Lee, University of Texas at Austin
syllee@mail.utexas.edu

Event History Modeling in State Politics Research
Bradford S. Jones, University of Arizona
bsjones@email.arizona.edu

Regina Braun, University of North Texas
brandi@unt.edu

Disc. Patrick T. Brandt, University of North Texas
prse@mail.rochester.edu

Christopher Zorn, Emory University
bsjones@email.arizona.edu

15-2 LOBBYING CONGRESS
Room SALON 2, 3Rd FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair John R. Wright, Ohio State University
wright.569@osu.edu

Papers Arguments and Advocacy
Marie Hujnacke, Pennsylvania State University
maritch@psu.edu

Frank R. Baumgartner, Pennsylvania State University
frankb@ls.psu.edu

Lobbying Reconciled
Richard L. Hall, University of Michigan
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The Clash of Interests: Interest Group Competition and National Ideological Influences Upon States' Incarceration Rates

Papers Culture, Context, and Competition: Accounting for the variation in states’ felon disenfranchisement laws

Saturday, April 5 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

21-5 THE POLITICS OF LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Room LASALLE 3, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30

Chair John P. Pelissero, Loyola University, Chicago

Papers Exploding the Iron Triangle: Conflicting Policies as a Catalyst for Policy Subsystem Change

Mary T. Hallock Morris, Indiana University-Southeast

mhmorris@indiana.edu

Punctuated Equilibrium Theory and School District Budgeting

Scott E. Robinson, University of Texas at Dallas

scott@utdallas.edu

Punctuations in Political Institutions

Bryan D. Jones, University of Washington

bdjones@uwashington.edu

Tracy Sulkin, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

tsulkin@uiuc.edu

Heather A. Larsen, University of Washington

hlarsen@uwashington.edu

The Impact of Welfare Reform on the Well-Being of Poor Children and Families

Saundra Schneider, University of Southern California

saundra.schneider@usc.edu

Erika Carter, University of Southern California

carter@bellsouth.net

Angela Douglas, University of South Carolina

adouglas@printmail.com

20-7 PRISONS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Room SANDBURG 5, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30

Chair Michael R. Fine, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

mfiner@uwec.edu

Papers Tobacco Control and Morality Policy: A Comparative Analysis

Douley T. Studlar, West Virginia University

dtstudlar@wvu.edu

American Tobacco Policy in the 20th Century

Lars B. Nielsen, University of Aarhus

973122@ph.au.dk

Tobacco Lobby Political Influence on U.S. State Legislatures in the 1990s

Michael S. Givel, University of Oklahoma

mgivel@ou.edu

22-7 THE POLITICS OF TOBACCO POLICY

Room DEARBORN 2, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30

Chair Raymond Tatolovich, Loyola University, Chicago

rtatolo@luc.edu

Papers Exploding the Iron Triangle: Conflicting Policies as a Catalyst for Policy Subsystem Change

Mary T. Hallock Morris, Indiana University-Southeast

mhmorris@indiana.edu

Punctuated Equilibrium Theory and School District Budgeting

Scott E. Robinson, University of Texas at Dallas

scott@utdallas.edu

Punctuations in Political Institutions

Bryan D. Jones, University of Washington

bdjones@uwashington.edu

Tracy Sulkin, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

tsulkin@uiuc.edu

Heather A. Larsen, University of Washington

hlarsen@uwashington.edu

The Impact of Welfare Reform on the Well-Being of Poor Children and Families

Saundra Schneider, University of Southern California

saundra.schneider@usc.edu

Erika Carter, University of Southern California

carter@bellsouth.net

Angela Douglas, University of South Carolina

adouglas@printmail.com
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ALTERNATIVE MODES OF SERVICE DELIVERY

23-9 Room
LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Sharon H. Mastracci, University of Illinois, Chicago
mastracci@uic.edu

Papers
Nonprofit Federalism: Implications of the Partnership between Governments and Not-for-Profit Organizations in the Delivery of Social Services
Shannon K. Vaughan, Appalachian State University
vaughan@appstate.edu

A Systematic Evaluation of Privatization Decisions: The Utilization of Policy Impact Analysis for Managed Local Contracts
Senol Duman, University of Pittsburgh
sedst23@pitt.edu

Social Capital

24-6 Room
SANDBURG 4, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
Susan Scarrow, University of Houston
sscarrow@uh.edu

Papers
Cultural Roots of Social Capital in the United States: An Exploration of Regional Differences
Alina R. Oxendine, University of Minnesota
oxendine@polisci.umn.edu

Education, Political Socialization and Social Capital: The Results of a Five-Region Study in Senegal
Michelle T. Kuenzi, University of Kansas
mkuenzi@ku.edu

Are Anti-Corruption Strategies Effective? Lessons from the Central and Eastern European Countries
Monica Dohoi, Michigan State University
dohoiio@msu.edu

Disc.
Irene S. Rubin, Northern Illinois University
irubin@niu.edu

INNOVATIVE TEACHING: NEW STRATEGIES AND NEW UNIVERSES

26-1 Room
BURNHAM 5, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 8:30
Chair
R. Michael Smith, Glenville State College
smith@glenville.edu

Papers
Teaching the Politics of Sports, Recreation & Leisure
Martin Gruberg, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
gruberg@uwosh.edu

Teaching Tribal Government: Using Indian Gaming as a Teaching Model in Political Science and Public Administration Courses
Steven A. Light, University of North Dakota
steven_light@und.nodak.edu

In-Class Database Construction: The Virginia State Elected Officials Database Project
Charles A. Kromkowski, Washington and Lee University
cak5u@virginia.edu

Mike Furlough, University of Virginia
mj9w@cms.mail.virginia.edu

Exit Polling as Teaching Strategy
Saturday, April 5 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

Chair: Catherine E. Warrick, American University
cewarrick@earthlink.net

Papers: Elected Bodies: Gender Quota Laws for Legislative Candidates
Lisa Balder, Washington University in St. Louis
labalder@artsci.wustl.edu
Explaining the Diffusion of Gendered Budget Analysis: Opportunities & Challenges for Civil Society Advocacy in Latin America
Natasha Sugiyama, University of Texas at Austin
sugiyama@mail.utexas.edu
Structural and Cultural Barriers to Women's Representation in the U.S. and Thailand: A Comparative Perspective
Carolyn C. McCarthy-Reckard, Northern Illinois University
cmcnabb©elknet.net

Disc: Catherine E. Warrick, American University
cewarrick@earthlink.net

4-21 MOTIVES AND STRATEGIES OF TERRORISM
Room: HOBNAM 1, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Zohreh Ghamashmahi, University of Wisconsin
ghamashmi@uw.edu
Papers: Terrorism as a military and as a Revolutionary Strategy in the Middle East
Maarten G. Rothman, Royal Dutch Military Academy
mgd.rothman@mindef.nl
Substituting Targets and Tactics: Regime Type, Interstate Alliances, and Terrorist Strategy
Megan E. Reif, University of Michigan
reifm@umich.edu
Explaining 9/11/2001: Perspectives From Chaos and Transformation Theories
Ali R. Abouatlebi, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
abouatlebi@uwec.edu
America's New War on Terrorism: Barking the Wrong Tree
All R. Abouatlebi, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
abouatlebi@uwec.edu
Explaining 9/11/2001: Perspectives From Chaos and Transformation Theories
Ali R. Abouatlebi, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
abouatlebi@uwec.edu
Substituting Targets and Tactics: Regime Type, Interstate Alliances, and Terrorist Strategy
Megan E. Reif, University of Michigan
reifm@umich.edu

Disc: Zohreh Ghamashmahi, University of Wisconsin
ghamashmi@uw.edu

4-24 INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURTS
Room: TERRACE 1, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Rashida Hussain, Purdue University
rthussa2@hotmail.com
Papers: The Legitimacy of the International Criminal Court and the Ad hoc War Crimes Tribunals
Michael J. Struett, University of California, Irvine
mstruett@uci.edu
The Future of American Foreign Assistance: The Bush Administration and the International Criminal Court
Donald D.A. Schafer, University of Washington
donald@uwashington.edu
How Effective are International Criminal Tribunals? An Analysis of the ICTY and the ICTR
Ali A. Barria, Eastern Illinois University
cfaizez @uiuc.edu
Steven D. Roper, Eastern Illinois University
cfrodi@uiuc.edu

Disc: Rashida Hussain, Purdue University
rthussa2@hotmail.com

5-8 INTEGRATION IN EUROPE
Room: SANCURG 4, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Shawn Reichert, University of Central Florida
sreichert@mail.ucf.edu
Bernadette M.E. Jungblut, University of Central Florida
bujungblu@mail.ucf.edu
M. Shawn Reichert, University of Central Florida
sreichert@mail.ucf.edu
The Quest for Convergence
David L. Ellison, Grinnell College
Ellison@grinell.edu
Perestroika and Other Pivotal Policies in Eastern Europe's Integration into the Global Political Economy
John D. Gordon, West Virginia University
johndavidgordon@hotmail.com

Disc: Robert Pahre, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
pahre@uiuc.edu

6-4 ROUNDTABLE: CAMPAIGN ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC OPINION: TOWARDS A FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA (Co-sponsored with Mass Media and Political Communication, see 9-12)
Room: PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Paul B. Freedman, University of Virginia
freedman@virginia.edu
Panel: John G. Geer, Vanderbilt University
john.geer@vanderbilt.edu
Richard R. Lau, Rutgers University
ricklau@email.rci.rutgers.edu
Nicholas Valentino, University of Michigan
nvalenti@umich.edu
Kim Kahn, Arizona State University
Kahn@asu.edu
Shanto Lyenger, Stanford University
slyenger@stanford.edu

6-7 CAMPAIGN EFFECTS AND THE POLITICAL INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT
Room: SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Mark R. Jostyn, Kansas University
mjo@ku.edu
Papers: Information and Negative Political Advertising
Daniel P. Stevens, University of Minnesota
stevens@polisci.umn.edu
Selective Attention and Campaign Effects in the 2000 Presidential Primaries
Laurie L. Rice, University of California, San Diego
lrii@ucsd.edu
Campaigns as Contextual Inducements for Effortful Thinking: Two Experiments
Cindy D. Kam, University of Michigan
cindykam@umich.edu
Exploring The Link Between Information Environment and Political Memory
Mark R. Jostyn, Kansas University
mjo@ku.edu

Disc: Russell K. Mayer, Merrimack College
russell.mayer@merrimack.edu
John Sides, University of California, Berkeley
jsides@uclink4.berkeley.edu

7-19 CAMPAIGN EFFECTS ON VOTER INFORMATION AND DECISION-MAKING
Room: SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Clifford W. Brown, Union College
brown@union.edu
Papers: The Influence of Campaign Messages on the Salience or Weight of Voters Considerations
Gabriel S. Lenz, Princeton University
glenz@princeton.edu
Campagne Messages and Voter Information in Congressional Elections
Jay A. DeSart, Florida Atlantic University
jdesart@fau.edu
Kelly D. Patterson, Brigham Young University
kelly.patterson@byu.edu
Connecting the Candidates to Issues: The Influence of Campaign Advertising
Michele P. Claibourn, University of Oklahoma
mclaibourn@ou.edu
The Content of Modern Presidential Campaigns
Lynn Vavreck, University of California, Los Angeles
lvavreck@ucla.edu

Disc: Clifford W. Brown, Union College
brown@union.edu
Craig L. Brooks, Virginia Tech
cbrooks@vt.edu

7-24 CANDIDATE EFFECTS IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
Room: SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Jonathan L. Williamson, Lycoming College
williams@lycoming.edu
Papers

Nixon: Ford v. Carter and Clinton: Gore v. Bush: The Effect of the Prior President’s Personal Image on His Vice-President’s Campaign
Mark J. Wattier, Murray State University
Mark.Wattier@MurrayState.edu
Does the Candidate Really Matter? Candidate Traits and Citizen Perceptions in Presidential Elections
H. Whitt Kilburn, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
whkillburn@email.unc.edu
The Estimation of Home State Effects
William R. Hauck, Stanford University
Bill.Hauck@Stanford.EDU
Timothy J. Groseclose, Stanford University
groseclose.timothy@gsb.stanford.edu

Disc. Jonathan L. Williamson, Lycoming College

9-3 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION AND INFLUENCE
Room CLARK 5, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Travis N. Ridout, University of Wisconsin
trridout@polisci.wisc.edu
Papers

Framing. Deliberation, and Opinions about Campaign Finance Reform
James N. Druckman, University of Minnesota
druckman@polisci.umn.edu
Kjersten Nelson, Office of Senator Kent Conrad of North Dakota
Politics, Geography, and the Locus of Political Engagement: What are the Consequences of Spatially Dispersed Communities?
Brady Baybeck, University of Missouri St Louis
baybeck@umsl.edu
Robert Huckfeldt, University of California, Davis
huckfeldt@indiana.edu
Jan Leighley, Texas A&M University
leighley@polisci.tamu.edu
The Limits of Interpersonal Influence: Market Mavens in Private and Local Public Goods Markets
Christine H. Roch, Georgia State University
croch@gsu.edu

Disc. Tracy Sulkin, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
tsslkin@uiuc.edu

9-5 POLITICAL THEORY, GENDERED (Co-sponsored with Political Theory and Philosophy- Theorists and Texts, see 11-22)
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Penny A. Weiss, Paradise University
pweiss@polisci.purdue.edu
Papers

Thinking the Unthinkable: Lockeian Reason and the Figure of Woman
Jenni Kirkpatrick, University of Michigan
jkirkpatrick@umich.edu
Privacy as Decisional Autonomy: Making Privacy Safe for Women
Mary McThomas, University of California, Los Angeles
mcthomas@ucla.edu
A Strange Discord: Feminist Critiques and Same-Sex Advocacy of Marriage
Jyl J. Josephson, Illinois State University
jjosephson@ilstu.edu
Spaces for Counter-Narrative: The Phenomenology of Reclamation
Farah Godrej, Georgetown University
farahgodrej@hotmail.com
From Equity to Justice: Reconsidering the Objectives of Development
Christina Ewig, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
ewig@wisc.edu

Disc. Trudy A. Steuernagel, Kent State University

9-15 WOMEN'S RIGHTS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Room CLARK 7, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Judith A. Baer, Texas A&M University
jbaer@tamu.edu
Papers

Wollstonecraft in America: The Philosophical Impact of 'A Vindication of the Rights of Woman' on the American Women's Rights Advocates, in 1792-1898
Eileen Hunt Bottoni, University of Notre Dame
bottoni@nd.edu
Christine Carey, University of Notre Dame
carey@nd.edu
Private Nurses and Playboy Bunnies: Explaining Permissible Sex Discrimination
Kimberly A. Yurchak, Northwestern University
k-yurchak@law.northwestern.edu
The Politics of Women's Rights Policy in Italy
Celeste M. Montoya Kirk, Washington University
cmontoya@artsci.wustl.edu
Activists, Organizations, and Institutions: Retelling the Story of Suffrage Rights Extension in a Federal System
Corryn M. McConnaghy, University of Michigan
mcconnaghy@umich.edu
Gratizia Villarroel, St. Norbert College
gratizia.villarroel@anc.edu

Disc. Gwyneth I. Williams, Webster University
willings@webster.edu

10-7 THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN RACIAL/ETHNIC POLITICS
Room DEARBORN 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Lawrence M. Anderson, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
andersol@uw.edu
Papers

Politics of the Pulpit: Boston African American Clergy
Caroline M. Nordlund, Brown University
Caroline_Nordlund@brown.edu
Nothing Within or Without? Black Evangelicals Revisited
Daniel B. Stratton, University of Arizona
dstratto@u.arizona.edu
Belonging and Doing: Political Churches and Black Political Participation
Eric L. McDaniel, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
emcdanie@uiuc.edu
Harwood K. McClerking, Ohio State University
mcclerking@polisci.ohio-state.edu
God and Karate in the Southside: How Diverse Groups and Traditions Contribute to Democratic Civil Society
Joseph E. Yi, University of Chicago
je-yi@uchicago.edu

Disc. Lawrence M. Anderson, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
andersol@uw.edu
Fredrick Harris, University of Rochester
fredrick.harris@rochester.edu

11-11 DEBORA AND THE POST MODERN TURN
Room CLARK 10, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Donald J. Maletz, University of Oklahoma
dmlatz@ou.edu
Papers

Jacques Derrida and Political Philosophy: The Unrelenting Voice of the Other
Tim C. Luther, California Baptist University
timluther@calbaptist.edu
Paradoxes of Justice - Nietzsche and Derrida
Richard Parrish, University of Wisconsin-Madison
rparrish@polisci.wisc.edu
The Ambiguous Career of Reason
John S. Ransom, Dickinson College
ransomj@didickinson.edu

Disc. Christopher C. Robinson, Clarkson University
robrnsc@clarkson.edu

12-15 ISSUES IN LIBERALISM
Room MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Mark E. Warren, Georgetown University
warrenm@georgetown.edu

Saturday, April 5 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm
Saturday, April 5 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

Papers Liberal Civic Education and the Rational Training of the Sentiments
Christopher H. Anderson, University of Hartford
christopher.anderson@hartford.edu
The Ethics of Order: Moral Reason of State and Emergencies in Liberal Democracies
Nomis C. Lazar, Yale University
nomis.lazar@yale.edu
Individualism in Early America
Stephanie M. Walls, University of Cincinnati
mwalls@econ.uc.edu
Obligation and the Social Self: Obedience, Service and Heroism
Stephen J. Wulf, Lawrence University
steven.wulf@lawrence.edu
Disc. Mark E. Warren, Georgetown University
warrenm@georgetown.edu

12-17 THE POLITICS OF LIBERAL DEMOCRACY
Room MONTROSE 3, 5TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Professor S. Rothenberg, Northwestern University
lawrence-rothenberg@kellogg.northwestern.edu
Papers The Limited Virtue of Tolerance
Professor Roger Myerson, Northwestern University
myerson@northwestern.edu
Professor Timothy Feddersen, Northwestern University
feddersen@northwestern.edu
Professor Francesco Squintani, University of Rochester
squintani@trio.rochester.edu
Professor Dan Bernhardt, University of Michigan
bernhardt@umich.edu
Disc. Professor Leonard Williams, Manchester College
lawilliams@manchester.edu

13-5 INFORMATION AND DYNAMICS IN FORMAL MODELS OF POLITICS
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Professor J. Bendor, Stanford University
bendor_jonathan@gsb.stanford.edu
Papers The Empirical Content of Behavioral Models of Adaptation
Professor Jonathan Bendor, Stanford University
bendor@stanford.edu
Professor Brent J. Steele, University of Iowa
brent.steele@uiowa.edu
Professor Dan Bernhardt, University of Michigan
bernhardt@umich.edu
Disc. Professor Leonard Williams, Manchester College
lawilliams@manchester.edu

15-15 PARTY ID
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Professor J. Bendor, Stanford University
bendor_jonathan@gsb.stanford.edu
Papers Beyond the Middle: The Multiple Dimensions of Latino Political Independence
Professor Taeke Lee, University of California
lee@ucsd.edu
Professor Zoltan L. Hajnal, University of California, San Diego
zhanaj1@ucsd.edu
An Analysis of American Voter Turnout in Presidential Elections
Professor Majibur R. Sheikh, University of Texas
mujibr@mail.utexas.edu
Disc. Professor John C. Green, Bliss Institute
green@bliss.tamu.edu

17-18 LESSONS FROM THE CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM BATTLE
Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Professor D. Bergan, University of Minnesota
d-bergan@northwestern.edu
Papers Voting on the Soft Money Ban in the House of Representatives
Professor Daniel E. Bergan, Northwestern University
d-bergan@northwestern.edu
Professor Adam H. Hoffman, University of Maryland
ahoffman@gpp.uni.md
Professor John Patty, Carnegie Mellon
jpatty@cmu.edu
Disc. Professor John C. Green, Bliss Institute
green@bliss.tamu.edu

19-19 CONGRESSIONAL PARTIES—THEIR ROLE AND IMPACT
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair: Professor S. Smith, Washington University
smithwc@wustl.edu
Papers Gerrymandering Roll-Call: Votes, Decisions, and Partisan Bias in Congress, 1877-2000
Professor Jonathan N. Katz, California Institute of Technology
katz@ucla.edu
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Room MONTROSE 2, 7th FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas
Prex@ku.edu
Papers
Public Schools and Religious Expression: Explaining the Differences in Religious Expression Policies Among Local School Districts
Cynthia J. Bowling, Auburn University
bowlicj@auburn.edu

Mixed signals: A signaling model of principal-agent relations
Voting Strategies of FCC Commissioners
State Morality Policies
Maureen Rand Oakley, Mount Saint Mary’s College
oakleyr@msmary.edu
Father Wars - Agenda Setting and Interest Group Politics in the Responsible Fatherhood Field
Hillard W. Pouncy, Visiting Lecturer, Princeton University
hpouncy@princeton.edu

David K. Ryden, Hope College
ryden@hope.edu
Disc. Donald P. Haider-Markel, University of Kansas
Prex@ku.edu

23-5 RATIONAL CHOICE, BUREAUCRACY, AND POLITICS
Room SALON 8, 3rd FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Mildy Mele, University of Georgia
mmete@uga.edu
Papers
Simulating Incrementalism: Computer Experiments in Sequential Games
Jack H. Knott, University of Illinois
knott1@illinois.edu
Jay Verkuilen, University of Illinois
jay@uiuc.edu
Political Control and the Power of the Agent
Terry M. Moe, Stanford University
moe@hoover.stanford.edu

Mixed signals: A signaling model of principal-agent relations
Jeff S. Worsham, West Virginia University
jworsham@wvu.edu
An Agent, But An Agent of Whom? Interest Group Participation in Bureaucratic Rulemaking
Susan W. Vacker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
swv@unc.edu

Disc. Thomas H. Hammond, Michigan State University
thammad@msu.edu

23-10 POLITICS AND BUREAUCRACY OF REGULATORY AGENCIES
Room LASALLE 2, 7th FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Peter Korablek, Western Michigan University
Peter.Korablek@wmich.edu
Papers
Two Road Diverge: FDA and Bureaucratic Politics
Michael Munger, Duke University
munger@duke.edu

Amy Melkay, Duke University
Governing Gambling: The Rise of Gaming Commissions in Public Administration After the 1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
Steven A. Light, University of North Dakota
steven_light@und.nodak.edu

How Internal Complexities Effect Bureaucratic Decision Making: Evidence from the FCC and NLRB
Amy A. Bulger, Georgia State University
polabul@langate.gsu.edu

Voting Strategies of FCC Commissioners
David C. Nixon, Georgia State University
poldnc@gsu.edu

Amy A. Bulger, Georgia State University
polabul@langate.gsu.edu

Disc. John T. Scholz, Florida State University
john.scholz@fsu.edu

25-5 CONFLICTUAL INTERSECTIONS: EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONFLICT AND EVERYTHING ELSE
Room SANDBURG 6, 7th FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair David R. Davis, Emory University
davidd@emory.edu
Papers
Examining the Relationship Between Terrorism and Human Rights
Julie D. Harrelson-Stephens, University of Texas at Dallas
julieh@unt.edu

Rhonda Callaway, Southern Methodist University
callaway@post.cis.smu.edu

Globalization and the Democracy-Repression Nexus
David Armstrong, University of Maryland
darmstrong@gypt.umd.edu

Conflict and Development: Understanding the Effect of Violent Conflict on Human Development
Terrence Chapman, Emory University
chapmanter@hotmail.com

David R. Davis, Emory University
davidd@emory.edu
Disc. Federico Ferrera, University of Kansas
fedil@ku.edu

29-3 COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON LGBT POLITICS
Room PARLOR D, 6th FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Meredith Weiss, DePaul University
mweiss5@depaul.edu
Papers
At the Scene of the Crime: Identity, Solidarity, and the Politics of AIDS in France
Michael J. Bosia, Northwestern University
mjbosia@cs.com

The presence and impact of gay and lesbian legislators in national parliaments
Andres S. Reynolds, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
asreyol@email.unc.edu

“We Want to Join Europe, Not Sodom: Same-Sex Sexualities and the Politics of European Union Accession in Romania
Carl F. Stychin, University of Reading
c.f.stychin@reading.ac.uk

Disc. Meredith Weiss, DePaul University
mweiss5@depaul.edu

33-3 ROUNDTABLE: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND THE NONPROFIT, VOLUNTARY, AND PHILANTHROPIC SECTORS
Room PARLOR C, 6th FLOOR, SAT 10:30
Chair Jeffrey M. Berry, Tufts University
jeffery.berry@tufts.edu
Rob Reich, Stanford University
reich@stanford.edu
Panel Alan J. Abramson, Aspen Institute
alan.abramson@aspeninstitute.org

Elizabeth T. Boris, Urban Institute
eboris@ui.urban.org

Michael Brinckmann, American Political Science Association
brinckmann@apsanet.org

Lester Salamon, Johns Hopkins University
lsalamon@jhu.edu
Steven Rathgeb Smith, University of Washington
smithsr@u.washington.edu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2-6          | ETHNICITY, POLITICS, AND VIOLENCE                                        | SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 1:30 | Michael J. Struett, University of California, Irvine | Papers Transnational Cooperation To Combat Trafficking of Human Beings for Sexual Exploitation in the Visegrad Four and Ukraine or When and Under What Conditions are Transnational Advocacy Networks Effective?  
Amita Knoutova, University of Illinois, Chicago  
NgoS, IGOs, Firms and Networks  
Nasko Kada, San Diego State University  
The World Bank: Accountable to All?  
Thomas D. Zweifel, Swiss Consulting Group  
Derek S. Reveron, US Naval Academy  
Karen L. Remmer, Duke University  
Francois Gelineau, University of New Mexico  
Subnational Political Actors and the Design of Revenue-Sharing Rules in Mexico, Argentina and Brazil  
Alessandra Armesto, University of Notre Dame |
Karen L. Remmer, Duke University  
Francois Gelineau, University of New Mexico  
Subnational Political Actors and the Design of Revenue-Sharing Rules in Mexico, Argentina and Brazil  
Alessandra Armesto, University of Notre Dame |
| 3-24         | EXTERNAL FACTORS AND DEMOCRATIZATION                                     | SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 1:30 | Layna Mosley, University of Notre Dame          | Papers Tying Hands vs. Exchanging Hostages: How do Host Governments Commit to Foreign Investors?  
Pablo M. Pinto, University of California, San Diego  
James A. McCann, Purdue University |
| 4-7          | WAR TERMINATION PROCESSES                                                 | MONTROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 1:30 | TBA                                            | Papers A Time for War and a Time for Peace  
Christopher K. Butler, University of New Mexico  
After the Fighting is Through: Resumption of “Normal” Relations After the End of Interstate Rivalry  
Daniel A. Norton, Binghamton University  
Are You With Me or Against Me? \_ Postwar Policy Divergence in Vitoce-Loser Dyads  
Carmela Lutmar, New York University |
| 4-22         | TRANSMATIONAL ADVOCACY NETWORKS                                           | DREESE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 1:30 | TBA                                            | Papers Partisan Change in the Northeast  
Jonathan O. Kuekoye, University of Central Florida  
Political Socialization and Intergenerational Transmission of Partisanship  
Tara Rae Warne, University of Missouri, Columbia  
John Petrocik, University of Missouri Columbia |
Saturday, April 5 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

**15-6 ISSUES**

**Room** SALON 4, 3rd FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair** Allan J. Cigler, University of Kansas

**Disc.** Christopher Achen, University of Michigan

**Papers** Why Now? The Importance of Political Context in Explaining Interest Group Electoral Action
Michael M. Franz, University of Wisconsin-Madison
mmfranz@polisci.wisc.edu

Defining the Issue: An Alternate Indicator of Group Influence
Katherine E. Stengler, University of Washington
kstengler@uw.washington.edu

The Instrumental Use of Political Principle: Explaining Vietnam Anti-War Protests
Stuart L. Hill, University of California, Davis
shill@ucdavis.edu

Advertorials Sponsored by Organized Interests in THE NEW YORK TIMES in the Wake of the September 11, 2001 Terrorist Attack
Clyde Brown, Miami University
cbrown@miami.edu

Herbert Walter, Miami University
walters@one.net

**Disc.** Allan J. Cigler, University of Kansas
ACigler@ku.edu

**15-12 CAMPAIGN FINANCE**

**Room** SALON 2, 3rd FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair** Gregory J. Wawro, Columbia University
gyw10@columbia.edu

**Papers** Campaign Contributions and Legislative Effort
Christopher M. Wilke, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
wilke@email.unc.edu

The Comparative Influence of Campaign Contribution Limits on Groups & Parties at the State Level
Donald M. Gooch, University of Missouri, Columbia
dmgooch@mizzou.edu

Frederick J. Boehmke, University of Iowa
frederick-boehmke@uiowa.edu

Richard C. Witmer, Grinnell College
richard-witmer@uiowa.edu

Party Strategy in Nonfederal Contributions:
Owen G. Abbe, University of Maryland
oabbe@capr.umd.edu

**Disc.** Gregory J. Wawro, Columbia University
gyw10@columbia.edu

**16-6 INSTITUTIONAL DECISION MAKING IN THE PRESIDENCY**

**Room** CLARK 5, 7th FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair** John Kessel, Ohio State University
kessel.1@osu.edu

**Papers** The Structure of Information: Presidential Hierarchies and Decision Making in the Modern Executive Office
Andrew C. Rudalevige, Dickinson College
rudalevige@dickinson.edu

Reexamining the Institutional Presidency, 1933-2002
Matthew J. Dickinson, Middlebury College
dickinson@middlebury.edu

Matthew J. Lebo, SUNY Stony Brook
mlebo@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

Presidential Lobbying: How the White House Promotes the President's Policy Preferences on Capitol Hill
Matthew N. Beckmann, University of Michigan
mbeckman@umich.edu

**Disc.** Stephen Nicholson, Georgia State University
polsci@langate.gsu.edu

**17-8 THE SPEAKER IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS**

**Room** DUMBARTON 3, 7th FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair** Douglas L. Koopman, Calvin College
dkoopman@calvin.edu

**Papers** Leadership in Legislative Institutions: Speakers of the House of Representatives and "Acts of Power
Matthew N. Green, Yale University
mgreen@yale.edu

Balancing the Legislative Agenda: Scheduling in the U.S. House of Representatives
Edward B. Hasecke, Cleveland State University
ehasecke.csuohio.edu

The Speaker's Discretion: Selection of House Delegates to Conference Committees
Jeff Lazarus, University of California, San Diego
jlazarus@weber.ucsd.edu

Nathan Monroe, University of California, San Diego
nmonroe@webster.ucsd.edu

An Evolving End Game: Partisan Use of Conference Committees in the Post-reform House
Robert P. Van Houweling, University of Michigan
rphv@umich.edu

**Disc.** Vincent G. Moscaritolo, University of Massachusetts
vmoscaritolo@polisci.umass.edu

Douglas L. Koopman, Calvin College
dkoopman@calvin.edu

**18-11 PARTISAN POLARIZATION AND THE MEDIAN VOTER**

**Room** BURNHAM 5, 7th FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair** Stephen Nicholson, George State University
polsci@langate.gsu.edu

**Papers** What Polarizes the Electorate? The Role of Party and Incumbent Cues in Evaluations of House and Senate Members
Markus Prior, Princeton University
mprior@princeton.edu

David W. Brady, Stanford University
dbrady@stanford.edu

Morris P. Fiorina, Stanford University
fiorina@hoover.stanford.edu

The Voter Turnout and Polarization in Congress: A Causal Relationship?
Keiko Ono, Georgetown University
kono@georgetown.edu

On the Move: A Downsian Analysis of Sequential Congressional Elections
Michael H. Crespin, Michigan State University
crespin@msu.edu

Ryan J. Vander Wielen, Washington University
rivander@artsci.wustl.edu

**Disc.** Stephen Nicholson, Georgia State University
polsci@langate.gsu.edu

Douglas Rivers, Stanford University
douglasrivers@stanford.edu

**19-13 THE IMPACT OF CONSTITUTIONAL COURTS IN DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS**

**Room** BURNHAM 4, 7th FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair** Tracey E. George, Northwestern University and Washington University-St. Louis
tgeorge@wls.wustl.edu

**Papers** Constitutional Courts During Democratic Transitions
Shannon L. Smithey, Kent State University
shannon.smithey@kent.edu

Focus on Constitutional Courts: Explaining the Legitimacy Link between the German Federal Constitutional Court and the European Court of Justice
Anke Grosskopf, Long Island University
anke.grosskopf@liu.edu
Saturday, April 5 – 1:30 pm – 3:15 pm

**23-11 LEADERSHIP AND SUPERVISION OF PUBLIC AGENCIES**

**Room**: LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair**: Robert F. Rich, University of Illinois at Champaign/Urbana

**Papers**

- The Emotionally Intelligent Public Manager: Interpretation of Facial Expressions of Emotion Based on Status
  
  Patrick A. Stewart, Arkansas State University

- Leadership in the Public Sector: Models and Assumptions for Leadership Development in the Federal Government
  
  Patricia W. Ingraham, Syracuse University

- Job Satisfaction and Perceptions of Supervisory and Managerial Trust: Motivation in a North Carolina Environmental Agency
  
  Dennis M. Daley, North Carolina State University

- Leadership and Change: The IRS Case
  
  James R. Thompson, University of Illinois, Chicago

- Human Rights Violations and Corruption: Are they Connected?
  
  Serena Hicks, University of North Texas

- The Shattered Mosaic? A New Integration Discourse in Post-9/11 Europe
  
  Sylvia Maier, Georgia Institute of Technology

- Explaining 9/11/2001 Disaster: Perspectives From Chaos and Transformation Theories
  
  Ali Farazmand, Florida Atlantic University

**Disc.**

- Robert F. Rich, University of Illinois at Champaign/Urbana

**25-10 UNCONVENTIONAL EXPLORATIONS INTO CONTENTIOUS POLITICS/CONFLICT PROCESSES**

**Room**: PARLOR C, 6TH FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair**: Mark I. Lichbach, University of Maryland-College Park

**Papers**

- On Crito’s Exhortation of Socrates to Justice
  
  Michael J. Rosano, University of Michigan-Dearborn

- Looks Matter: Beholding Justice in the Republic
  
  Christopher A. Dustin, College of the Holy Cross

- Human Rights Violations and Corruption: Are they Connected?
  
  Sylvia Maier, Georgia Institute of Technology

- The Shattered Mosaic? A New Integration Discourse in Post-9/11 Europe
  
  Ali Farazmand, Florida Atlantic University

**Disc.**

- TBA

27-5 ROUNDTABLE: SOAKING AND POKING: INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN AND MEN

**Room**: STATE, 4TH FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair**: Christina Ewig, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

**Panel**

- Carol M. Swain, Vanderbilt University
  
  carol.swain@law.vanderbilt.edu

- Barbara Sinclair, University Of California, Los Angeles
  
  Sinclair@polisci.ucla.edu

- Mary Bellman, University of New Mexico
  
  mbellman@unm.edu

- Ellen Carnaghan, Saint Louis University
  
  carnagep@slu.edu

**28-4 PLATO ON JUSTICE**

**Room**: PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, SAT 1:30

**Chair**: John C. Koritansky, Hiram College
Saturday, April 5 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

Papers Dynamic Representation: A Cross-National Analysis
James Adams, University of California, Santa Barbara
adamj@polsci.ucsb.edu
Michael Clark, University of California, Santa Barbara
mcl1@umail.ucsb.edu
Lawrence Ezrow, University of California, Santa Barbara
L Ezrow@ucsd.edu
In the Eye of the Beholder: Explaining Uncertainty in MPs Placements of Other Parties
Hanna E. Back, Uppsala University
hbac@weber.ucsd.edu
Kare Vernby, Uppsala University
kare.vernby@statvet.uu.se
Heterogeneity of Party Systems and Party Politics & the Case of the Postwar US
Johannes Moenius, Northwestern University
j-moenius@kellogg.northwestern.edu
Yuko Kasuya, University of California, San Diego
Ykasa@ucla.edu
Disc.
Nolan M. McCarty, Princeton University
nmccarty@princeton.edu

1-26 THE POLITICS OF EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION

Chair
John McCormick, Indiana University
jmccormick@iu.edu

Papers The Pressure from Europe: Social Policy and Domestic Changes
Mariely Lopez-Santana, University of Michigan
mariely@umich.edu
Identification, Community, and Social Citizenship: Welfare Reform in Britain
John McCormick, University of Oklahoma
jmccormick@ou.edu
Democratic Vs. Postrevolutionary Authoritarian Regimes: Organized Labor, Regime Formation and International Labor Politics in the United States and Mexico (1910-1940)
Guadalupe Corea-Cabrera, New School University
gcorr@nyc.net
Social Democracy and Active Labor Market Policies: Insiders Outsider and the Politics of Employment Promotion
David Rueda, Binghamton University - SUNY
drueda@binghamton.edu
Disc.
John McCormick, Indiana University
jmccormick@iu.edu

2-11 THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL POLICIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Chair
Amalia V. Pallares, University of Illinois
amalia@illinois.edu

Papers The Politics of Education Reform in Mexico
Douglas Heacock, University of New Mexico
ddouglas@unm.edu
President's Policy Preferences and Social Spending in Latin America from 1980 to 2000
Mariana M. Sousa, University of Notre Dame
msousa@nd.edu
Anabelina Espana Najera, University of Notre Dame
najera@nd.edu
Disc.
Amalia V. Pallares, University of Illinois
amalia@illinois.edu

3-25 POST-TRANSITION POLITICS IN RUSSIA

Chair
William Zimmerman, University of Michigan
wzimmer@umich.edu

Papers The Politics of Post-Communist Party Organization: Switching, Fusions and Fractures
Marcus L. Kreuzer, Villanova University
Saturday, April 5 – 3:30 pm – 5:15 pm

marcus.kreuzer@pilot.msu.edu
Economic Development and Democracy: The Applicability of the "Lipset Hypothesis" to Post-Communist States
William W. Hanson, University of Arizona
william.hanson@raytheon.com
Resurrection of State Power in Russia
Byungjin Han, University at Buffalo, SUNY
bbh@acsu.buffalo.edu
Disc. William Zimmerman, University of Michigan
wzimmer@umich.edu

4-8 ALLIANCES, OPPORTUNITY, AND INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT
Room MONROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair Jacques E. C. Hymans, Mershon Center
hymans.2@osu.edu
Papers Finding the Missing Link: Examining Alliance Formation and Conflict Initiation
Anessa L. Kimball, Binghamton University
akimball1@binghamton.edu
Identifying Opportunity for Conflict: Politically Active Dyads
Stephen L. Quackenbush, University at Buffalo, SUNY
slq@acsu.buffalo.edu
A Homophily-based Approach to Third Party Interventions in Conflict
Renate Corbetta, University of Arizona
renatec@arizona.edu
Disc. Jacques E. C. Hymans, Mershon Center
hymans.2@osu.edu
Sarah E. Croco, University of Michigan
croco@umich.edu

4-23 REALISM AND LIBERALISM IN CURRENT INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY
Room BURNHAM 1, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair Russell A. Hamilton, Mansfield University
rhamilto@mnfrld.edu
Papers Balance of Power: The International Wanderings of a Liberal Ideas
Deborah A. Boucoyannis, University of Chicago
boucoyan@fass.harvard.edu
Constructive Realism: An Integrated IR Theory of Idea, Strategy, and Structure
Min-Hua Huang, University of Michigan
mhuang@umich.edu
Anarchy may not Kill States: A Challenge to Neorealist Anarchy-Survival Model
Ferit M. Orkalel, University of Colorado, Boulder
orkalel@sooke.colorado.edu
The Determinants of International Arms Transfers
Joseph E. Sonka, University of Kentucky
jasonk93@uky.edu
Disc. Russell A. Hamilton, Mansfield University
rhamilto@mnfrld.edu

5-10 FINANCIAL REGULATION
Room SANDBURG 6, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair Mark A. Elder, Michigan State University
elderm@pilot.msu.edu
Papers Capital Rules: The Politics of International Regulatory Harmonization
David A. Singer, Harvard University
disinger@fas.harvard.edu
Rules and Regulators: Corporate Governance and Market Failure in Emerging Markets
Scott E. Schmitz, Washington University
seschmitz@artsci.wustl.edu
Regulating Corporate Governance: Reactions to Corporate Failure in Britain and the US
Alistair Q. Howard, Temple University
alistair@temple.edu
Disc. Mark A. Elder, Michigan State University
elderm@pilot.msu.edu

7-3 CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF ELECTORAL COMPETITION
Room SALON 6, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair Norman R. Luttbeg, Texas A&M University
nlutbeg@tamu.edu
Papers Evaluating the Quality of Democratic Representation in the United States: A Political Market Efficiency Approach
George A. Krause, University of South Carolina
George.Krause@sc.edu
Gubernatorial Elections in 2002
Malcolm E. Jewell, University of Kentucky
macsarahj@worldnet.att.net
Sarah M. Morehouse, University of Connecticut
macsarahj@worldnet.att.net
A Model of Electoral Competition with Two-Year Terms
John C. Hansen, United States Military Academy
jj3547@usma.edu
John M. Barron, Purdue University
barron@mgnt.purdue.edu
Gubernatorial Campaigns: A Study on Party, Opinion and Candidates’ Preferences
Eric S. Zeemering, Indiana University
ezeeemer@iu.edu
Disc. Norman R. Luttbeg, Texas A&M University
nlutbeg@tamu.edu
Kedron Bardwell, Grand Valley State University
bardwek@gvsu.edu

7-8 CONSEQUENCES OF ELECTORAL SYSTEMS AND RULES
Room SALON 8, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair Moshe Haspel, Emory University
mhaspel@emory.edu
Papers Single Transferable Vote: Proportional Representation or Hare-Brained Idea
James W. Endersby, University of Missouri
endersby@missouri.edu
Michael J. Towe, Mount St. Mary’s College
towe@snymary.edu
Comparative Politics of Strategic Voting
Thomas Gochwend, University of Mannheim
Thomas.Gochwend@uni-mannheim.de
Beyond Butterflies and Touch Screens: The Effects of Canceling the 2002 Runoff in Florida
Jonathan L. Williamson, Elycon College
williams@lycoming.edu
Disc. Erik S. Herron, University of Kansas
eherron@ku.edu

7-26 ATTITUDES, INFORMATION, AND TURNOUT
Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair Susan A. Banducci, University of Twente the Netherlands
sbanducci@fmg.uva.nl
Papers How Does Trust in the Government Affect Voter Turnout?: The Non-Linearity Hypothesis
James E. Campbell, University at Buffalo, SUNY
campbel@acsu.buffalo.edu
Diane Costlow-Oyster, University at Buffalo, SUNY
deyster7481@aol.com
Franco Mattei, University at Buffalo, SUNY
mattei@acsu.buffalo.edu
Polls, Predispositions, and Participation: The Impact of Polling Information on Voter Turnout
Joseph D. Giammo, The University of Texas at Austin
jgiammo@mail.uteaexas.edu
Who Really Votes? The Demographics and Psychology of Voting for President, But Not Congress
Michael A. Lewkowicz, University of Illinois
lewkowcz@uiuc.edu
Disc. Susan A. Banducci, University of Twente, the Netherlands
sbanducci@fmg.uva.nl

8-5 THE INTERNET AND POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT
Room MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair David B. Conkin, University of Florida
dconkin@polsci.ufl.edu
Papers Online and Offline Pathways to Participation: Cross-sectional and Panel Models of Communication Effects on Civic Engagement
Dhavan V. Shah, University of Wisconsin-Madison
dahahi@wisc.edu
Papers Testing Nonnested Strategic Choice Models  
Room LASALLE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair  
Papers Parties, Parliaments and Pork: Budgetary Politics in Thailand  
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair  
Papers Parties, Committees, and Control Over Environmental Policy  
Room PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair  
Papers Congressional Reform and Party Government: When Money Matters  
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair  
Papers Institutions and Parties in the U.S. House and Senate, 1789-2000  
Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair  
Papers Strategic and Choice in Models of International Conflict and Foreign Policy  
Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair  
Papers Congressional Elections: Incumbent vs. Challenger Races  
Room CLARK 5, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30  
Chair
Chair  L. Sandy Maisel, Colby College
ismaiel@colby.edu

Panel  Paul Peterson, Central Connecticut State University
pettersop@ccsu.edu
Todd Donovan, Western Washington University
donovan@cc.wwu.edu
Marvin Ezra, Hood College
ezrat@hood.edu
Burdette Loomis, University of Kansas
bloomis@ku.edu
Kelly Patterson, Brigham Young University
kelly_patterson@byu.edu
Dan Hofrenning, St. Olaf College
dhofrenning@stolaf.edu

19-14  JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION:
POLITICS AT THE CHEVRON STATION
Room  PDR 6, 3rd FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair  Mark C. Miller, Clark University
mmiller@clark.edu
Papers  Chevron Revisited: United States Supreme Court Statutory Interpretation Decisions 1990-2002
Ruth Ann Waity, Northern Michigan University
rwaity@nmu.edu
The Political and Judicial Roles in Administrative Law: Evolution and the Politics of Policymaking
Anthony Bertelli, Texas A&M University
bertelli@tamu.edu
Rulemaking and Adjudication in the Supreme Court's Administrative Law Decisions: Does Chevron Matter?
Mark J. Richards, Grand Valley State University
richardm@gvsu.edu
Joseph L. Smith, Grand Valley State University
smithj@gvsu.edu
Herbert M. Kritzer, University of Wisconsin-Madison
kritzer@polisci.wisc.edu
Ideology and Deferece: The Influence of Chevron on Administrative Law in the U.S. Courts of Appeals
Mark S. Hurwitz, University at Buffalo, SUNY
lurwitz2@buffalo.edu
Disc.  Isaac Unah, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
unah@unc.edu
Daniel Levin, University of Utah
daniel.levin@csbs.utah.edu

19-21  BUILDING A HIGHER WALL?: JUDICIAL POLITICS AND THE SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
Room  BURNHAM 4, 7th FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair  Hans J. Hacker, Wheeling Jesuit University
bhacker@wju.edu
Papers  Constraints on the Evolution of Justice Blackmun’s Approach to the Religion Clauses
Joseph F. Kobylka, Southern Methodist University
jkobylka@mail.smu.edu
Changing Politics of the Establishment Clause
Sungay K. Mishra, University of Southern California
skm@usc.edu
Building a Higher Wall with the State Constitution?: State Supreme Courts and School Vouchers after Zelman
James N.G. Cauthen, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
jcauthen@uncg.edu
Dealing with Religious Difference: The Logic of the Indian and Israeli Supreme Courts
Shyshari Shankar, University of Texas at Austin
shyshari@hotmail.com
Disc.  Steven P. Brown, Auburn University
brown32@auburn.edu
Howard Schweber, University Wisconsin-Madison
schweber@polisci.wisc.edu

20-11  CAREERS
Room  SANDBURG 3, 7th FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair  Jennifer M. Jensen, University at Albany, SUNY
jjensen@albany.edu
Papers  Litigation, Regulation and the Electoral Connection:
Understanding State Attorneys’ General Pursuit of Higher Office
Colin L. Provost, SUNY-Stony Brook
cprovost@ic.sunysb.edu
The Changing Career Paths of State Legislators in an Era of Term Limits
Richard J. Powell, University of Maine
rpowell@maine.edu
Rick Farmer, University of Akron
rfarmer@uakron.edu
The Unintended Consequences of State Term Limitations: A Comparative Look at Careerism Among State Legislators
Suzanne Leland, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
smleland@email.uncc.edu
Eric S. Heberlig, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
sheberlig@email.uncc.edu
Matthew E. Glassman, Yale University
mglassman@yale.edu

22-8  THE POLITICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY I
Room  MONTROSE 2, 7th FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair  David L. Feldman, University of Tennessee
feldman@utk.edu
Papers  Non-Economic Contributions to the Triumph of the Market-Based Acid Rain Program Phase I of Clean Air Act of 1990
Yasuo Ikari, Northern Illinois University
ykari@niu.edu
Two Different Approaches, Two Different Outcomes: A Tale of Endangered Species Act Enforcement in Two Communities
Edward P. Weber, Washington State University
edwebber@mail.wsu.edu
Nicholas Lovrich, Washington State University
Michael Gaffney, Washington State University
Environmental Enforcement and the Allocation of Justice
Andrew B. Whiford, University of Kansas
whiford@ku.edu
What Does Environmental Justice Look Like?: The Impact of Grassroots Political Activity on the Toxic Waste Permitting Process
Dominique D. Apollon, Stanford University
dapollon@stanford.edu
Barry M. Mitnick, University at Albany, SUNY
bmt@albany.edu
The Unintended Consequences of State Term Limitations: A Comparative Look at Careerism Among State Legislators
Suzanne Leland, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
smleland@email.uncc.edu

23-13  ROUNDTABLE: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE PRACTICE AND IMPACT OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Room  LASALLE 2, 7th FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair  Laurence Lynn, Jr., Texas A&M University
lynn@bus.tamu.edu
Panel  Steven M. Maser, Willamette University
smaser@willamette.edu
Hal G. Rainey, University of Georgia
hgrainey@uga.edu
Barry M. Mitnick, University of Pittsburgh
mitnick@pitt.edu

24-5  PATRIOTISM
Room  SANDBURG 4, 7th FLOOR, SAT 3:30
Chair  Lily J. Gore, College of St. Catherine
lgoren@stkat.org
Papers  Dimensions of Public Support for the Japanese National Flag
Steven J. Benedict, Western Michigan University
steven.benedict@wmich.edu
John A. Clark, Western Michigan University
j.clark@wmich.edu
The Production of Patriotism: The Varied Uses of Political Economy and Terrorism
James M. Wilson-Quayle, George Washington University
jwilsonquaye@gwu.edu
113
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**SOCIETAL CONFLICT AND JUSTICE**

Room PARLOR C, 6TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30

Chair Marc G. Pufong, Valdosta State University

Papers

- **Gerome B. Rothman**, London School of Economics and Political Science
  
hawkeye@gwu.edu
  
The Rap on Revolution: Patriotism within Cuban Hip-Hop

- **Mark Q. Sawyer**, University of California, Los Angeles
  
msawyer@polisci.ucla.edu
  
Why the Nationality of Capital Sometimes Matters

- **Lynn M. Tesser**, University of Chicago
  
lintesser@midway.uchicago.edu
  
Disc. Lane Crothers, Illinois State University

**25-9**

**International Institutions of Justice: The New Norm Entrepreneurs**

- Candace H. Blake, Columbia University
  
chb2002@columbia.edu
  
On Limits of Head of State and Sovereign Immunity: Pinochet and Milosevic Lessons

- **Marc G. Pufong**, Valdosta State University
  
mpufong@valdosta.edu
  
Renewing Our Minds: Political Forgiveness and Leadership in the Former Yugoslavia

- Kendra B. Holtzman, University of Iowa
  
kendra-holtzman@uiowa.edu

Disc. Grace M. Cheng, Hawaii Pacific University

**25-12**

**ROUNDTABLE: IS THERE A FIELD OF DOMESTIC CONFLICT IN POLITICAL SCIENCE? PART I**

Room PARLOR D, 6TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30

Panel

- **Mark I. Lichbach**, University of Maryland-College Park
  
mlichbach@gvpt.umd.edu

- Manus I. Mulsarzky, Rutgers University
  
mulsarzky@rci.rutgers.edu

- Christian Davenport, University of Maryland - College Park
  
davenport@cedm.umd.edu

- Will Moore, Florida State University
  
will.moore@fsu.edu

**MOOT COURT SIMULATIONS: WITHIN AND WITHOUT THE CLASSROOM**

Room BURNHAM 5, 7TH FLOOR, SAT 3:30

Chair Jilda M. Aliotta, University of Hartford

Papers

- The Art of Writing Moot Court Problems
  
  - **John Williams**, Principia College
    
jww@prin.edu
    

- Organizing an Inter-Collegiate Undergraduate Moot Court Tournament
  
  - **Charles Knerr**, University of Texas at Arlington
    
cknerr@aal.com

- **Jackie Issacs**, University of Texas at Arlington
  
jck52bzz@aol.com

- **Nick Herron**, University of Texas at Arlington
  
nick.herron27@hotmail.com

- Bringing the Supreme Court into the Classroom: Mock Supreme Court
  
  - **Christine C. Pappas**, East Central University
    
cpappas@mail.clerk.eck.edu

Disc. Ivan McKenzie, University of Illinois, Chicago

- mckenzie@uic.edu

- Jilda M. Aliotta, University of Hartford
  
aliotta@hartford.edu
Sunday, April 6 – 8:30 am – 10:15 am

1-12 PARLIAMENTARY POLITICS AND FINANCIAL MARKETS
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Jim Alt, Harvard University
jalt@latte.harvard.edu
Papers
Bargaining and Bonds: How Cabinet Formation Affects the Market for Government Debt
William Bernhard, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
bernhard@uiuc.edu
David Leblang, University of Colorado, Boulder
leblang@colorado.edu
Modeling Spatial Effects in Comparative and International Political Economy
Robert J. Franzese, Jr., University of Michigan
franzese@umich.edu
Jude Hays, University of Michigan
jchays@umich.edu
Government Formation and Exchange Markets
Lanny Martin, Florida State University
lmartin@garnet.acns.fsu.edu
Will Moore, Florida State University
will.moore@fsu.edu
Stock Markets, Elections, and Political Business Cycles
Nathan M Jensen, Washington University
njensen@arts.wustl.edu
Returns in Cabinet Formation and Volatility in Stock Price
Fiona McGillivray, New York University
fiona.mcgillivray@nyu.edu

Disc. Jim Alt, Harvard University
jalt@latte.harvard.edu

1-27 DOMESTIC CONSTRAINTS AND INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS (Co-sponsored with International Relations, see 4-30)
Room BURNHAM 2, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Jon Pevehouse, University of Wisconsin
pevehouse@polisci.wisc.edu
Papers
Democracies and International Cooperation: The Impact of Domestic Institutions on IOG Membership in Advanced Industrialized Democracies
Daniel J. Muminich, University of Georgia
djmuminich@yahoo.com
Interministerial Coordination and Exchange: Formulating National Positions for Complex International Negotiations
Michael Stober, University of Mannheim
Michael.Stober@mzss.uni-mannheim.de
Domestic Political and Economic Constraints on Arms and Alignment Decisions
Thomas E. Flores, University of Michigan
telflores@umich.edu
Pivotal Politics in the European Union: An Event History Analysis
Thomas Koenig, Washington University, St. Louis
tkoenig@arts.wustl.edu

Disc. Jon Pevehouse, University of Wisconsin
pevehouse@polisci.wisc.edu

2-12 EXTERNAL ACTORS AND INTERNAL REFORM: EXAMPLES FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Room DEARBORN 3, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Raj M. Desai, Georgetown University
desai@georgetown.edu
Papers
Trade Liberalization in Latin America: Why Legislatures Matter
Michael J. Kelly, University of California, San Diego
mjkelly@ucsd.edu
When Are Regions Influential? Domestic vs. External Reforms in Developing Countries
Sanchita B. Saxena, University of California, Davis
saxenas@sbcglobal.net

Disc. John H. Riley, Kutztown University
riley@kutztown.edu

3-11 ETHNICITY AND TRUST IN NEW DEMOCRACIES
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Elise GiniIano, University of Miami
egiiani@miami.edu
Papers
Electoral Ethnic Bandwagon in New Democracies
Jean G. Tompke, University of California, Los Angeles
samoney@ucla.edu
Ethnic Status and Political Pluralism in the Russian Regions
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova, George Washington University
gulnaz@gwu.edu
Ethnicity and Trust in Post-Communist Transition
Donna Bahry, Vanderbilt University
Donna.L.Bahry@Vanderbilt.edu

Disc. Elise GiniIano, University of Miami
egiiani@miami.edu

3-23 ACCESSION STRATEGIES OF NATION COUNTRIES
Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Charles Bukowski, Bradley University
cb@bmuail.bradley.edu
Papers
Ensuring Success: The Baltic States’ Path to NATO
Mark A. Ciecko, University of Texas at Arlington
ciecko@uta.edu
Slovakia’s Plan for NATO Accession
Marybeth Ulrich, US Army War College
marybeth.ulrich@carlisle.army.mil
Domestic Politics of Polish Accession to NATO
Jack Lubeck, MillaK University
jlubekci@mail.millaK.edu

Disc. Charles Bukowski, Bradley University
cb@bmuail.bradley.edu

4-10 INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATES
Room MONTROSE 4, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair William D. Anderson, Western Illinois University
w.d.anderson@wu.edu
Papers
Issue Salience Interest Groups and Foreign Aid
Charles J. Bennion, George Mason University
donnersd@99@gmail.com
Denise McArthur, Binghamton University
dmcarthu@binghamton.edu

Disc. Ashley Herad, Binghamton University
asheryl@binghamton.edu

4-18 THE POLITICS OF INTERNAL VIOLENCE
Room MONTROSE 1, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Lui Hebron, Eastern Washington University
lui.hebron@mail.ewu.edu
Papers
War and Local Organization: A Case Study of the Korean War

Neoliberalism and Democratization: A Comparative Perspective on Argentina and Turkey
Peri Kaleagasi Blind, Georgetown University
PK9@georgetown.edu
Why a Washington Consensus?: Convergent Discourses, Signaling, and Neoliberalism
Aseema Sinha, University of Wisconsin - Madison
asinha@polisci.wisc.edu

Disc. Raj M. Desai, Georgetown University
desai@georgetown.edu
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5-11 THE POLITICS OF EXCHANGE RATES
Room SANDBURG 6, 3RD FLOOR SUN 8:30
Chair Thomas Oatesy, University of North Carolina
toatley@email.unc.edu
Papers Toeing the Line: Globalization and the Maintenance of Self-Destructive Policies
George Shambaugh, Georgetown University
emma@georgetown.edu
Exchange Rate Commitments and the Role of Veto Players
Tamar Asadarian, New York University
taa208@nyu.edu
An Empirical Evaluation of the Politics of Exchange Rate in Six East European Countries
Cristina Bodea, University of Rochester
cbodea@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Monetary and Fiscal Cycles in Open Economies: A Switching Approach
Robert W. Walker, University of Rochester
wkr@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Institutions, Accountability, and Currency Crises
Michele Chang, Colgate University
140 Persson Hall

Disc. Thomas Oatesy, University of North Carolina
toatley@email.unc.edu

6-8 RELIGION, PUBLIC OPINION AND PARTICIPATION
Room SALON 5, 3RD FLOOR SUN 8:30
Chair Ted G. Jelen, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
jelen@unlv.edu
Papers Building God’s Army: Political Opinion Cohesion in Congregations
Paul A. Djupe, Denison University
djupe@denison.edu
Christopher P. Gilbert, Gustavus Adolphus College
cgilbert@gac.edu
Putting Religion in Context by Putting Context Into the Study of Religion
David E. Campbell, University of Notre Dame
dcampbell@nd.edu
Personality Traits, Religious Capital, and Civic Engagement
Franklyn C. Niles, John Brown University
fniles@jb.edu
Mandi L. Bates, University of Kentucky
mbates@uky.edu
Stephan Voss, University of Kentucky
dvoss@uky.edu

Disc. Ted G. Jelen, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
jelen@unlv.edu

6-25 FRAMING, PRIMING AND PUBLIC OPINION
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR SUN 8:30
Chair Paul B. Freedman, University of Virginia
freedman@virginia.edu
Papers Thinking About Frames: Do cognitive Responses Moderate Framing Effects on Public Opinion
Kimberly A. Gross, George Washington University
kimgross@gwu.edu
Paul Brewer, George Washington University
pbrwer@gwu.edu
Elite/Mass Miscommunications and Gun Control Policy
Matthew A. Vile, University of New Orleans
mville@uno.edu
A New Approach to the Study of Framing Policy Preferences: Controlled Experimental Investigation of Universalistic vs. Particularistic Justifications for Social Welfare Programs
Keith Fitzgerald, New College of Florida
fitzgerald@ncf.edu
Catherine Elliott, New College of Florida
cellott@ncf.edu
Attitude Change and the Political Information Environment: Sources of Political Information and Decreasing Support for Immigration
Christopher Muste, Louisiana State University
cpmuste@lsu.edu
Paul B. Freedman, University of Virginia
freedman@virginia.edu

7-9 ROUNDTABLE: THE EFFECTS OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM ON STATE AND LOCAL ELECTIONS
Room SALON 116, 3RD FLOOR SUN 8:30
Chair Patrick Basham, Cato Institute
pbasham@cato.org
Panel Raymond J. La Raja, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
laraja@polsci.umass.edu
Robert Franciosi, Goldwater Institute
efranciosi@goldwaterinstitute.org
Jeffrey Milyo, University of Chicago
jmilyo@uchicago.edu
Anthony G. Gierzynski, University of Vermont
agierzynski@uvm.edu
Michael J. New, Harvard University
mnew@late.harvard.edu
Martin Zelder, University of Chicago
mzelder@medicinebsd.uchicago.edu

Disc. Michael J. New, Harvard University
mnew@late.harvard.edu

7-12 SOCIAL AND CONTESTUAL INFLUENCES ON PARTICIPATION
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR SUN 8:30
Chair S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Public Policy Institute of California
ramakrishnan@ppic.org
Papers Contextual Effects at the Community Level: Voter Turnout in Neighborhoods
H. Gibbs Knotts, Western Carolina University
gknotts@email.wcu.edu
Estimating Who is Most Likely to Respond to Changes in Registration Laws
Michael J. Hamner, University of Michigan
mhamner@umich.edu
Lower Class Participation in Principled Elections from 1984-2000: Michigan and Minnesota
Uison Kwon, Western Michigan University
uisoon.kwon@wmich.edu
Language use, Language Preference and Political Participation
Martin Johnson, University of California, Riverside
johnson@ucr.edu
Robert M. Stein, Rice University
stein@rice.edu
Robert D. Wrinkle, University of Texas, Pan American
rdwe116@gunam.edu

Disc. S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Public Policy Institute of California
ramakrishnan@ppic.org

9-1 WOMEN JUDGES: COURT AND CONTEXT (Co-sponsored with Judicial Politics and Public Law, see 19-26)
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR SUN 8:30
Chair Judith A. Baer, Texas A&M University
j-baer@tamu.edu
Papers Gender and Judging
10-10 DIFFUSION OF ATTITUDES WITHIN RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUPS
Room MONTROSE 3, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Melissa R. Michelson, California State University, Fresno
Papers
Edith Garneau, University of Michigan
garnea_e@hotmail.com
Globalization, Migration, and Trafficking in Humans: The Efficacy of International Institutions in Combating Human Smuggling and the Forced Prostitution of Women
Sylvia G. Maier, Georgia Institute of Technology
sylvia.maier@inta.gatech.edu
Transcultural Translation of Gender and Indigenous Identities: Continental and International Positions of Indigenous Leaders on the Right to Self-Determination
Edith Garneau, University of Chicago
garnea_e@umich.edu
Gender Mainstreaming in the European Union: Effects on Expansion and the Case of Women in Poland
Karen J. Vogel, Hamline University
kvogel@atth.com

Disc. Bethany Barratt, Roosevelt University
bbrarratt@roosevelt.edu
Theodora-Ismene Gizelis, Chapman University
gizelis@chapman.edu

11-2 THE STATE AND THE FOREIGNER: HISTORY AND THEORY
Room MONTROSE 2, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Mika LaVaque-Manty, University of Michigan
mmanty@umich.edu
Papers
Matthew E. Price, Harvard University
mprice@fas.harvard.edu
Theorizing Nature and Culture: Burke's Political Theory of Human Nature and Experience
Edmund Burke as a Religious Thinker: Efficacy and Utility at the Intersection of Religion and Politics
Steven P. Millies, The Catholic University of America
smillies@csu.fuller.edu
Understanding the Divisions in Conservative Thought

Kevin M. Wagner, University of Florida
kwagner@polisci.ufl.edu

Disc. Steven J. Wolf, Lawrence University
steven.wolf@lawrence.edu
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Michael W. Hail, Morehead State University
m.hail@moreheadstate.edu

Jeremy L. Hall, University of Kentucky
jhall03@uky.edu
Developing a State: Assessing the Report Cards on Economic Development Policies
Mark E. Tompkins, University of South Carolina
tompkins.mark@sc.edu
The Community Development Block Grant Program: Does It Create a Paradox in Intergovernmental Public Policy?
Donna M. Milam, Auburn University
dmilam@auburnalabama.org
Explaining State Adoption of Community Development Finance Institutions Programs
Natalie A. Davila, Roosevelt University
ndavila@roosevelt.edu
Jeanne L. Bloss, jlbloss@mindspring.com

Papers  NEW FRAMEWORKS FOR AMERICAN POLITICS
Room SANDBURG 3, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Lawrence R. Jacobs, University of Minnesota
ljacobs@polisci.umn.edu

Papers  TITLE MISSING
Margaret Weir, University of California, Berkeley
mweir@socrates.berkeley.edu
TITLE MISSING
James A. Morone, Brown University
James.Morone@brown.edu
TITLE MISSING
Benjamin I. Page, Northwestern University
b.page@northwestern.edu

Papers  ROUND TABLE: BEYOND THE WOMEN’S CAUCUS?
Reflections on the Caucus in the 20th and 21st Centuries
Room PARLOR F, 6TH FLOOR, SUN 8:30
Chair Erica Townsend-Bell, Washington University in St. Louis
eetownse@artsci.wustl.edu

Panel Ann C. Lin, University of Michigan
alin@umich.edu
Lisa A. Balder, Washington University in St. Louis
labalder@artsci.wustl.edu
Susan Welch, Pennsylvania State University
swelch@psu.edu
Toni-Michelle Travis, George Mason University
travis@gmu.edu
### Sunday, April 6 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

#### 1-13 THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PUBLIC OPINION AND PUBLIC POLICY: FROM SHAPING OPINION TO CIRCUMVENTING OPPOSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BURNHAM 1, 7th FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>Cliff J. Carrubba, Emory University <a href="mailto:ccarrub@emory.edu">ccarrub@emory.edu</a></td>
<td>A Decision Theoretic Model of Public Opinion Formation: Guns, Butter, and European Common Defense Cliff J. Carrubba, Emory University <a href="mailto:ccarrub@emory.edu">ccarrub@emory.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty, Inequality, and Government Spending: Public Opinion in Comparative Perspective F. John Mohrten III, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill <a href="mailto:mohrten@email.unc.edu">mohrten@email.unc.edu</a> Strategies of Reducing Resistances to Policies: The Reform of Private Education in Spain and France at the Beginning of the Eighties Maria Fernandez Mellizo-Soto, Juan March Institute <a href="mailto:maria@ceu.es.march.es">maria@ceu.es.march.es</a> Limiting the Scope of Conflict: Deportation and Damage Control in Germany and the United States Antje Ellermann, Brandeis University <a href="mailto:ellenmann@brandeis.edu">ellenmann@brandeis.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Decision Theoretic Model of Public Opinion: Guns, Butter, and European Common Defense Cliff J. Carrubba, Emory University <a href="mailto:ccarrub@emory.edu">ccarrub@emory.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2-13 ETHNICITY AND FEDERALISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEADBORN 373rd FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>William Reno, Northwestern University <a href="mailto:reno@northwestern.edu">reno@northwestern.edu</a></td>
<td>Ethnicity and Federalism in Comparative Perspective John W. Harbeson, CUNY <a href="mailto:jwharbeson@jail.com">jwharbeson@jail.com</a> Contesting Citizenship: Indigenous Movements, the State, and the Postliberal Challenge in Latin America Deborah Yashar, Princeton University <a href="mailto:dyashar@princeton.edu">dyashar@princeton.edu</a> Neither Too Much Autonomy, Nor Too Little: The Goldilocks Theory of Federalism in Multinational Contexts Hudson Meadwell, McGill University <a href="mailto:hudson.meadwell@mcgill.ca">hudson.meadwell@mcgill.ca</a> Divided We Stand: Institutional Sources of Ethnofederal Survival and Collapse Henry E. Hale, Indiana University <a href="mailto:hhale@indiana.edu">hhale@indiana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tribal Sovereignty: Indigenous Movements, the State, and the Postliberal Challenge in Latin America Deborah Yashar, Princeton University <a href="mailto:dyashar@princeton.edu">dyashar@princeton.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3-9 THE EFFECT OF RELIGION ON DEMOCRATIZATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SALON 8, 7th FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>Teresa J. Burns, Claremont Graduate University <a href="mailto:teresa.burns@cgcu.edu">teresa.burns@cgcu.edu</a></td>
<td>Can Traditional Institutions Adopt Modern Practices to Effect Political Change? The Case of the Roman Catholic Church Len T. Chu, George Washington University <a href="mailto:leht@gwu.edu">leht@gwu.edu</a> The Political Side of Religion: The Case Of Religious Change In Brazil Marlene Barros-Lain, Ball State University <a href="mailto:marlene.barros@asul.com">marlene.barros@asul.com</a> An Historic Mass, an Historic Kiss, and a Reexamination of Church-State Relations in Mexico Lynda K. Barrow, Cuc College <a href="mailto:lbarrow@cccoc.edu">lbarrow@cccoc.edu</a> An Alternative to Secular Authoritarianism and Islam Absolutism? The Rise of Democratic Islamism in Turkey Gunes Murat Tzezur, University of Michigan <a href="mailto:gunes@umich.edu">gunes@umich.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Effect of Religion on Political Change Len T. Chu, George Washington University <a href="mailto:leht@gwu.edu">leht@gwu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4-9 JUSTICE AND ETHICS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONTROSE 3, 7th FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota <a href="mailto:tschorn@usd.edu">tschorn@usd.edu</a></td>
<td>Calvary's Cross and The Crescent Moon: Whose Ethics in International Affairs? Russell A. Hamilton, Manhattanville University <a href="mailto:rhamilton@mnmsld.edu">rhamilton@mnmsld.edu</a> Is the War on Terrorism Just?: Exploring Just War Theory in a Changing Global Context Jacqueline M. Vieceli, Minnesota State University, Mankato <a href="mailto:jacqueline.vieceli@mnsu.edu">jacqueline.vieceli@mnsu.edu</a> Toward a Cosmopolitan Theory of Just War Kimberly A. Hudson, Boston University <a href="mailto:kimerly.hudson@brown.edu">kimerly.hudson@brown.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can Offensive &amp; Defensive Realism Be Integrated? Debamaly Chakravorty, Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta <a href="mailto:debamaly.chakravorty@iimcal.ac.in">debamaly.chakravorty@iimcal.ac.in</a> Offensive-Defense Balance: Theory and Evidence Yoav Gortzak, Hebrew University <a href="mailto:gortzak.1@osu.edu">gortzak.1@osu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4-25 SELF-PRESENTATION IN PUBLIC DIPLOMACY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONTROSE 1, 7th FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>Timothy J. Schorn, University of South Dakota <a href="mailto:tschorn@usd.edu">tschorn@usd.edu</a></td>
<td>Guns, Butter, and European Common Defense Cliff J. Carrubba, Emory University <a href="mailto:ccarrub@emory.edu">ccarrub@emory.edu</a> The Decision Theoretic Model of Public Opinion: Guns, Butter, and European Common Defense Cliff J. Carrubba, Emory University <a href="mailto:ccarrub@emory.edu">ccarrub@emory.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Emptive War or Preventive War? The Bush Doctrine and the Challenge of American Democracy Scott A. Silverstone, United States Military Academy <a href="mailto:js6300@usma.edu">js6300@usma.edu</a> Strategic Self-Presentation in Public Diplomacy: The Israeli-Palestinian Case Ben D. Mur, University of Haifa <a href="mailto:b.mur@poli.haifa.ac.il">b.mur@poli.haifa.ac.il</a> The Unilateralist Ruse: Multilateralism as a Practical Means Toward Appeasing Key Domestic Constituencies and Foreign Allies Since 9/11 Victor Menaudo, Claremont Graduate University <a href="mailto:vmenaudo@yahoo.com">vmenaudo@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4-26 OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE REALISM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONTROSE 2, 7th FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>Richard J. Stoll, Rice University <a href="mailto:stoll@rice.edu">stoll@rice.edu</a></td>
<td>Can Offensive &amp; Defensive Realism Be Integrated? Debamaly Chakravorty, Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta <a href="mailto:debamaly.chakravorty@iimcal.ac.in">debamaly.chakravorty@iimcal.ac.in</a> Offensive-Defense Balance: Theory and Evidence Yoav Gortzak, Hebrew University <a href="mailto:gortzak.1@osu.edu">gortzak.1@osu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offensive Defense: Theory and Evidence Yoram Z. Haferl, Ohio State University <a href="mailto:haferl.1@osu.edu">haferl.1@osu.edu</a> Yoav Gortzak, Ohio State University <a href="mailto:gortzak.1@osu.edu">gortzak.1@osu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5-12 MACROECONOMIC MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANDHURG 6, 7th FLOOR, SUN 10:30</td>
<td>William Clark, New York University <a href="mailto:william.clark@nyu.edu">william.clark@nyu.edu</a></td>
<td>Who Wants to Repay the Foreign Debt? Public Opinion and Economic Sophistication in Argentina Michael H. Tomz, Stanford University <a href="mailto:tomz@stanford.edu">tomz@stanford.edu</a> The Institutional and Political Determinants of Bank Bailouts: An Empirical Analysis of Governmental Response to Bank Crises Uri Fisher, University of Colorado, Boulder <a href="mailto:urifisher@msn.com">urifisher@msn.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Sophistication in Argentina Michael H. Tomz, Stanford University <a href="mailto:tomz@stanford.edu">tomz@stanford.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 120
National Security and National Finance: A Reassessment of Gerschenkron
Richard Carney, University of California, San Diego
rcarney@weber.acsd.edu

6-24
STRAtegy, Self-Interest, and Political Decisions
Room SALON 5.5 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Gail Cibert, University of Virginia
gibert@virginia.edu
Papers
- Measuring Political Self-Interest and Altruism. A Computer Based Approach
  Thomas C. Craemer, SUNY at Stony Brook
tcraemer@ic.sasny.edu
- The Proclivity of Strategic Reasoning
  Thomas Cschwarm, University of Mannheim
  Thomas.Cschwerm@rz.uni-mannheim.de
- A Re-Evaluation of Sophisticated Voting in the 1988 Presidential Primaries
  Gar R. Culbert, University of Virginia
gculbert@virginia.edu
Repealed Social Interaction, Cue-taking, and the Development of Trust in a Social Environment
Martin Johnson, University of California, Riverside
mjohnson@isc.ucr.edu

Disc. Mitchell Sanders, University of Notre Dame
msander1@nd.edu

7-10
Campaign Organization and Strategy
Room SALON 7.3 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Jeffrey F. Kraus, Wagner College
jkraus@wagner.edu
Papers
- Presidents and the Permanent Campaign: Toward a New Theory of Presidential Elections
  Justin S. Vaughn, Texas A&M University
  jvaughn@politics.tamu.edu
- Size Isn't All that Matters: A Dynamic Model and Empirical Test of Resource Allocation in U.S. Presidential Campaigns
  Jennifer L. Merolla, Duke University
  jml8j@duke.edu
- Michael W Tofias, University of Texas at Austin
  mwt@texas.edu
- Candidate Campaign Organizational Strength and Campaigning in the 1990s
  Brian J. Brox, University of Texas at Austin
  bbrox@gov.utexas.edu
- Tempus Fugit: How Legislative Candidates Use Their Own Time as a Strategic Resource?
  Brian K. Arbou, University of Texas at Austin
  burbouil@mail.utexas.edu

Disc. Joseph K. Unekis, Kansas State University
juneke@kstate.edu

8-6
Political Conflict and Trust
Room MONTROSE 7.7 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Timothy Vercellotti, Elon University
lvercellotti@elon.edu
Papers
- Political Conflict: Nemesis or Necessity?
  Diana C. Moot, Ohio State University
  mootz.1@ou.edu
- The News Media and Perceptions of Congress
  Richard Forgette, Miami University
  forgette@moiohio.edu
- Jonathan S. Morris, Miami University
  mmorris@lmuohio.edu
- Dimensions of News Media Evaluations: Accuracy Versus Bias
  Jonathan Ladd, Princeton University
  laddlj@princeton.edu
- Jonathan Ladd, Princeton University
  laddlj@princeton.edu

9-2
Do Women's Movements Have a Shared Tactical Repertoire?
Room LASALLE 7.7 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Karen Beckwith, College of Wooster
kbeckwith@wooster.edu
Papers
- Inside and Outside the State: Insider Status and Tactical Choice in the U.S. Women's Movement
  Lee Ann Banaszak, Pennsylvania State University
  lab14@psu.edu
- Do Women's Movements Have a Shared Tactical Repertoire?
  Karen Beckwith, College of Wooster
  kbeckwith@wooster.edu
- Engaging Violence: How the American Women's Movement Has Responded to Violent Opposition
  Anne Costain, University of Colorado at Boulder
  acostain@cu.edu
- Transnational Women's Movements, Political Solidarity, and International, Agreements on Violence Against Women
  S. Laurel Weldon, Purdue University
  weldon@polisci.purdue.edu

Disc. Elisabeth Clemens, University of Chicago
clemens@uchicago.edu

11-16
Hobbes: Nature and Language
Room CLARK 10.3 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Stephen Engelmann, University of Illinois, Chicago
sengelma@uic.edu
Papers
  Yishaiya Alobosch, Fresno State
  yabosch@csufresno.edu
- The Linguistic Structure of Hobbes's Sovereign
  Kevin Cameron, Lafayette College
  kcameron@lafayette.edu
- Hobbes's Insierness
  John M. Kang, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
  johnkang@umich.edu
- Modern Political Ontology: Locke and Rousseau's Response to Hobbes
  David L. Williams, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
  david.williams@uwsp.edu

Disc. Gary A. Remer, Tulane University
gremer@tulane.edu

12-13
Issues in Social and Political Philosophy
Room BURHAN 2.7 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Joel Olson, Estrella Mountain College
joolson@asu.edu
Papers
- To See and be Seen: Spectacle, Surveillance, and Scopophilic Citizenship
  Margaret E. Farrar, Augestana College
  pofarrar@augestana.edu
- Hypocrisy and Political Philosophy
  Peter Furia, Wake Forest University
  furia@wfu.edu
- Humility and Responsibility After Liberalism, or, My Role in the Death of Amadou Diallo
  Chad Lavin, Pennsylvania State University
  clavin@psu.edu
- Probing the Appeal of Nationalism through Maps, Language and Race
  Avital Shem, University of Maryland-College Park
  mshem@gryp.umd.edu

Disc. Joel Olson, Estrella Mountain College
joolson@asu.edu

13-12
Software Presentation on Using Experiments to Teach Analytical Political Science
Room FARLOW 6.6 FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Rebecca Morton, New York University
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Panel
Charles Holt, University of Virginia
holt@virginia.edu

15-10 PARTIES OF LEFT & RIGHT
Room SALON 1, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair William W. Riggs, Texas A&M University
wriggs@tamiu.edu
Papers
Power to the People (and to us): Populism in the Communication of Political Parties in Belgium
Stefaan A.J. Walgrave, University of Antwerp
walgrave@uisa.ua.ac.be
Jan Jagers, University of Antwerp
jjan.jagers@ua.ac.be
The British Green Party and European Union Policies: Policy as a Reflection of Party Identity
Debra J. Holzhauer, Coxe College
DHOLOZH@coxe.edu
Green Party Campaign Workers and the 2000 Election
James L. Canfield, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
jcanfield@swtpk.edu
Disc. William W. Riggs, Texas A&M University
wriggs@tamiu.edu

16-8 PRESIDENTIAL CONTROL OVER POLICY MAKING
Room LASALLE 3, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Lynn Ragdale, University of Illinois, Chicago
ragdale@uic.edu
Papers
Changing Policy Course Within the White House: The Power of Executive Orders During the Modern Presidency
Adam L. Warber, Clemson University
awarber@clemson.edu
Venture Constitutionalism and the Presidential Conundrum
Ryan J. Barilleaux, Miami University
barirlj@mohio.edu
How Strong Does the Constitution Make the President?
Benjamin A. Kleinerman, Michigan State University
kleiner2@msu.edu
Heuristic Search and the Power of Hierarchy: What Library Catalogs Can Tell Us About National Intelligence Disasters
Thomas H. Hammond, Michigan State University
thhammond@msu.edu
Ko Maeda, Michigan State University
maedako@msu.edu
Kyle I. Jen, House Fiscal Agency, Michigan House of Representatives
KJEN@house.state.mi.us
Disc. Kirk R. Emmert, Kenyon college
emmerki@kenyon.edu
Jon D. Schaff, Northern State University
schaff@northern.edu

17-11 WOMEN IN LEGISLATURES (Co-sponsored with Gender and Politics, soo 9-19)
Room BURNHAM 4, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Susan Carroll, Rutgers University
scarroll@rci.rutgers.edu
Papers
Women and Men in the House: An Analyses of House Voting Behavior
Charles P. Tien, Hunter College, CUNY
tets@hunter.cuny.edu
Dena Levy, SUNT Brockport
dlevy@po.brockport.edu
The Dynamics of Female Liberalism in the US House of Representatives, 1972-1996
Joseph D. Ura, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
ura@email.unc.edu
Documenting Difference: Men and Women State Legislators’ Activities
Sarah J. Poggione, University of Georgia
poggione@arches.uga.edu
Taking it to the Floor: The Effects of Descriptive Representation Upon State Legislative Agendas
Kimberly S. Adams, University of Mississippi
kadam@olemiss.edu
Disc. Elizabeth A. Oldmixon, University of North Texas
oldmixon@unt.edu

18-10 SENATE ELECTIONS AND REPRESENTATION
Room DEARBORN 2, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Wendy J. Schiller, Brown University
wendy.schiller@brown.edu
Papers
Playing to the Public: U.S. Senate Candidates and the Decision to go Negative
Amanda D. Williams, University of Wisconsin-Madison
williams@polisci.wisc.edu
Electoral Strength and Cue Taking from the Same State-the Same Party Partner in the U.S. Senate*
Jangsu Kim, SUNY at Stony Brook
jangkim@ic.sunysb.edu
Issue Representation and Descriptive Diversity in Senate Elections
Benjamin G. Bishin, University of Miami
bishin@miami.edu
Jay Dow, University of Missouri
dow@missouri.edu
Candidates, Competitiveness, and Spatial Voting in U.S. Senate Elections
Joseph Gerstenson, East Carolina University
gerstenson@e-mail.ecu.edu

19-3 THE CONTESTED CIVIC CONSTITUTION
Room SALON 3, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair John E. Finn, Wesleyan University
jfinn@wesleyan.edu
Papers
Civil Liberties After 9/11: What Price Security?
Bruce Altshuler, SUNY-Oswego
altshucl@roswego.edu
Detention by Any Other Name? National Security, Civil Liberty and the Need for Constitutional Understanding
Galya B. Ruffer, University of Pennsylvania
galyab@earthlink.net
Citizen Constitutional Knowledge, Civic Capacities, and the Politics of Constitutional Torts
Brett E. Marston, SUNY-Oswego
marston@ Oswego.edu
Dennis J. Goldfrad, Drake University
dennis.goldfrad@drake.edu

19-10 THE REHNQUIST COURT, CONSTITUTIONAL FEDERALISM, AND THE POLITICS OF RIGHTS
Room SALON 2, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Henry Abraham, University of Virginia
hjaja@virginia.edu
Papers
The Rehnquist Court Federalism and the Reagan Regime
J. Mitchell Pickerill, Washington State University
mitchp@mail.wsu.edu
Cornell W. Clayton, Washington State University
The Intergovernmental Lobby, the Rehnquist Court, and the Constitutional Politics of Sovereign Immunity
Stephen G. Bragaw, Sweet Briar College
bragaw@sbc.edu
An Innate Sense of Fairness: Minnesota's Waiver of Sovereign Immunity and the Politics of Rights
Matthew H. Bosworth, Winona State University
mbosworth@winona.edu
The Formation of Federalism: The Founder's Views of the Necessary and Proper Clause
Michael R. Fine, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire
finemr@uwee.edu
Sunday, April 6 – 10:30 am – 12:15 pm

20-12 ETHNIC CONFLICT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Room SANDBURG 4, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Mary T. Hallock Morris, Indiana University - Southeast
Papers Faith, Hope & Charity: Charitable Choice and President Bush's Faith Based Initiative
Sheila S. Kennedy, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
mhmorris@indiana.edu

23-7 FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS IN THE DELIVERY OF PUBLIC SERVICES
Room LASALLE 2, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Nancy Winemiller Basinger, University of Utah
Papers Faith, Hope & Charity: Charitable Choice and President Bush's Faith Based Initiative
Sheila S. Kennedy, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
mhmorris@indiana.edu

21-7 STUDIES IN URBAN GOVERNANCE: INSTITUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES
Room LASALLE 5, 7TH FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Mark N. Lubell, University of California, Davis
Papers Models of Cooperation in Metropolitan Areas
Annette Steinacker, Claremont Graduate University
anette.steinacker@cgu.edu
The Major Leagues: Collective Action and the Formation of State Leagues of Cities
Bertram Johnson, Carleton College
bjjohnson@carleton.edu
Metropolitan Government Structure and Political Participation
Christine A. Kelleher, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill
cak@email.unc.edu
David Lowery, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
dlowery@email.unc.edu

24-7 NATIONAL ECONOMIC PERCEPTIONS AND THE VOTE
Room SALON 4, 3RD FLOOR, SUN 10:30
Chair Richard Niemi, University of Rochester
David Sanders, University of Sussex
dsanders@essex.ac.uk
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Robert J. Phillips, Wheeling Jesuit University
philips@wju.edu

Disc. Marlene K. Sokolon, Northern Illinois University
msokolon@niu.edu
Kent Kirwan, University of Nebraska at Omaha
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Panel 1</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krehbiel, Keith</td>
<td>Panel 7</td>
<td>1-11</td>
<td>Lasalle 6-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krause, George A.</td>
<td>Panel 1</td>
<td>1-30</td>
<td>Lasalle 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krutz, Glen S.</td>
<td>Panel 17</td>
<td>15-17</td>
<td>Salon 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krutz, Glen S.</td>
<td>Panel 26</td>
<td>1-26</td>
<td>Salon 7-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuder, William</td>
<td>Panel 17</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>Lasalle 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kucsova, Simona</td>
<td>Panel 19</td>
<td>11-19</td>
<td>Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuehn, Michelle T.</td>
<td>Panel 24</td>
<td>6-24</td>
<td>Sandburg 4-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulinski, James H.</td>
<td>Panel 6</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullberg, Judith S.</td>
<td>Panel 3</td>
<td>18-3</td>
<td>Salon 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kullberg, Judith S.</td>
<td>Panel 3</td>
<td>18-3</td>
<td>Salon 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kun, Heisung</td>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Salon 6-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunieva, Jana</td>
<td>Panel 31</td>
<td>1-31</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4-4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt, Scholla</td>
<td>Panel 20</td>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>Parlor C-6th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwak, Xujin</td>
<td>Panel 8</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>Montrose 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwiet, Robert W.</td>
<td>Panel 23</td>
<td>6-23</td>
<td>Lasalle 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwiet, Robert W.</td>
<td>Panel 23</td>
<td>6-23</td>
<td>Lasalle 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwion, Hyok Y.</td>
<td>Panel 31</td>
<td>1-31</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4-4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwion, Hyok Y.</td>
<td>Panel 120</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon, Hyok Y.</td>
<td>Panel 120</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon, Hyok Y.</td>
<td>Panel 120</td>
<td>1-20</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pira, Timothy M.</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>Montrose 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pira, Timothy M.</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>Montrose 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai, Brian</td>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Clark 5-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai, Brian</td>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Clark 5-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai, Brian</td>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Clark 5-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakreta, E., Eduardo</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>15-14</td>
<td>Salon 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacy, Dean F.</td>
<td>Panel 14</td>
<td>1-14</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacy, Dean F.</td>
<td>Panel 14</td>
<td>1-14</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladd, Jonathan</td>
<td>Panel 8</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>Montrose 7-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladewig, Jeffrey W.</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>7-15</td>
<td>Lasalle 1-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladtha, Krishna K.</td>
<td>Panel 13</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>Lasalle 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladtha, Krishna K.</td>
<td>Panel 13</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>Lasalle 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladurte, Lawrence M.</td>
<td>Panel 3</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>Salon 2-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai, Brian</td>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Clark 5-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai, Brian</td>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>Clark 5-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampkin-Thomas, Cheryl L.</td>
<td>Panel 10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4-4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampkin-Thomas, Cheryl L.</td>
<td>Panel 10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4-4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landa, Dimitri</td>
<td>Panel 13</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>Salon 7-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landry, Pierre F.</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>4-15</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landry, Pierre F.</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>4-15</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langlois, Catherine C.</td>
<td>Panel 13</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langlois, Jean-Pierre P.</td>
<td>Panel 13</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanier, Dres N.</td>
<td>Panel 19</td>
<td>19-19</td>
<td>Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapinski, John S.</td>
<td>Panel 22</td>
<td>4-22</td>
<td>Montrose 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRaja, Ray</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>20-15</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larimer, Christopher W.</td>
<td>Panel 23</td>
<td>4-23</td>
<td>Lasalle 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen, Heather A.</td>
<td>Panel 22</td>
<td>4-22</td>
<td>Montrose 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen, Heather A.</td>
<td>Panel 22</td>
<td>4-22</td>
<td>Montrose 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson, Carin L.</td>
<td>Panel 8</td>
<td>1-8</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4-4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsson, Jeffrey D.</td>
<td>Panel 10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Clark 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavate, Mandy, Mika</td>
<td>Panel 11</td>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>Clark 10-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavate, Mandy, Mika</td>
<td>Panel 12</td>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>Montrose 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laver, Michael</td>
<td>Panel 14</td>
<td>4-14</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavin, Chad</td>
<td>Panel 12</td>
<td>13-12</td>
<td>Burnham 2-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavin, Howard G.</td>
<td>Panel 6</td>
<td>18-6</td>
<td>Salon 3-6th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavin, Howard G.</td>
<td>Panel 6</td>
<td>18-6</td>
<td>Salon 3-6th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawless, Jennifer L.</td>
<td>Panel 8</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>Montrose 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawless, Jennifer L.</td>
<td>Panel 8</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>Montrose 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence, Adam B.</td>
<td>Panel 16</td>
<td>4-16</td>
<td>Clark 10-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence, Christopher N.</td>
<td>Panel 7</td>
<td>16-7</td>
<td>Salon 5-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence, Eric D.</td>
<td>Panel 17</td>
<td>1-17</td>
<td>Lasalle 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawson, Brian L.</td>
<td>Panel 14</td>
<td>4-14</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawson, Brian L.</td>
<td>Panel 14</td>
<td>4-14</td>
<td>Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax, Jeffrey R.</td>
<td>Panel 2</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax, Jeffrey R.</td>
<td>Panel 2</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lax, Jeffrey R.</td>
<td>Panel 2</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>Salon 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le, J. Celeste</td>
<td>Panel 6</td>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall 4-4th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazar, Noemi C.</td>
<td>Panel 12</td>
<td>15-12</td>
<td>Montrose 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarus, Ellen L.</td>
<td>Panel 19</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarus, Ellen L.</td>
<td>Panel 19</td>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarus, Jeff</td>
<td>Panel 17</td>
<td>8-17</td>
<td>Darnbrook 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarus, Jeff</td>
<td>Panel 15</td>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>Lasalle 3-7th Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Cheminant, Wayne S.</td>
<td>Panel 3</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>Lasalle 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach, William D.</td>
<td>Panel 22</td>
<td>9-22</td>
<td>Sat 1-3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 21-5</td>
<td>Sat 8:30</td>
<td>Lasalle 3-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 7-1</td>
<td>Fri 10:30, Dearborn 2-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 24-2</td>
<td>Fri 8:30, PDR 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 22-17</td>
<td>Sat 1:30, Montrose 2-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3-23</td>
<td>Sun 8:30, Salon 1-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 19-10</td>
<td>Sun 10:30, Salon 2-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Panel 19-12</td>
<td>Sat 10:30, Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td>Panel 11-10</td>
<td>Fri 3:30, Clark 10-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Panel 22-7</td>
<td>Sat 8:30, Dearborn 2-7th Floor</td>
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<td>Sat 3:30, PDR 6-3rd Floor</td>
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<td>Fri 8:30, Salon 4-7th Floor</td>
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<td>Sun 8:30, Salon 8-3rd Floor</td>
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<td>Sat 1:30, Dearborn 7-7th Floor</td>
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<td>Sun 10:30, Salon 2-3rd Floor</td>
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<td>Thur 3:30, Lasalle 2-7th Floor</td>
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<td></td>
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<td>Sat 1:30, Lasalle 2-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Panel 11-10</td>
<td>Fri 3:30, Clark 10-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 12-18</td>
<td>Fri 1:30, PDR 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 19-25</td>
<td>Thur 8:30, Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 15-19</td>
<td>Thur 1:30, Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 21-1</td>
<td>Sat 3:30, Exhibit Hall-4th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 7-10</td>
<td>Sun 10:30, Salon 7-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 16-4</td>
<td>Fri 3:30, Salon 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 20-14</td>
<td>Sun 8:30, Sandburg 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 9-9</td>
<td>Sat 3:30, Dearborn 1-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 19-10</td>
<td>Sun 10:30, Salon 2-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 20-13</td>
<td>Thu 10:30, Salon 9-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3-26</td>
<td>Thur 8:30, Montrose 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3-28</td>
<td>Thur 3:30, Clark 5-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 17-17</td>
<td>Fri 8:30, PDR 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 17-11</td>
<td>Sun 10:30, Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3-8</td>
<td>Tue 3:30, Salon 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 7-11</td>
<td>Fri 8:30, PDR 9-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 17-8</td>
<td>Sat 1:30, Dearborn 3-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 11-10</td>
<td>Fri 3:30, Clark 10-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 20-17</td>
<td>Thur 8:30, Montrose 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 15-17</td>
<td>Sat 3:30, Salon 2-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 13-1</td>
<td>Thur 10:30, Salon 7-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 13-1</td>
<td>Thu 10:30, Salon 7-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 18-12</td>
<td>Fri 8:30, Montrose 7-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 14-6</td>
<td>Fri 1:30, Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 15-19</td>
<td>Thur 1:30, Salon 4-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 19-14</td>
<td>Sat 10:30, PDR 16-5th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 14-14</td>
<td>Fri 10:30, Salon 7-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 12-20</td>
<td>Sat 10:30, PDR 16-5th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 9-10</td>
<td>Sat 10:30, Campania 1-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 17-11</td>
<td>Sun 10:30, Burnham 4-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3-11</td>
<td>Sun 8:30, Salon 8-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 4-8</td>
<td>Fri 3:30, Salon 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 9-6</td>
<td>Thur 3:30, Montrose 3-7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 7-2</td>
<td>Thur 8:30, PDR 6-3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 18-14</td>
<td>Sat 10:30, PDR 16-5th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 18-14</td>
<td>Sat 10:30, PDR 16-5th Floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>